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OVERALL SCORE
Maximum 

Points 

Points 

Awarded

Percent 

Score

1,575 1,403 89.08%

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS        750 690 92.00%

LA Beaut LLC is 100% owned by Ann Athey and Shauneen Militello, who both have a financial interest in 2 LA retailers 

(Rose Collective and Westwood Farmacy), as well as distribution, manufacturing and cultivation licenses.  Provided 

copies of all licenses.  Will apply business and compliance procedures and practices developed from their existing 

retailers, which were both established in 2007 and successfully transitioned from pre-ICO.  Described day-to-day 

involvement of both, though they may not actually be on-site.

Both owners live in or within 5 miles of Pasadena and will each be on-site regularly and involved in the day-to-day 

operation of the business.  Provided a detailed description of the specific roles and responsibilities each owner will 

have in day-to-day operations.

GENERAL COMMENTS

The team behind this proposal appears to have ample experience with legal cannabis retailers and other licensed 

cannabis businesses.  That experience shows in may areas of the application, but is missing in many other sections.  

Despite stating that they have developed SOPs that are being used by over a dozen other cannabis businesses, the 

proposal talks about developing a security plan and other protocols that they don't currently have.  Because of this, 

some sections read as a descriptions of a plan they intend to develop, rather than presenting a plan that's ready. 

Experience

Cannabis Industry Knowledge

Ownership Team

Overall application displays knowledge and familiarity with licensed cannabis operations, demonstrated through 

practices implemented at their 2 existing retailers and other licensed businesses.  Partners have provided consulting 

services to more than a dozen other licensed cannabis businesses, which have since adopted their standard operating 

procedures.  However, these SOPs do not appear to exist for some sections.
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SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN  525 456 86.86%

Provided a clear and detailed discussion of roles, protocols and procedures for complying with CCTT and METRC 

requirements.

State Testing Requirements

Provided clear and detailed discussion of how the business will assure compliance with State testing requirements.  

Provided 5 letters from vendors attesting to effectiveness of procedures.

Employee Training

Provided a detailed discussion of employee training guidelines, including topics, methods, certifications, and a matrix 

of which areas of training will be required for which types of employees.

Funding/Proof of Capitalization

Provided bank statements in the names of the 2 principals showing combined savings or checking balances of nearly 

.  From the statements, these all appear to be available as cash, but that was not specifically detailed. 

Records Software

Will use Flowhub software to record, track, and store records, including sales, returns, deliveries, shipping manifests, 

invoices and inventory reports.  Provided a clear and detailed discussion of record retention and storage protocols.

Track-and-Trace

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)

Developed SOPs at their other retailers that have been adopted and utilized by a dozen other facilities.  Provided clear 

and detailed description of SOPs covering all aspects of the business.  Also provided a narrative explaining the 

evolutionary development of their SOPs.  However, it appears that the applicant is still intending to develop SOPs for 

some sections and did not provide them here.

Financial Plan

Provided reasonably detailed startup budget showing expected pre-opening costs of .  Anticipate break 

even in first year, with net profit of yr thereafter.  Provided detailed 5-year pro forma and cash 

flow statement, as well as narrative discussion of accounting procedures. 
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SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT 150 123 82.00%

Provided a detailed discussion of exterior design, including a general assessment of the surrounding neighborhood, 

roof lines, entrances, awnings, signage, doors and windows, materials, colors, landscaping, parking and lighting.  

Discussion was short on specifics.  Did not provide any conceptual architectural renderings.

Provided a discussion of design concept integration, but it did not provide any specifics for how the design will fit 

within the existing fabric of the neighborhood.  Provided a number of interior images, but it was not explained 

whether these are from their existing operation or an idea of what the proposed location may look like.  Focused 

more on how the business will be a 'good neighbor' rather than exterior compatibility.

Provided a detailed discussion of how security measures will be integrated into the design of the facility, including 

security personnel, electronic security, restricted entry and limited access areas, but did not include any mention of 

surveillance cameras in this section.

Provided a description of air quality and odor control methods that did not contain many specifics.  Will utilize high 

efficiency particulate filters, carbon filters, and negative air pressure to contain odors.

Exterior Design Concept

Provided a detailed discussion of customer education including subjects, methods, materials, workshops and 

partnerships with other entities.

Marketing

Provided a brief narrative of marketing that was short on specifics.  No analysis of the local market, branding or 

positioning.

Community Benefits

Discussed hiring policies to address social equity, diversity, non-discrimination.  Will provide an average (not 

minimum) wage of hr plus benefits.  Provided examples of community involvement from current businesses.  

will donate 1% of profits or  (whichever is greater) to the Tournament of Roses to promote the City of 

Pasadena.  Will provide 40 hours of paid volunteer time for employees.  Discussed other community involvement and 

working with local businesses, but without any binding specifics.

Air Quality/Odor Control

Design Concept Integration

Integration of Security Measures

Customer Education
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SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN 150 134 89.33%

Provided detailed product access protocols.

Provided reasonably detailed protocols and procedures for product deliveries.

Will employ security guards from AXS.  Will have guards on site during open hours,  on site 24/7. Provided an 

overview of protocols and procedures. 

Provided detailed description of video surveillance equipment and protocols for retention of video.  Did not provide 

any schematic.

Will utilize an armored car service, but none was specified.

Security Guards

Video Camera Surveillance

Armored Vehicle

Product Access Protocols

Product Deliveries

Has engaged Armaplex Security to design the security plan, but no actual security plan was provided.  Armaplex 

appears to be well-qualified and provides specialized services for the cannabis industry.  Will have their own in-house 

Security Director, who is a former marine and a published author but does not otherwise have any specific security 

credentials.  Included detailed discussion of delivery driver security.

Will utilize Clear Checks.  Provided a discussion of what the service does.

Described a reasonably detailed employee safety education plan that included a list of topics and some protocols, but 

did not the training methods themselves.  A description of a plan, not the plan itself.

Provided a detailed discussion of employee theft reduction measures.

Provided detailed cash handling and management protocols and procedures.

Security Experience

Background Checks

Employee Safety Education

Employee Theft Reduction Measures

Cash Management Plan
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Section D: 

Government-Issued 

Identification 

Redacted
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Government-Issued 
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The Ivy Section 1: Qualifications of Owners/Operators

The Ivy is a 100% woman-owned cannabis business that is a wellness center at its core. The Ivy is centered on

community involvement, education, and consumer health and wellness. Its owners, Ann Lawrence and
Shauneen Militello, are veterans of California's legal cannabis industry. They are owners and operators of two

iconic Los Angeles Pre-ICO dispensaries, Rose Collective (www.rosecollective.com) and The Westwood

Farmacy (~~vw.westwoodfarmacy.com). Ann and Shauneen also own and operate a variety of other licensed

cannabis enterprises in L.os Angeles, including a licensed manufacturing firm, a licensed indoor cultivation

facility, a licensed distribution facility, and a licensed microbusiness with delivery, culrivation, distribution, and

manufacturing. Ann has lived in Pasadena with her family for nearly 20 years.

A. Licenses of Owners

Ann and Shauneen are experienced owners and operators of retail cannabis stores with extensive knowledge

and understanding of the legal cannabis industry in Southern California. Their expertise comes from owning

and operating the following fu11y licensed adult-use and medicinal cannabis businesses in L.os Angeles,

California:

1. Microbusiness License with Retail Storefront, Delivery, Distriburion, Manufacturing, and Cultivarion:

VFARM1509 Inc. d/b/a Rose Collective (License No. Al2-18-0000035-TEMP), 411 Rose Ave.,

Venice, CA 90291;

2. Retail Storefront with Delivery License: WFARM1045 Inc. d/b/a The Westwood Farmacy (License

No. M10-18-0000239-TEMP), 1035 Gayley Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90024;

3. Distribution License: Cannaco Research Corporation: (License No. C11-18-0000401-TEMP), 10285

Glenoaks Blvd. Unit 11, Pacoima, CA 91331;

4. Manufacturing License: Cannaco Research Corporation: (License No. CDPH-T00001658), 10285

Glenoaks Blvd. Unit 11, Pacoima, CA 91331; and

5. Indoor Cultivation License: Cannaco Research Corporation: (License No. TAL18-0011417), 10285

Glenoaks Blvd. Unit 11, Pacoima, CA 91331.

Attached as A~ne~dix 1 are copies of the licenses referenced above, evidencing the owners' experience was

from legally permitted activities.

B. ,S~ecial Business and Professional Qualifications of Owners

Together, Ann and Shauneen have extensive experience in the cannabis industry, commercial ventures, and

businesses subject to state and local regulations and licensing. By working hand in glove with city regulators as

owners and managers of two of the 164 legal, retail stores in I,os Angeles, Ann and Shauneen have a

demonstrated track record of successful partnership with the City of Los Angeles Department of Cannabis

Regulation, and a commitment to leading by example of how legal, responsible cannabis dispensaries can

benefit cities, neighborhoods and consumers. By working with neighborhood organizations and community

leaders, they designed their dispensaries to fit cohesively into their respective community landscapes, respectful

of all viewpoints, and eager to serve their customers while enhancing their environment.
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The Ivy Section 1: Qualifications of Owners~Operators

l~nn is an accomplished corporate lawyer who brings to The Ivy extensive experience and a successful, 20-year

track record of executive leadership in highly regulated business environments. As an owner of several fiilly-

licensed cannabis businesses, including two retail stores with delivery services, Ann has extensive experience in

strategic planning, finance, growth, inventory control, legal and regulatory affairs, and project management. She

successfully engineered cost-efficient facilities and implemented and operated California's State mandated

track-and-trace software system used Uy cannabis retailers, cultivators, distributors, and manufactzlrers.

Ann also brings to The Ivy strategic focus, vision, and judgment gained through more than two decades as a

practicing attorney specializing in the retail sector. Ann is a partner at the global law firm llI.A Piper (US) LLP,

where she serves in a management role as Global Co-Chair of the firm's RetaIl Industry Sector. Ann has

advised, managed and counseled a wide range o[ retail companies, from start-up retail brands to organizations

with thousands of employees and billions in annual revenue. Inn's years of experience in operating legal

cannabis retailer stares in Los l~n~reles also qualify her to enhance profitability and growth objectives for

businesses in the cannabis field. In her legal career, Ann provides growth-stage companies with outsourced

leadership by effectively navigating complex regulations into business operations for consistent, common sense,

optimal results, pursuant to a company's mission and Uest practices.

In addition to Ands legal background and cannabis-related licenses, she holds an undergraduate degree in

Political Science from Yale University (1996) and a J.D. from Columbia University School of Law (1999)..Ann

has lived in the San Rafael neighborhood of Pasadena fc~r nearly 2U years, and is an active member of the

community, including as a member of The Huntington Library, Iiidspace Children's Museum, Hillsides

Organization and St. Edmund's Episcopal Church. Her two children attend school in Pasadena.

Shauneen is a seasoned entrepreneur, transactional lawyer, and cannabis activist with a breadth of expertise in

business development, sales and operations, marketing, training, human resources, customer service, legal and

regulatory affairs, and product development and raw ingredients.

1~s an owner and operator of several fully licensed cannabis businesses in Los 1ingeles, including; two retail

stores with delivery, Shaunecn brings first-hand experience to her compliance work and streamlined

management methods. She successfully developed detailed protocols for company operations and management

procedures in compliance to best practices that directly increased profits and production, reduced inefficient

processes, and improved day-to-day procedures and operations.

Shauneen's successful career as an attorney at Dl A Piper (US) I,LP and as a judicial extern in the City of

Pasadena for the late I-Ionorable Harry Pregerson of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, has

provided her with an extensive legal background and knowledge in regulatory compliance and strategic growth.

In 2010, Shauncen was featured as a rising corporate lawyer by Above the Law, a nationwide legal news journal,

£or her entrepreneurial success with Beaux Cosmetics and breakthrough as a corporate lawyer in one of the

world's largest law Firms. In early 2019, Shauneen was reco~mized by the National Alliance of Women in Law

as a Top 40 Young Lawyer in the field of Business Law.

In addition, Shauneen has more than 10 years of experience in Urand-building; as an entrepreneur in the health

and Ueauty industry. Shauneen founded Beaux Cosmetics, an innovative, forward-thinking cosmetics line

committed to ingredient transparency and dedicated to providing safe and nontoxic high-definition beauty

products. Shauneen has more than a decade of experience and scientific knowledge in product formulation

and raw ingredients. I-Ier commitment and passion for health and wellness played an integral role in Beaux's

expansion and ultimate sale. This passion for innovation and wellness led her to enter the cannabis industry
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The Ivy Section 1: Qualificarions of Owners/Operators

and will be an important asset in promoting the well-being of the Pasadena community through ahighly-curated

product offering and a focus on education and customer-health.

In addition to Shauneen's cannabis-related licenses and her legal and entrepreneurial background, she holds a

B.S. in Business Administration and Business Law, with a minor in Marketing from California State University

Northridge and a J.D. from Southwestern Law School.

C. Cannabis Retailer Experience of Owners

Both members of The Ivy's ownership team are veterans of the California cannabis industry. Ann and

Shauneen collectively control two local Pre-ICO dispensaries, Rose Collective and The Westwood Farmacy.

They also have full ownership of three additional licensed cannabis businesses in Los Angeles: Cannaco

Research Corp. (manufacturing, Cannaco Research Corp. (cultivarion) and Cannaco Research Corp.

(distribution).

With two local Pre-ICO dispensaries that have served the Los Angeles community legally for more than a

decade, Ann and Shauneen have successfully led Rose Collective and The Westwood Farmacy through many

transitions over an ever-changing landscape within the legal cannabis industry. Together, they bring first-hand

experience to their compliance work, community interactions, governmental interface, and streamlined

management methods. The Ivy will continue that tradition by using the past and current practices at Rose

Collective and The Westwood Farmacy, as well as concepts articulated within its Business Plan, to promote

health, safety, and the general welfare of consumers and the City of Pasadena. Established principles, carefully

developed and integrated operational protocols and procedures in compliance to best practices, and leadership

by Ann and Shauneen will help ensure The Ivy's success, and its successful integration into the Pasadena

community. Ann has lived in Pasadena for nearly half her life, so cares deeply about building a business that

not only thrives, but is a reflection of Pasadena's values and serves the community, the neighborhood, and the

economy.

Rose Collective and The Westwood Farmacy (formerly, The Farmacy) opened their doors in Los Angeles in

2007 as medical cannabis dispensaries under the Compassionate Use Act of 1996 (Proposition 215). The

purpose of these collectives, as evidenced by their shared literature dating back to 2007, was to dispense (for

.Shauneen Militello:.ravorn in by the late Hon. Ann Athey: advising retail clients on bertpracticer

Harry Pregerron of the 9rh Circ. U.S. Court ofAppealr
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The Ivy Section 1: Qualifications of Owners/Operators

medical purposes only), organic plant-based medicines, including cannabis and more than 300 additional herbs.

Both dispensaries utilized a registered California State pharmacist.

While the utilization of cannabis is no longer restricted to qualified medicinal patients, Ann and Shauneen still

employ many of the same strict controls for dispensing cannabis, serving; customers, and for security. Their

stores are refined, secure, and safe. They are modeled after an old-fashioned apothecary, with a professional

staff to provide a welcoming environment for customers and the comfort and assurance that the products in

Che store meet the highest testing standards and were cutated to provide a wide variety of high-quality products

and options.

The Ivy will follow in the tradition of Ann and Shauneen's e~sting stores. The Ivy will be the antithesis ~f an

assembly line, corporate, "one size fits all" experience. Every customer is greeted by a Wellness Associate who

is friendly and available to answer questions, provide recommendations, and edtilcate customers abc>tilt cannabis.

Wellness Associates arc trained to spend time with each customer and answer their questions. We expect our

average time per patient to be mare than double the industry average to allow customers tc~ enjoy the experience

of the purchase and the opportunity to talk with a knowledgeable connoisseur of the products. Years of

experience have shown 11nn and Shauneen that this environment leads to long-term staff who enjoy their work

and feel satisfied at the end of the shift, as well as customers who return because they trust The Ivy and value

their enjoyaUle experience at the store.

While incorporating best practices and compliance into all business practices, Ann and Shaunecn have desi~,med

concise and strate~nc procedures that restructured and simplified operations, improved productivity, enhanced

the quality of customer interactions, fostered internal integration, and capitalized on growth opportunities.

Their collective hands-on minagement experience has allowed them to carefully create a series of standardized

and effective policies and procedures that are designed to create uniform consistency and support efficient

operations that are compliant with state and local laws.

Ann is responsible for, among other things, the ongoing financial integrity and viability of each store, along

with short-term and long-term strategic financial planning, including cash flow analysis, inventory turns, pro

formas and financial modeling, overseeing and managing inventory in compliance with best practices, quality

control policies and procedures, compliance with California's ttacic-and-trace system, proper waste

management practices, and delivery policies and procedures. She is also responsible for working with the

companies' controller and accountants to comply with state, local, and federal taxes. Ann serves as the stores'

liaison with State and local government agencies, in coordination with and assisted by the companies' legal and

accounting team. Ann has also worked to maintain a "good neighbor" policy to ensure positive neighborhood

involvement and open communication with adjacent businesses and residents, including through her oversight

of each store's Communit~~ Benefits Program.

1~nn is also responsiUle for sourcing safe and high-quality cannabis products for each store. This includes

worl~ing with each store's inventory manager to ensure an uninterrupted supply of high-quality cannabis

products that meet the needs of each store's customer base. She also implements and oversees specialized

customer services, including educational materials and training about cannabis products. l~nn's experience has

led her to successfi~lly develop and implement stringent and carefully crafted product-purchasing and product

quality control standards. Following these standards, each product undergoes a rigorous selection process. I-Ier

insight from being actively involved in each store's operations, in conjunction with her in-depth knowledge of

location of origin, terpene profiles, potency, biological symbiosis, farming techniques, extraction and processing

techniques, has been critical to ensuring that customers consistently receive high-grade products at the lowest

4
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The Ivy Section 1: Qualifications of Owners/Operators

possible price point. To the customer, all of this is in the background, part of the indirect experience, but it is

essential to ensuring that each customer receives the t~~pe and c~ualiry of products they want.

Shauneen is responsible for overseeing and managing all day-to-day operations at Rose Collective and The

Westwood Farmacy. She is responsible for developing and implementing standard operating procedures

(SOPs) in compliance with state and local laws and promptly updating the SOPs when regulations are added

or revised, as new industry techniques evolve, and when industry best practice dictates a revision. Shauneen

also oversees all facility planning and training of staff.

Shauneen, in coordination with and assisted by Ann, also acts as Chief of Compliance, and is responsible for

ensuring strict compliance with all laws and re~nilations for dispensary operations. In particular, she oversees

proper implementation of the SOPS and policies witih special attention to important compliance areas like age-

verification procedures, access to the dispensaries' retaIl areas and limited-access areas, anti-diversion and cash

management control and procedures, compliance with testing, packaging and libeling protocols, and reporting

to governmental agencies.

Shauneen's knowledge and continued involvement in day-to-day retail cannabis store operations, including

management of nearly thirty (30) employees (and up to 600 ctiistomers a day), have played an instrumental role

in allowing her to effectively design and develop a series of streamlined operational manuals and internal control

protocols that follow best practices and are in compliance with state and local law. She has developed and

integrated management procedures and operational protocols in compliance to best practices that have lowered

costs and increased profits, reduced inefficient and laUor-intensive processes, and eased day-to-day operations.

Shauneen is also responsible for creating proficient training manuals that organize and streamline inventory

procedures, procedures for receiving shipments of cannabis products, cash management procedures, waste

management procedures, and delivery procedures. Tv the customer, these measures mean a smooth,

streamlined experience where they can browse a wide variety of tested products, and ask questions to friendly

and knowledgable staff in a safe, welcoming, and professional environment.

Under Ann and Shauneen's management and control, Rose Collective and 'The Westwood I armac5~ are

constantly taking steps towards community service and catering to the needs of customers and patients.

Customer and p~tienC care and satisfaction is what is mosC important to Ann and Shauneen. To that end, they

do far more than just interface with reviews on Yelp or Weedm~ps. Instead, they actively work with each store

manager to collect feedback from customers and patients, including via patient ca11-Uacls lists and in-store

assistance, which reflects each store's commitment to customer service. Every employee and team member at

The Ivy will bring this same level of commitment and dedication.

l~nn and Shauneen's collective years of hands-on experience in the legal cannabis retail field bring valuaUle

insight to The Ivy. This is not an industry that can be learned quickly nor can someone apply best practices

from another industry. It is imperative do buy the right types of products from the right manufacturers and to

know how to assess whether ~ manufacturer or vendor is selling ahigh-quality product. Unfortunately, there

is still a si~mificant amount oftin-tested product that vendors attempt to sell incorrectly and there are still more

manufacturers and vendors who do not correctly apply or interpret testing protocols. Retail stores are the

necessary front line to protect customers, and must be vigilant in diligence of products Uefore they are placed

on shelves. This requires more than blind acceptance of documentation, and a vigilant and experienced team

that will ask questions. This is more than a business plan, it is a work and life philosophy that Ann and Shauneen

have developed over years of working together. Their collective experience makes for unique, innovative, and

world class operations that will help solidify the future success cif the cannabis industry in Pasadena.
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The Ivy Section 1: Qualifications of Owners/Operators

Attached as Apue~ radix 2 are letters from some of the most recognized brands in the cannabis industry praising

Ann and Shauneen's experience and approach in operating licensed dispensaries.

D. Rose Collective &The Westwood Farmacv

In the heart of famed Venice Beach, California, Rose Collective has been a community fixture since 2007.

Notably, it was awarded "Top Dispensary" by LA Weekly for three years in a row. The store honors the local

community's rich, colorful, bohemian history by featuring a bright, open and sophisticated boutique-style retaIl

space with wa11s covered in original paintings from local artists. With a team of highly-experienced and long-

time staff, the store offers locals and tourists a comfortable and trusted environment to learn about cannabis

and new products.

Ann and Shauneen set out to make sure Rose wasn't just a business located in Venice Beach, but rather an

integrated part of the community that also gave back to the Venice community. They joined the Rose Avenue

Merchants Association to interface with other small businesses in the area and coordinate events to drive

visitors and fundraisers for the community. In that spirit, Rose also participates in beach clean-up events four

times a year, participates in Venice Beach's "Heal the Ba~' community organization, gives back to the larger

community through annual Breast Cancer Awareness fundraisers, and supports local kids and research through

bi-annual toy drives. Ann and Shauneen believe that to be a good neighbor, local businesses must focus on

community initiatives and involve their stores in what is happening in the community. This philosophy has

made Rose a truly community-driven business that has been a neighborhood staple since 2007 when it began

operating under California Proposition 215.

The Westwood Farmacy is located just blocks away from UCLA and its world-renowned medical center and

hospitals. The Westwood Farmacy offers a large variety of strains, oIls, tinctures, lozenges and edibles. Given

its proximity to the Ronald Reagan UCLA Medical Center, the Westwood Farmacy serves many patients

seeking safe cannabis products for chronic pain relief and holistic wellness. Ann and Shauneen have

personally witnessed the posirive impact of cannabis in the lives of patients with chronic pain, an~ery,

diabetes, brain trauma, and cancer. The Westwood Farmacy helps cancer patients and survivors manage their

conditions. With nearly 10 hospitals and medical centers in and near Pasadena (including Huntington,

Methodist, City of Hope, and San Gabriel Valley Medical Center), The Ivy will be in a position to cater to the

patient population with compassionate and knowledgeable staff who are ardent patient advocates.Annual
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E. Advisory Board

The Ivy's founding team is joined by top professional advisors in healthcare, tax, business development and

strategy, and branding to help to provide strategic guidance and grow the operations. The Ivy's team of strategic

advisory board members includes a credentialed healthcare professional, a neuroscientist, wellness experts, and

seasoned cannabis tax professionals. The strategic advisory board will be an asset to The Ivy, its stakeholders,

and the Pasadena community by serving in the following capacities:

Gaytri Gandotra, M.D. —Medical Liaison

Specializing in emergency medicine and nephrology (kidney specialist), Dr. Gaytri Gandotra completed her

residency program with high honors at University of Southern California -Keck School of Medicine. Dr.
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Gandotra completed her nephrology fellowship at University of California, Irvine and is double board certified

by the American Board of Internal Medicine in both Internal Medicine and Nephtology.

Dr. CTandotra is the founder of a private practice clinic where she re~nilarly sees patients. Dr. Gandotra has

worked with thousands of patients with l~idney issues, and other. chronic conditions seeking cannabis therapy.

Dr. Gandotra draws nn more than a decade of experience with these patients allowing The Ivy's customers to

draw on Dr. Gandotra's knowledge. She specializes in the use of cannabis to help patients manage chronic

pain, relieve nausea, and better manage their condition while navigating multiple chronic health conditions. Dr.

Uandotra has experience in using cannabicliol (CBD) as a treatment for multiple indications.

Dr. CJandotra will be an invaluable resource to The Ivy providing guidance on the impact of clisease and the

underlying medical conclitions to better understand possible therapies and advice. Dr. Gandotra's goal is to

educate and empower patients so that they will facilitate their own treatments sooner rather than later. With

her motto, "the more you l~now, the better you do," she is committed to educating patients about the use of

cannabis and cannabidiol (CBD) for conditions such as l~idney disease, diabetes and hypertension.

Sheila Clark —Tax and l~ccountin~

SingerLewak LLP

SingerLewak LLP is one cif the first accounting firms in Los Angeles to support the cannabis industry. Sheila

and her team have experience working with cannabis retail stores and will assist The Ivy to successfully navigate

the intricacies of the complex federal and state tax systems for cannabis businesses, in addition to providing

bool~lseeping services to ensure compliance and accLirate financial records. Rose and Westwood Fannacy pride

themselves on being in full compliance with all city and state re~;t~lations, including; timel}~ payment of taxes and

registrations. Ann and Shauneen trust SingerLewak and Shiela's team for their e~sting stores and value the

ability to reach Shiela at any hour to confirm compliance with SOPs and assistance with government filings and

routine audits.

Sarah Blankinship —Brand Strategist &Product Exert

Ki~htSciences Inc.

Sarah Blankinship is a leading medical cannabis entrepreneur and advocate worl~ing to advance the medical

cannabis industry in the U.S. and throughotiit the world. Sarah brings to tl~e company years of experience

working in the cannabis industry and was one of the first individuals to launch amedical-grade cannabis

manufacturing operation in Seattle, Washington.

Sarah began her career in the Seattle tech industry, worl~ing for Microsoft and Zynga, where she initiated and

developed critical strategic plans and implemented sustainable operations that ltid the foundation for company

growth. When was dia~mosed with cancer, she personally experienced the positive quality-of-

life impact medical cannabis has on individuals and their families <tnd has since been an ardent patient advocate

and pioneer in the medicinal cannabis field as the founder and CFO of RightSciences, afirst-of-its-bind

medical-grade cannabis patch that has helped thousands of individuals alleviate chronic pain.

Robert Cooker, Ph.D. —Security Director and Business Strate~T~ Exert

Cooper Neuroscience T..ab and Cooker Strategic LLC

Dr. Cooper brings decades of strategic experience to The Ivy from business development to sales strategy,

management, research, analysis, brand-btulding, capital introduction and operational consulting. Dr. Cooper is
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a New York Times bestselling author (with over 4 million books sold), end a leading high-performance business

strategist. Dr. Cooper has a Bachelor's of Science and a Ph.11. in general psychology. He is currently obtaining

a second Ph.D. at University College London's Institute of Education, ranl~ecl #1 in the world in leadership

education and social sciences research by the QS World University Rankings.

Dr. Cooper is a veteran of the U.S. Marines and a fighter pilot. I-Ie now serves as Founder and CF_,O of Cooper

Neuroscience Lab and Cooper Strategic, a global consulting firm where Dr. Cooper has provided strategic

advice to Coca-Cola, Barclays, l~pple, Nile, Virgin, Google, 1~mazan, Audi, l~merican Express, Verizon,

Ca1PERS, Novartis, Hilton, lleloitte, Wells Targo, FedEx, NASA, Department of Veterans Affairs Healthcare

System, and Kohl's, to name just a few. Dr. Cooper is recognized around the world for his ground-breaking

worl~ on reinventing retail and sales strategy.

Dr. Cooper develops an integrated strategy and training platform that combines the neuroscience of sales and

custiomer experience with security desi~,m. Dr. Cooper utilizes his expertise and experience to develop retail

store experiences that ma~mize security and safety, deter theft and simultaneously provide a welcoming

environment to consntners. However, his strategy doesn't stop with the integration of security and sales into

the physical desi~m layout, his work includes training management and employees to understand the psychology

of the consumer -but also their own performance and satisfaction. Dr. Cooper empowers employees by

teaching them how to be alert for security risks —and how that knowledge drives confidence and a virtuous

cycle of better employees who have higher job satisfaction. Dr. Cooper trains management to develop their

skills as supervisors.

The Ivy's owners believe there is no better person to drive the next generation of cannabis retail stiores —

maximizing an integrated design with best-in-class security features and bespoke customer experiences.

CANNI~BIS INDUSTRY KI~~OWLEDGE

Both members of The Ivy's ownership team are veterans of the lc~;al California cannabis industry. The Ivy's

world class business model is founded on llnn and Shauneen's extensive knowledge of the cannabis industry,

and their l~nowledge and incorporation of industry best practices and state re~,nzlations into their existing;

operations at Rose Collective and The Westwood Farmacy.

A. Ann Athev

Ann has presented on cannaUis operations, including issues related to streamlining business practices to puUlic

safety and health, and regulation in mt~itiple venues including the Venice Neighborhood City Council 1~s an

active member of the Retail &Delivery Committee Uranch of the California Cannabis Industry f~ssociation

(CCIA), and the United Cannabis Business Association (UC~3A), Ann is directly involved with educating the

industry on the evolution of regulations related to paclsagin~; and labeling regulations, and continues to provide

strategic commenti on our evolving regulations.

Ann is corporate transactionallavryer and trade-show industry veteran with a deep commitment to sustainable

business, innovation, and community empowerment. She Urings a unique perspective from her 20+ year legal

career that bridges counseling corporate clients, advising executive teams and Uoard members, and driving

product innovation and community development. Ann is passionate about mind-body health and believes that

businesses can and should make a positive change in the world.
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As an owner and operator of a number of fiilly licensed cannabis businesses in Los Angeles, Ann has became

an expert on state and local regulations and best practices from other regulated states. While the retail cannabis

industry has not adopted a single standard for Good Retul Practice, The Ivy's owners have adopted or adapted

the use of good operating practices from numerous sources to create a streamlined operating system specific

to the sale of cannabis at each of Rose Collective and The Westwood Farmacy. These practices and standardized

processes, which have since been adopted by more than a dozen licensed cannabis businesses, were designed

to ensure compliance with best practice and all applicable regulations, provide descriptions of practices and

procedures required, including the frequency with which they will be performed, in the areas of retail, delivery,

and quality assurance operations.

1~nn has further incorporated State regulations and considered best practices and systems within the healthcare

industry, the security industry, the U.S. Food and llrug Administration (FDl\), and the manufacturing and

cultivation industries and determined which of these would be best stuted for each store's current and future

operations. Through dme-intensive analysis and the support of outside consultants and industr~~ experts, .Ann

has implemented extensive protocols and operational procedures incorporating best practices and compliance

into all business practices, including inventory procedures, security plan, anti-diversion protocols, waste

management procedures, hiring and training; policies, records mtintenance procedures, and delivery procedures.

tlnn brings a deep knowledge of the legal and regL~lator5~ framework of the cannaUis industry. In addition to

being an active member of cannabis trade associations California Cannabis Industry Association (CCIA) and

United Cannabis Business Association (CJC~3t~), Ann has a extensive legal background in corporate law,

commercial and retail ventures, and bLisiness operarions. I-Ier broad knowledge of stiate compliance, quality

assurance, retail cannabis store facility desi~m, operational development, together with their development of

streamlined operational manuals and internal control protocols that have been adopted by more than 1 dozen

licensed cannabis businesses, have made Ann and Shauneen experts in cannabis re~,rulation and policy.

B. Shauneen Militello:

11s an owner and operator of two Los f~ngelcs Pre-ICO dispensaries established in 2007 and several other

licensed cannabis businesses established in 2015, Shauneen brings a deep knowledge of the industry's

regulations and best practices.

Shauneen also brings first-hand experience to her compliance work and streamlined management methods. She

has developed and integrated operational protocols and management procedures in compliance to best

practices that have increased profits and production, reduced inefficient and labor-intensive processes, and

eased day-to-day operations. She has been responsiUle for creating; proficient training manuals that organize

and streamline operations and production methods.

Shauneen serves as an active member of several of cannabis trade associations, including California Cannabis

Industry 1~ssociation (CCI11) and United Cannabis Business Association (IJCI3IA). Shauneen is also a partner

for the Southern California Coalition, Los l~ngeles's largest and most inclusive cannabis trade association, and

continues to actively shape local regulatory framework.

Shatiineen began worl~ing in the cannabis industry prior to the legalization of recreational cannabis in January

2018. Her law degree, degree in business administration, extensive management and operating experience, and

business background helped her transition well into the shifting cannabis industry. During; a time when the

cannabis industry lacked best practices and good retail procedures, Shauneen had the rare opportunity to

provide consulting services for several cannabis retailers where she gained further insight on processes that
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demonstrated to be effective and profitable across the board. She has since successfully developed profcient

training manuals that organize and streamline operations and production methods for cannabis businesses.

As the end of 2018 approached, Shauneen Uegan consulrin~; for twelve other commercial cannabis businesses

aiding in compliance and application matters. Shauneen's methodical abilities, operational insight, and know-

how in the industry helped those businesses obt~un a total of twelve licenses.

Her experience has provided invaluable knowledge and expertise in the industry, including compliance with

multiple regulatory agencies and authorities, dealing with vendors who attempt to sell unlicensed products,

security protocols and risks unique to the cannabis industry. Shauneen will be an important asset in the

development of The Ivy's fundamental and compliant retail and compliance practices.

Throughout her years working in the industry, Shauneen has consulted multiple cannabis businesses, aiding in

compliance, operational protocols, and application matters for approval of adult-use and medicinal licenses in

California. Shauneen's technical abilities and know-how in the industry helped several cannabis businesses

obtain local and state licenses for retail, marnifacturing, distribution, and cultivation. From her past experiences,

Ann brings tactical focus and foresight to Che company. She applies a broad understanding to the design of

retail operations based on the facility and size.

In effort to maintain a system of continuous improvement, Shauneen has, and will continue to, update each

store's SOPs when regulations are added or revised, as new industry techniques evolve, and when industry best

practice dictates a revision.

OWNERSHIP TEAM

The .Ivy will bewholly-owned by 11nn and Shauneen who will each be on-site regularly and involved in the day-

to-day operation of the business. Ann lives in Pasadena and Shauneen lives within 5 miles of Pasadena city

limits, so both will be immediately available in the event of any emergency or issue. 1~nn and Shauneen will be

on-site daily and directly responsible for the training of the Store Manager and Inventory Manager. They will

also coordinate the tirainin~r programs of The Ivy's Advisory Board, who will be significanfly involved in the

initial and ongoing tr~inin~; of The Ivy team. Ann and Shauneen will be responsible for mana~mng the day-to-

day operations of the store in accordance with the law and company policy.

In particular, Ann will be responsible for c~rdering~ and receiving all inventory and products, arranging deliveries,

and maintaining facility compliance and cleanliness. This includes: (i) maintaining accurate records of all store

activities including patient and customer records, sales, deliveries, and returns in accordance with law,

regulation, and company policy; (ii) m~int~ining inventory control systems and performing daily counts of all

cannaUis products in the facility; (iii) providing re~,nzlar inventory and sales reports to the Controller and

reconcilinm inventory when necessary; (iv) complying with Metre daily reporting requirements as the Account

Manager for Metre; and (v) placing orders for cannabis products and overseeing deliveries to ensure quality,

accurate order information and timeliness of deliveries.

Shauneen will be responsible for providing support for all store employees, including training, policy and

procedure updates, industry news, and product information. This includes: (i) serving as a role-model and

resource for The Ivy team concerning customer relarions, products and services, policies and procedures,

industry news, and changes in regulations; (ii) responding to all agent questions, concerns, or suggesrions and
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act when necessary to resolve conflicts; (iii) delegating tasks to employees in order to maintain a compliant and

clean facility; and (iv) ensuring all employees undergo required pioduct and safety training.

Ann and Shauneen will oversee the Store Manager, Inventory Manager and the entire team and sales staff to

ensure the following core duties and responsibilities are being; performed to the highest standards: (i)

welcoming; parients as they enter the facility; (ii) providing; exceptional service for new patients and customers

and answer any questions they may have and providing; brief orientations and informational sheets if needed;

(iii) obtaining the appropriate documentation from each patient and recreational customer at every visit,

ensuring validity of their identification and registration with the State; (iv) recorcling each visit using Flowhub

point-of-sale software, ensuring accuracy of patient and recreational customer information, and recording notes

if necessary; (v) communicating with other employees to maintain a steady patient/customer flow to maximize

efficiency and customer satisfaction; (vi) recording and collaborate with other staff nn preorders and online

orders to ensure accurate order information and timeliness of delivery; (vii) responding to and resolving parient

or customer requests, complaints, or compliments in person, through email, or on the phone, reyuestin~;

supervisor support as needed; (viii) muntaining organization cif the sales area and lobby through daily upkeep

and light cleaning; (ix) maintaining knowledge of all applicable state and local laws, as well as company policies

and procedures; (x) maintaining a basic understanding of the medicine, prodtiicts, and services provided by the

company; (xi) communicating with customers about their personal goals in using cannabis and provide

educational materials and resources for customers as needed; and (xii) recording specific requests, preferences,

and notes concerning patient status using Flowhub.

1~s operations become streamlined and The Ivy's Store Manager and other managers ate fully trained, Ann and

Shauneen will focus their efforts on increasing community parcncrships and outreach and building; The Ivry.

Ann and Shauneen will always remain responsible for: (i) directing the Store Manager and serving in the

manager role when necessary; (ii) continued employee training; (iii) analyzing the company's Standard Operating

Procedures and revising; for maximum efficiency; (iv) oversecin~; all inventory-processing tasks and processes

to ensure proper documentation of all applicable activities in accordance with regulations and standards set by

The Ivy; (v) overseeing patient/customer care and education programs; (v) overseeing the maintenance of

accurate records of all dispensing activities including employee records, inventory records, returns, etc. in

accordance with regulations and standards set by the company; (vi) placing orders for cannabis products and

ensuring quality and compliance; (vii) ensuring regulatory compliance; (viii) supervising of security personnel;

(ix) overseeing proper cash management procedt~es; and (viii) ensuring compliance with established protocols.

Ann and Shauneen will not delegate these tasl~s and will maintain close supervision of employees, const~tants

and advisors. ,
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This Business Plan comprehensively discusses the structure of The Ivy with regard to its day-to-day operational

procedures of the facility as it relates to the sale of cannabis products, finances, recordkeeping, inventory

management, compliance reporting, quality control, employee training and customer education, marketing,

product offerings, and philosophy and mission, including benefits it will provide to the Pasadena community.

The Ivy's owners, Ann Athey and Shauneen Militello (the "owners" or the "management team"), have a unique

history and distinguished track record of success in the licensed cannabis retail business. Utilizing their

combined decades of experience and wide breadth of knowledge in cannabis, state and local regulations and

licensing, industry best practices, design, social justice, and drug policy reform, they have carefully crafted a

series of policies, procedures, trainings, and operational and financial plans that will guarantee The Ivy's

operations will be nearly turn-key upon Ciry approval to operate ensuring a quick grand opening and immediate

ability to serve as Pasadena's trusted source for consistent, high-quality product offerings and educational

resources that will cater to all types of consumers.

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES (SOPS)

Through experience and recognizing best practices, The Ivy's owners have developed a comprehensive series

of standard operating procedures (SOPS) for all aspects of its retail operations. These practices have been

implemented by the owners in other state-licensed cannabis retail dispensaries, and are proven to result in

compliant, well-organized, professional, safe operations, with minimal operating issues including, theft,

diversion, and loss. In order to maintain a system of continuous improvement, its management team reviews

all SOPs quarterly to analyze and identify any weakness or risk, and more regularly when regulations are added

or revised and as new industry techniques or best practices evolve.

Having implemented and experienced SOPs in a variety of legal cannabis operations, The Ivy's owners

understands that SOPS are dynamic and require testing with careful day-to-day observation to determine their

effectiveness. As an example, at Rose Collective (one of the state-licensed cannabis retail dispensaries controlled

by the owners), the owners witnessed a significant number of licensed vendors leave cannabis products

unsecured while awaiting an escort to the delivery area. To reconcile this repeated security risk, the owners

implemented a new delivery procedure which requires vendors to call the store and announce their arrival prior

to e~riting their vehicle allowing the Store Manager to confirm the delivery appointment and alert security

personnel to escort the vendor through a separate delivery area that is secured and monitored. This eliminated

the risk of unattended cannabis product being subject to theft. This also eliminated the risk of unknowingly

granting otherwise restricted access to an individual posing as a distributor with a delivery.

Attached as Apve~ radix 3 are letters from licensed vendors praising our operating procedures and compliance

"each location has very strict guidelines which follow the specific best practices to remain 100% compliant

24/7.,,

Retail Operations:

The Ivy's sales and standard retail procedures, detailed below, describe how it will prevent unlawful sales and

transactions, restrict access to its limited-access areas, display and store products in accordance with best
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practice, track and control inventory, accept product deliveries, dispose cif cannabis waste, conduct deliveries,

and maintain accurate records —all in compliance with state and local laws and regulations and in accordance

with best practice.

A. l~ccess to Premises

The following procedures are desi~med to ensure access to The Ivy's facilities are limited to: (i) recreational

customers who are at least 21 years old and provide a valid form of TD, and (u) medicinal patients who are at

least 18 years old and provide a valid form of ID along with a valid physician's recommendation:

1. ~dralt-zi.re~Kecteatzofacal Czistort~err:

Procedures for verifying the a~;c of all adult-use/recreational customers such that no customer under

the age of 21 is gianted access Co tihe retail area:

(a) Securit~~ personnel will be stationed in the lobby area of the facility, ditecdy beside the entrance

leading to the retail area. Security personnel will be equipped with an IDVisor Smart ID Scanner age verification

device, which Yhey will use Yo scan the ID card of each customer seel~in~r to enter the retail area. The device will

gtucl~ly read and calculate the age for ID cards from x1150 U.S. States, Canada and Military identification cards.

The device will also provide an alert with the last visit date of the customer and if a customer has been banned.

Security personnel will also visually inspect the ID card to verify that it belongs to the customer. Only after

security personnel verifies that a customer is at least 21 years old will security personnel allow the customer to

enter the retail area.

2. Medicinal Patients:

Procedures for verifying the age and valid physician's recommendation of all patients medicinal

customers such that no patient under tl~e age of 18 is ~,~ranted access to the retaIl area, unless the patient is

accompanied k>y his or her parent, legal guardian, or primary caregiver:

(a) Following the same age-verification procedures described above for adult-use~recteational

customers, security personnel will use the IDVisor Smart ID Scanner age verification device to scan the patient's

ID card and will separately visually inspect the ID card to verify that it belongs to the patient. Once security

personnel verifies that the patient is at least 18 years old, security personnel will direct the patient to the front

desk where they will be required to check-in with the receptionist and provide a valid physician's

recommendation.

(b) The receptionist will employ the following procedures in verifying a patient's physician's

recommendation is valid: (i) For tihose patients who have previously been verified by The Ivy, the receptionist

will do a quick check in its electronic patient-database to ensure his/her recommendation on file is still valid

(not expired). If it records show it is, he/she will be granted ~cc~ss into the retail area. (u) I'or patients who are

new to The Iv}~, the receptionist will have him/her complete an electronic membership agreement which

outlines the rules for becoming; a member of The Ivy. As the new patient is filling; out the electronic agreement,

the receptionist will verify that he/she holds either a valid Medical Marijuana Identification Card issued by the

California Department of Public Health of a valid recommendation issued by a physician licensed by the State

cif California. The receptionist will verify the validity of a physician's recommendation by either calling the

physician's office or using any website that may be listed on the paper recommendation. In addition, the
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receptionist will verify that the physician's license number who issued the medical recommendation is still valid

within the State of California.

(c) Once a new patient's a~;e and recommendation are verified, the receptionist will create a

profile/record in its patient-database (powered by its point-of-sale software, FlowhuU) that includes: (i) the

patient or care~mver ID number, (ii) the date on which recommendation was issued, (iii) the date on which the

recommendation is tc> expire, and (iv) if the amount or dosage of cannabis prescribed on the recommendation

is above the statutory limits, the amount which is prescribed.

(d) Once a patient is vcrifiecl and confirmed, the receptionist will check the patient into its point-

of-sale system, allowing the Wellness l~ssociate who assists lum/her to sell cannabis products labeled as

"medicinal only" due to their increased dosage levels.

3. I~uli~lFo~irl.r of7D:

Valid forms of ID will be limited to: (i) a valid driver's license; (u) a valid government-issued ID carcl

that contains the name, date of birth, height, gender, and photo of the person; (iii) a valid military ID card that

includes the person's name, date of birth, and photo; and (iii) a valid passport issued b}~ the United States or by

a forei~,m government.

I3. Monitoring; of Customer Conduct

'The Ivy's employees and security personnel will routinely monitor the premises to discourage and observe any

loitering, consumption and use of cannabis or other suspicious or illegal activity. This will be supplemented by

video surveillance.

Er~zployee Pre,rertce:

(a) At all times during business hours, the store will have a Store Manager, l~ssistant Manager,

Inventory Manager or an Assistant Inventory Manager, a minimum of 2 Wellness l~ssociates, a receptionist,

and security personnel present at all times.

(b) Securit~~ personnel will control the traffic flow c.~f the retail area 1~y allowing one customer. to

enter the retail area at a rime with a ma~mum of four (4) customers at once. This is to prevent crowding,

preserve patient privacy, and prevent excessive noise in the retail area.

(c) No employee assumed to the retail area may tike a meal or rest break, retrieve cannabis

products from storage for a customer, or otherwise perform any duties away from the retail area without the

approval of the Store Mananer or l~ssistant Manager. This will allow for proper coverage arrangements and

will ensure that there is no time when the retail area does not have employee coverage while other employees

are on breaks, retrieving cannabis products for a customer, or performing other duties away from the retail

area.

Display of Canrtabi.r Pro~laetr:

(a) Cannabis products will be available in the retail area for customer inspection. The company

will cause one unit of each SKU of certain cannabis products to be removed from their packaging and placed

in containers to allow for customer inspection. The containers will not be readily accessible to customers

without assistance from an employee, who shall remain with the customer at all times that the container is being
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inspected by the customer. Employees sha11 allow only one container to be inspected by a customer at a time

to prevent loss or theft.

(la) Cannabis products for display will be placed in a clear, tamper-proof container equipped with

high powered ma~mifying lenses and brighC LED lights designed to allow custiomers to inspect the product

prior to purchase.

(c) The types of cannabis products that will be available for customer inspection will be limited

to cannabis flower and waxes. empty cartridges will be used to display concentrates. Neither topicals, tinctures,

nor edibles will Ue removed from their packa~nng for display. No testing or consumption of products is allowed.

3. Procedures for monitoring customer conduct on the premises and within the parking areas to assure

beh~ivior does not adversely affect or dett~lct from the quality of life for adjoining residents, property owners,

and businesses:

(a) During business hours, security personnel will continuously paerol and actively monitor the

outside of the premises for loitering and unlawful use of cannabis outside the premises. Such exterior security

personnel wIll also manage the siclewallc to monitor cleanliness as well as greet customers enterin~;~ the

dispensary. Security personnel will be stationed so as to provide a highly visible presence and deterrent to

potential criminal activity by ensuring only those visiting the facility are allowed entry for legitimate business.

Securitiy personnel will be vi~,nlant to suspicious activity on the exterior of the premises.

(b) L;ntrance into the facility will be locked at all times with entry strictly controlled with a "buzz-

in" electronic mechanical entry system under the control of the receptionist and security personnel. Such

system will control any rush of patrons into the lobby area and discourage underage individuals from entering.

Securit~~ personnel control access to the sales floor through its physical presence stationed in a location that

falls in between the lobby area and the retail area to ensure that only authorized individuals are granted access

and allowing; for the active monitoring of the sales area and customer and employee interactions.

(c) Si~mage will be posted on the exterior and interior of the facility remincling persons on the

company's property that loitering and consumption <tre not permitted on premises.

(d) High-definition audio and video surveillance cameras with zoom features will cover every

square foot of the store and will be carefully mounted to capture all individuals entering and exiting the facilities

from multiple angles to prevent shielding of identity with hats, hoods or other articles of clothing.

(e) Criminal activity will be reported to the Pasadena Police Department in accordance with The

Ivy's Security Plan.

C. Sale of Cannabis Products

The Ivy maintains the following procedures relating to the sale cif cannabis products. Sale procedures are

designed to ensure compliance state and local laws and regulations and incorporate retail industry best practices

as formally established and as determined through practice at two other state-licensed cannabis retail

dispensaries controlled by the owners.

1. Point-of sale .ry.rtejr~:

(a) The Ivy will utilize Flowhub for point-of-sale transactions. FlowhLib, integrates with CCTT-

Metrc for daily reporting compliance, tracks and generates reports of the sale of all cannabis products, including
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the date of sale, type of goods purchased and quantity of each good, related sale prices, and whether the

cannabis products are medical or non-medical.

(b) All records and scanned documents will be maintained electronically through Flowhub and

can be accessed at any time (real time), either in-system or through the report creation tool. Flowhub maintains

a log of every action, including adjustments and voids, so that the entire history of the system may be

reconstructed. Flowhub's tracking and report ability features allow The Ivy to easily and quickly access and

export any data in a comma delimited or Excel document format, during an inspecrion or otherwise requested

by the State, the Ciry, or any other authorized government agency.

2. Daily Ismitr.

Procedures for ensuring employees do not sell more than the ma~cimum daily limit for medical cannabis

products and adult-use/recreational cannabis products per individual:

(a) Flowhub features purchasing safeguards that will automatically notify employees whether a

transaction exceeds the daily limit for a medicinal or recreational customer allowed by the State and will not

allow the transaction to occur.

(b) Sales information and purchasing history of all medicinal customers and recreational

customers who have a customer profile will be stored in the company's point-of-sale system. To the extent a

registered customer completes more than a single transaction in a single day, such previous transactions will be

recorded and automatically calculated toward the daIly limit allowed. The point-of-sale system wIll not allow

any sales over the daily limit.

(c) Any customer who attempts to make more than one purchase in a day will be flagged at check-

in via the IDVisor Smart ID Scanner which will alert the employee and Security Guard that the identification

card has been scanned more than once in a day. The Wellness Associate assisting the customer will require

proof of the prior sale receipt from the same day prior to making any additional sales to confirm no sales are

made over the daily limit. If the customer does not have a copy of the prior same-day receipt, they will not be

allowed to buy additional cannabis products.

(d) A physical copy of the following chart will be posted near each point-of-sale register to remind

employees and customers of the daily limits:

T e of Cannabis Product Medicinal Customers Adult-Use

8 oz. total cannabis products (flower and
Flower

concentrate 1 oz. 28.5 rams

Concentrates 8 oz. total cannabis products (flower and

edibles, tinctures, wax) concentrate ,more if recommendation indicates 8 rams

Immature lants 12 unmature lants 6 immature lants

3. Beturn.r.

(a) Policies and procedures for returns of cannabis products: (i) The Ivy will offer a generous
return policy. The Ivy will accept returns of expired or malfuncrioning cannabis products that were sold within

seven (7) days upon proof of purchase (sales receipt, which may be located through Flowhub if the customer

has acustomer-profile); (u) the Store Manager has authority and discretion to allow additional returns if the
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Manager deems it appropriate for customer satisfaction, bLit proof of purchase from the Ivy is always required;

(iii) all returns will be processed, recorded and tracked through I~lowhub as required by California regulations;

(iv) returned cannabis prodtiicts will never be re-sold or re-packaged; (v) all returned cannabis products will be

stored in a secluded area in the company's secured inventory storage room; (vi) any defective cartridge returned

will be placed for pick-up by the licensed distributor from whom the products were obtained; (vu) all other

returned cannabis products will be stored in the company's secured waste receptacle for disposal in accordance

with its waste management procedures.

4. Non-cnn~aabi.r Pro~l~rcts:

The Ivy's inventory will be restricted to pre-p~iclsaged cannabis products sourced from a licensed

distributor and are labeled and packaged in compliance with state law and regulations. In addition to cannabis

products, The Ivy will also sell cannabis accessories (lighters, pipes, and other smoking devices), and the

company's branded merchandise (hats, t-shirts, sweaters, and tanks). Sales of tl~e following items are prohibited:

alcohol, tobacco, and cannabis-infLised beverages in ready-to-drink form.

E.tizt Pcrc,~agrft~:

Employees will ensure that all cannabis goods purchased by a customer are placed in an opaque exit

package prior to leaving the premises. The opaque eat package will be in the form of standard paper bags

designed to hold small retail items or such other packas~~ing required by California State or local regulations.

Holry:r of Operation:

(a) The Ivy's regular retail hours will be from 7:00 a.m. until 9:00 p.m. Based on sales volume,

delivery schedules, patient feedUack, and with consideration for the local zoning and the surrounding

commLiniry, the company will expand or contract hours of operation and days of operation. It will consider

alternative schedules such as later evenings to accommodate the needs of customers and patients. The company

will work with its patients, customers, employees, and the community to optimize this schedL~le for all parties.

(b) The company's point-of-sale system will be programmed to prohibit transactions between

10:01 p.m. and C>:59 a.m. to ensure that no cannabis products are sold outside the hours allowed by the State.

(c) Employee shifts begin 30 minutes prior to opening and exeend to 30 minutes after closing to

allow for proper security controls of cash and inventory. Only employees designated to work during a ~nven

shift will be given permission to be in the facility. 'The facility may be used to hold occasional staff meetings, at

which times unscheduled employees might be onsite.

Perror7ally Identzfzable InforTnation (PII):

(a) Policies and procedures for collecting and storing the personal information from customers:

(i) tlll personal information collected from customers will be securely stored to prevent unauthorized access,

including Uy means of encryption. Such information and records will Ue accessiUle only by certain employees

who are specifically authorized to access the information. Fach time patient or customer records are accessed,

the date, time and name of employee accessing such records will be recorded electronically through Flowhub;

(ii) The Ivy will require all medicinal customers/patients to provide a valid physician's recommendation along

with valid Ill, which it will store in its point-of-sale system; and (iii) PII that the company will collect and store

from patients and customers that have chosen to re~rister in the company's customer database and create a

member account, includes the individual's name, address, date of Uirth, age, gender, state of residence, c-maul

address, telephone number.
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(b) Because The Ivy respects the privacy of its adult-use recreational customers, it does not

require non-medicinal customers to provide the company with information other than the required

identification for entry. The only information it will store from such adult-use recreational use customers will

be their history of entering the store. Such data will be collected through the IDVisor Smart ID Scanner age

verification device it utilizes to ensure age-verification compliance and compliance with daily limits.

(c) The Ivy wi11 ensure that all patient information it stores is protected from Chird-parties and is

fully HIPAA compliant. Flowhub is a secured program that is password protected to ensure only authorized

personnel will be able to access secure documentation, including patient physician recommendations and

purchasing history, within the system. All the information will be stored on a local server that is firewall

protected from any outside presence.

(d) The Ivy will never sell or give away any individual customer information without the express

written consent of such customer, except as may be required by law.

(e) The management team will notify the City Manager or his~her desi~mee within twenty-four

(24) hours after discovering any breach of security, including any loss or unauthorized alteration of records

related to cannabis, re~,nstering qualif}nng patients, primary caregivers, or its employees or contractors.

D. Loss Prevention

(a) Best practice clictates that strict and detailed control and security over cannabis inventory is

necessary to discourage theft and minimize loss. The company's Security Plan features a series of procedures

related to anti-diversion and theft. These anu-diversion procedures paired with strict security and recordkeeping

protocols will ensure that all cannabis products are tracked throughout the premises.

(b) Loss prevention procedures as they relate to customers: (i) The company will monitor

customers in the retail area through its employees, security personnel, and video surveillance. (ii) Seciiriry

personnel will be stationed in the lobby area, overlooking and controlling access to the sales floor to ensure

that the numUer of customers permitted in the retail area at any driven time do not exceed the number of

employees assigned to the retail area. (iii) Wellness Associaties will be trained to be alert to risk situations and

to worl~ with security personnel to be aware of possible issues. (iv) Security personnel will be stationed so as to

provide a highly visible presence and deterrent to potential criminal activity. (v) Security personnel and

employees will be vi~nlant to suspicious activity on the exterior of the premises. (vi) The Store Manager and

Assistant Manager will also monitior the surveillance cameras at all hours of operation to review employee

interactions, customer actions and any suspicious ~etiviry. (vii) tlll cannabis products will be stored in secured

display cases accessible only from behind the counter Uy employees and all unsecured products will be removed

from the retail area after each business day and stored in the secured inventioiy storage room.

(c) Employees will be required to undergo theft-prevention and security training prior to

commencinsor employment with the company. Such training will educate employees on how to detect and report

possible theft of cannabis products. L:mployees must immediately notify security personnel on-site of any

suspected theft in accordance with the company's Security Plan and allow the Security Team to proceed in

accordance with its security procedures. Security personnel will also monitor the exit to discourage theft.

(d) The management team will notify the City Manager or his~hct desi~mee wiChin twenty-four

(24) hours after discovering any diversion, theft, loss, or otherwise criminal activity involving an employee or

contractor.
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I . Inventory Control Procedures

The Tvy's Inventory Control Procedures, which consists of several elements desi~med to work together to

provide a system of checks anti balances, have Ueen implemented by the owners in two other state-licensed

cannabis retail dispensaries, and are proven to (i) ensure ma~mum control of cannaUis inventory by allowing

real-time monitoring of all cannabis within the facility, including the precise area v£ location and all relevant

statistics and product information; (u) reduced loss from Yheft, damage, expiration and~or spoilage of cannabis

inventory, and (iii) fii11 compliance with state and local regulations, including the State's mandated track-and-

trace procedures.

Flos~~l~rab PO.S':

(a) The Ivy wilt urilize I~lowhub, a paint-of-sale and inventory management and tracl~ing system,

to provide real-time tracl~ing and reporting of products and gross sales. Administration of the inventory control

system throLigh Flowhub is streamlined with the CCTT-Metre system in compliance with state and local laws.

F1owhLlb will electronically maintain and record all. tracking, inventory data, and gross sales (k>y weight and by

sale). The system is capable of produce extensive reports governing all aspects of inventory and gross sales,

inclucling historical transactional data. Reports will be available for immediate viewing and can be exporCed in

a format compatible with the City's record-Keeping systems (including comma delimited and Excel document

formats).

(b) The electronic inventory system will record the unbrolzen chain of custody of all cannaUis

products within the facility and gross sales, and protections are built into the system to ensure that no amount

of cannabis products will be available for distribution, recall, or disposal without being appropriately tracked in

the electronic records system (Flowhub). Through Flowhub, every transaction has a virtual paper trail, allowing

the company to see the time and date for every transaction as well as which staff member performed it. User

levels are built into the system as a securit~~ measure to limit access to the system's full capabilities. Reports

covering sales, inventory, and transports are immediately accessible and readily availaUle to employees with

authorized system permissions.

2. T'rodrsct Delivery Protocol:

(a) Two employees, one being the Inventory Manager or the Store Manager; must be present to

receive and accept shipments of cannabis products. l~ccept~nce of shipments of cannabis products will be

limited to the hours of . The Store Manager may allow for

the delivery of certain high-priority orders between  and/or on .

(b) All shipments of cannabis products must be through the designated delivery area. Access to

the delivery area will be granted only after such distributor has (i) checked-in with the receptionist and the Store

Manager or Im=entory Manager confirms the expected delivery, (ii) signed the limited-access vendor lob;, (iii)

received a vendor visitor ID badge and is escorted by security personnel or an employee to the delivery area.

Upon arrival to the delivery area, two employees, one being the Inventory Manager or the Store Manager, will,

under video surveillance:
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(i) ReviEw the shipping manifest accompanying the order for accuracy of information

and verify the cannabis products ordered. All shipments of inventory must include the following: (1) a shipping

manifest from the licensed distributor, (2) certificates of analysis (COAs) for each cannabis product, (3) invoice

for the cannabis products, and (4) a copy of the distributor's valid, unexpired license. The shipping manifest

shall include all of the following: (i) name, license number, and premises address for (a) the licensee who

provided the cannabis products (cultivator or manufacturer), (b) the licensee transporting; the cannabis products

(the distributor and the driver), and (c) The Ivy, as the licensee receiving the cannabis products; (ii) date and

time of arrival of the cannabis products; (iv) driver's license rnimber for the person driving the transport vehicle;

(v) make, model, and license plate number of the transport vehicle; (vi) name, t~~e, and description (including

weight or count) of cannabis goods transported; (vii) unique identifier and batch number of each product; (viii)

quantity of each product ordered and received; (ix) unit cost and total cost of each product; (x) unit retail value

and total retail value of each product received; and (~) amount of excise tax to be paid with the u7voice and a

statement that identif es that the excise tax is included in the invoice.

(ii) Physically inspect the shipping; containers for evidence of tampes-in~;.

(iii) Physically inspect the shipment to verify that it contains only cannabis products listed

on the sales invoice or receipt, the cannaUis products have not been damaged, and the cannabis products have

compliant labels or are not expired. Any products that show evidence of tampering or that are not accompanied

by the appropriate documentation will be rejected and not be received into inventory. The Store Manager will

immediately notify the delivery personnel of any portion of the shipment it refused or that needs to Ue returned.

(iv) Confirm all cannabis products are accompanied by the name and license number of

the cultivation and/or manufacturing facilit~~, the Uatch number, net weight, associated laUoratory test results

(CQAs), end a list of all pesticides applied to the product.

(v) Through Flowhub, pull the new packages from Metrc and verify the package tags with

pre-populated information, and add the cannabis products into inventory. Inventory records should be updated

to reflect: (a) the batch number of the cannabis product; (u) the name and license number of the distributor

that delivered the cannabis goods; (iii) the name and license number of the manufacturer or cultivator

distributor that sources the cannabis products; (iv) lab results/testing information; (v) description of each type

of cannabis product so that the goods can easily be identified. Such description should be consistent for all

products throughout the system (i.e., "Select Elite 1.Og Cart. Durban Poison (s)"; (vi) an accurate measurement

of the yuantiry of the item and sizes of all cc~ntainets received; (vii) a description of the cannabis products

acgiured, including the amount, strain and batch number; (viii) the name and identification number of the

license of the facility delivering the cannabis products; (ix) the sell-by or expiration date provided on the package

of, if any; (x) name and identificltion card number of the individual delivering the cannabis products; (~) the

name and identification card number of the employee receiving the cannabis products; (xii) the price paid for

the cannabis products, including excise tax; and (iii) the date and time the cannabis products were received.

(c) Promptly upon receipt and inspection of the cannabis products, the Inventory Manager or

Store Manager must enter the product into Flowhub and then promptly push the data through to Metrc.

Security personnel will supervise the movement of the cannabis products into inventory if conducted by any

employee other than the Store Manager or the Inventory Manager.

3. Inventory Stoiage I~oo~~zr:
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I rit (~,'Y ilO,l

(a) Employees will follow sts-ict protocols for safely and securely storing cannabis products.

Cannabis inventory will be stored in a secured room within the limited-access area of the facility. Access to the

inventory storage area will be limited to the management team, the Security Director and manager-level

employees, inclucling the Inventory Manager and die Store Manager.

(b) The storage room will be secured with commercial-grade locks that will requite a unique

 pin or digital card reader fc~r entry. This safeguard limits access to inventory to only authorized personnel

and tracks the in-and-out movement tied to the employee pin number or di~,rital card used. The storage room

will be equipped with surveillance cameras that will record continuously 24 hours per day end mounted

throughout the room in such locations that allows the camera to clearly record all inventory movement activities

with sufficient clarity to determine idenury of any person and the activities. Storage areas will utilize and

maintain carbon filtration and other means of odor control set forth in the company's Odor Control Plan.

(c) The storage room will meet the following general inventory storage requirements to ensure

cannabis products are preserved, do not degrade and are not exposed to sources of contamination: (i) all

cannabis products will be stored in an enclosed room, free from direct sunlight, and storage of to~c or

flammable materials; (u) the inventory storage rooms will be designed and maintained to be dry, well-ventilated,

and have sufficient insulation or other temperature-control features (i.e., ahumidifier or de-humidifier) to avoid

extreme temperature flilctuauons; (iii) each cannabis product will be stored in the manner required by the

product's manufacturer for safe storage; (iv) All cannabis products will be stored in accordance with the

manufacturer s requirements for safe storage of such products; (v) unless provided otherwise by the product's

manufacturer, all TLS products, extractions, concentrates, and infusians, and cannabis products intended for

human consumption will Ue refrigerated at temperatures of 41°r; and (vi) the storage areas will be regularly

cleaned, dusted, mopped and otiherwise maintained in a clean and orderly condition free from infestation by

insects, rodents, and pests of any kind.

5'egregation of Inventory:

(a) Cannabis products that are outdated, damaged, deteriorated, mislabeled, contaminated or

otherwise quarantined awaiting destruction and disposal, or whose containers or packaging have been opened

or breached, will be segregated within Che inventory stora~,re room and held until the products are disposed of

pursuant to the company's disposal and waste removal procedures. After the affected products have been

accounted for in the inventory control system, they will be placed in tamper-evident, locked containers and

segregated within the inventory storage room in a storage area exclusively for cannabis products to be disposed.

The segregation diminishes the potential for the soon-to-be disposed cannabis productis coming in contact or

contaminating active cannabis products in inventory. The company will severely limit the amount of time that

products to be disposed remains in tihe inventory storage room. It will focus on regular, timely disposal of

cannabis products in compliance with state and local re~nzlarions and the company's disposal process set forth

in its disposal and waste removal procedures.

(b) All expired, damaged, defective, contaminated car returned cannabis products will be

transferred to the inventory storage area and stored in a locked container desi~,mated for clisposal in accordance

with the company's waste disposal policies and procedures. The transfer of such expired products from the

retail area to the inventory storage area and from the inventory storage area to waste disposal, will be recorded

and tracked through Flowhub.

Tra~a.rportirag Cararzahi.r Inventory:

(a) ~,mployces will follow strict protocols for safely and securely transporting cannabis products.

After a shipment of cannabis inventory has been properly received, two employees, one being; the Inventory

Manager or the Store Manager, shall move such inventory into the secure inventory storage area. Any transfer

of inventory to or from a storage location will be recorded in the inventory management system provided by
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Flowhub, including date of Cransfer, responsible employee, second employee verification, batch identification,

quantity, and transferred location.

(b) The Inventory Manager will train designated employees on collecting and moving inventory

to and from the inventory storage room. CannaUis products may only be removed from the inventory storage

room by a manager-level employee, including the Store Manager, the Inventory Manager and any employee

authorized by the Inventory Manager. Dual custody is required any time cannabis products are transferred from

the inventory storage room to the retail area.

(c) The company's inventory tracl~ing protocols also focus on dammed, defective, spoiled,

expired, or otherwise contaminated products awaiting disposal. Cannabis products in the retail area will be

removed from inventory upon sale or manual removal due to spoilage or expiration. If removed due to sale,

such movement will be noted in Flowhub and pushed through the CCTT-Metre system daily. If removed due

to spoilage or expiration, such removal and the reason for removal will be notated in I'lowhuu and pushed

through the CCTT-Metre system daily.

Iytverttory ~uality-Control:

(a) The company's quality-control procedures provide safe~Yuards to ensure that the company will

not make any cannabis products avtilable for sale or delivery unless it has verified that the cannabis products

have not exceeded their expiration or sell-by date, if one is provided. This be~nns with the acceptance of

cannabis deliveries and requires compliance with the company's product delivery protocols to prevent

acceptance of cannabis products have exceeded their expiration or sell-by date, if one is provided.

(b) The Inventory Manger will control the ordei in which it stocks inventory in the retail area so

that it first sells the cannabis products with the earlier best-by, sell-Uy, or expiration date. If there is no best-by,

sell-by, or expiration date identified on the product, the Inventory Manager will sell the products in order of

the date in which the}~ were delivered. employees will ensure they sell older products first by selling units

located in the back or bottom of the particular storage Uin on the sales floor. Employees will also look at each

product's label for the best-by, sell-by, or expiration date as a step in every transaction. This will prevent the

inadvertent sale of expired or spoiled cannabis products to customers.

(c) The company's quality-control procedures also provide for the electronic monitoring of a

product's sell-by or expiration date. Such information will be entered into Flowhub as pursuant to the

company's product deliver protocols. The Inventory Manager will nln a report every Wednesday to determine

whether any cannabis products are set to expire within the next fourteen (14) days. The Inventory Manager will

then work with the management team to mark down the prices of such inventory so that the products are sold

within the next seven (7) days. Any products that are not sold by the sell-by date or the expiration date will be

removed from the sales floor ~ncl disposed of in accordance with the company's waste disposal policies and

procedures.

7. Inventory l~ecoraclliatio~a:

(a) Through its inventory control system, The Ivy will maintain accurate records of all products

within its facility, ~s well as prevent instances of product diversion. The Inventory Manager and the Assistant

Inventory Manager will conduct a fiill, comprehensive weel~ly physical inventory of all products to document

compliance with state and local regulations and ensure no loss of product. The inventory schedule will be

broken down as follows: (i) physical inventory of pre-packaged cannabis flower (inchidinsr pre-tolls) will be

conducted each Monday, (ii) physical inventory of concentrates, pods, and vaporizers (including; vape batteries)

will be conducted each Tuesday, and (iii) physical inventory of edibles, tinctures, topicals, and accessories will

be conducted each Wednesday by the Inventory iVlana~;er or the l~ssistant Inventory Manager and another

employee designated by the Inventory Manager. Employee ID numbers of staff conducting inventories will be
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recorded in each report. The results of the manual inventory will be reconciled weekly with the data maintained

in the inventory system (I'lowhuU).

(b) In addition to weel~ly reconciliations, the Inventory Manager end the Store Manager will also

follow re~.>ularly scheduled dtily, weekly and monthly procedures to track inventory and sales as detailed in the

company's inventory policies and procedures. At a minimum, the Inventory Manager will, or will cause a trained

member of the company's staff to, generate reports of its inventory as maintained in Flowhub and will arrange

for the physical floor count of such inventory for all transactions from the week. The Controller will verify the

daily receipts and transactions for accuracy.

(e) If any discrepancies are cliscovered that amount to a level in which the Ciry deems to be

"significant", or at least three percent (3%) of the company's average monthly sales, the Inventory Mana~ret

will immediately notify the management team so it may properl}~ report the discrepancy to the Bureau, local law

enforcement, and the Ciry Manager or his/her designee within twent~~-four (24) hours after such discovery. If

any cliscrepancies are discovered and are determined or suspected to be a result of diversion, theft, loss, or

otherwise criminal activity involving an employee or contractor, the Inventory Manager will immediately notify

the management team so it may properly report the discrepancy to the Bureau, local law enforcement, and the

City Manager or his/her designee within twenty-four (24) hours after such discovery. Tv assist with this

reporting regturement, the Inventory Manager and/or Store Manager's notice to the management team must

be prepared and provided the same day as the discovery and will (1) be in writing, (2) include the date and time

of occurrence of the theft, loss, or criminal activity, (3) include a description c>f the incident including, if

applicable, the item (s) that were taken or lost.

(d) .All inventory reports generated weekly physical inventory will be preserved electronically on

the company's internal file servers. The inventory reports shall identify what adjustrncnts need to be made

(increase of decrease) and the reason for each adjustment (i.e., missing, unusable, expired or free exchanges of

cannabis goods). 1~ny adjustments in Flowhub will require the Inventory Manager's approval and will Ue

pushed through the CCTT-Metre system daily. In addition to the electronic records and reports generated and

maintained on Flowhub, the Inventory Manager shall maintain each of the following documents as part of the

company's inventory records: (1) physical copies of invoices and corresponding shipping manifests, (2) physical

copies cif inventory reconciliation spreadsheets, (3) scanned copies of invoices and shipping manifests emailed

to records@cannacocorp.com, and (4) electronic copies of inventory count F..xcel spreadsheets saved on the

store's local secured netwoik with a copy of the Excel attachment emailed to records ciJ,cannacocor. .com.

(e) The results of any inventory reconciliation will be retained in physical records and electronic

Excel files emailed to upper management and recordsncannacocorp.com. Physical records mLlst be filed in

chronological order by category and in an organized manner in the event the City or the Bureau conduct a

random audit.

(~ Electronic copies of all inventory reports shall Ue maintained in a manner allowing for quick

and readily available access and expc~>rtauon to the State and City for at lest seven (7) years. These records

include: (i) shippinsr manifests and corresponding invoices for products received, (u) corresponding laboratory

test results (COAs), (iii) sales records in the form of electronic receipts, (iv) inventory reconciliation records for

missing, defective, and~or otherwise non-sellable cannabis products, and (v) weekly inventory reconciliation

records.

Recall Procedures

f~. Recalls

Best Practice:
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(a) 'The Ivy has a comprehensive system for handling recalls of cannabis products that are

determined to be misbranded or adulterated in accordance with state and local laws or regulations. While the

industry has not adopted a single standard for recall practices, the company has adopted FDA standards and

procedures that have Ueen implemented by its management team in other state-licensed cannabis retail

dispensaries, in their. effort to create a holistic recall system specific to the recall of cannabis products rhati

focuses on maintaining product integrity and communit~~ trust.

2. 11~Iverse Fve~at

(a) If a compltint is received from a aistomer reporting an adverse event with respect a cannabis

product, the company will commence an immediate investigation of the incident. Mandatory recall actions will

be made if a condition related to the cannabis product in question poses a risk to public health and safety.

(b) If a mandatory recall is made, the company will immediately inform the Bureau and City

Manager Uy phone (to the extent a dedicated and direct emergency line is established) and commence a full

mandatory recall protocol. Separately, the company will promptly notify the Bureau and City Manager and

provide the following information to assist in any recall investigation: (i) source of the recalled cannabis product;

(ii) name, contact information, and state license number of the distriUutor and manufacturer of the recalled

cannabis prodilet; and (iii) complete distribution list including name, address and contact information, and

product identification information (e.g. batch rnimber and SKUs).

(b) f\s part of the action plan, recall activities will commence from the affected batch of affected

product, as identified by the label information and verified by the company's electronic inventory control

system. The Inventory Manager will determine if any affected product within the batch is contained in the

facility. If so, those products will k>e immediately quarantined and moved to the inventory storage room and

placed in the secure area designated for disposal.

3. I~eca111Votices:

(a) For affected product that has already Ueen dispensed to customers, determinations will be

made as to the location cif affected product through the inventory control system and transport logs.

(b) E\s part of the commtiinication plan, the management team will cause a notice of the recall will

be posted publicly on the company website, included in a press release to local medical outlets, and shared with

all customers, patients and caregivers. The company will work with the manufacturer, cultivatior or distributor

that supplied the recalled product to generate and circulate instructions to the general public and other cannabis

facilities for the return and/or destruction of the recalled product.

(c) The company's SOPs and inventory controls are designed for a full accounting of recalls and

returns of cannabis products received from a distributor or dispensed to a customer, patient or caregiver. The

company will inform all qualifying customers, patients and care~,nvers of the company's policy regarding the

return and disposal of cannabis products. Notification of the policy will be provided to all customers, patients

and caregivers during their initial visit to the facility and in their patient~caregivet orientation packet.

3. Retttf~zs aja~l Di.rf~osal of I3ecallr.

(a) The Ivy views cannabis products much like food items or pharmaceutical drugs in that any

return is warranted in the case of recall, or a paclsa~nng or product defecti. The compan}~ will work with all

affected customers —whether purchased at its facility or from another licensee — to begin acceptance of any
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recalled product to its facility fc>r proper disposal in accordance with the company's disposal and waste removal

procedures at no charge to the customer.

(b) All recalled cannabis products that are intended to be destroyed will first be quarantined for a

minimum cif 72 hours, during; which time the City may audit the product. Such quarantined products will be

stored in a designated receptacle within the inventory storage room that is separately secured and enclosed to

prevent the contamination of other cannabis products. Following the quarantine period, the company shall

render the recalled cannabis product unusable and unrecognizable in accordance with its disposal and waste

removal procedures. Such rendering wi11 be recorded on video and maintained in the company's records £or

inspection Uy the City.

(c) Recalled products continuing or consisting of pesucicle or other agricultural chemicals, that

are dangerous or hazardous waste will be stored and disposed of in a manner consistent with federal, state, and

local laws.

Waste Management Plan:

The Ivy has a comprehensive system for systiematically collecting, storing, handing and properly destroying all

cannabis products that it intends to dispose of. These procedures follow best management practices and are in

compliance with state law and regulations. These disposal procedures have been implemented by its

management team in other state-licensed clnnabis retail dispensaries under their control, and are proven to

remove any opportunity for diversion.

A. Cannabis Waste

1. Carzraa~i.r iY'cz.rte:

(a) The company expects to generate minimal waste. Cannabis waste will originate from the

following limited sources: (i) recalled cannabis products, (ii) expired or otherwise contaminated cannabis

products, (iii) packaged cannabis products that become damaged or unsealed; and (iv) packaged cannabis

products that were returned Uy a customer. The company will not utilize or generate hazardous materials or

hazardous waste.

2. Cartraa~z.r A''a.rte Kecorrlr.

(a) The company's inventory management system and controls ensure accurate and compliant

reporting and recording of expired, damaged, deteriorated, misbranded, or adulterated cannaliis products

~waitin~ disposal. The CCTT-Metre database will enable the company to properly identify, weigh, and track

cannabis waste materials while in quarantine and when disposed of or destroyed. The Store Manager or the

Inventory Manager will enter the date and time that the cannabis product was rendered into cannaUis waste

and the weight of the resulting cannabis waste into Flowhub which will automatically report to the CCTT-

Metrc system.

(b) The Store Manager or the Inventory Manager will obtain records from the solid waste facility

or operation evidencing the acceptance of the cannabis waste material at the facility. The record will inchide

the name and address of the waste facility, the date, the volume or weight of the cannabis waste accepted, and

the name and si~matllre of the person in charge of the waste facility or operator who accepts the cannabis waste.
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Once the cannabis waste is accepted by the solid waste facility, the Store Manager or the Inventory Manager

will record the movement in I~lowhub, identifying the date and time of the disposal of the cannabis waste. Such

records will be pushed through to the CCTT-Metre system and made available to the City upon request.

(c) A log recording all waste clisposed of will be maintain in the company's records and will

indicate: (i) the date of disposal, (u) the t~~pe and quantity disposed of, (iu) the manner of disposal, and (iv) the

name of the employee, patient, or caregiver. who stiipplied the waste if applicable.

J. ~Ll.ftE ~ZYIJ':

(a) All waste generated from the company's commercial cannabis operations will be securely

stored in a receptacle in the company's waste roam located in alimited-access area of the premises that is

restricted to authorized employees and the company's authorized waste hauler.

(b) 111 garbage and refuse on the premises shall ue stored in nonabsorbent, water-tight, vector

resistant, durable, easily cleanable, galvanized metal or heavy plastic containers with tight fitttng lids. No refuse

container shall be filled beyond the capacity to completely close the lid. All garbage and refuse on tl~e premises,

whether mixed with rubbish or other material, shall not be acctiimulated or stored for more than seven (7)

calendar days, and shall be properly disposed of before the end of the seventh (7~h) day.

4. flttthorz~ed 1Y'a,rte Ha7~ler.

(a) The company will contract with athird-parry hauler to rent a secured waste receptacle (a 15-

gallon polyethylene drum) to be placed in a secured area on the premises within the company's facility that is

separate from the company's traditional waste bins. The company will dispose of its cannabis waste in such

secured waste receptacle, which wi11 be removed on a monthly basis, with a fresh, empty drum left in its place.

(b) CannaUis waste will Ue securely stored in a secured waste receptacle. The company will

contract wiCh athird-party hauler to rent a secured waste tecepCacle (a 15-gallon polyethylene drum) to be placed

in a secured area nn the premises within the company's facility that is separate from its traditional waste bins.

'The company will dispose of its cannabis waste in such secured waste receptacle, which will be removed can a

monthly basis, with a fresh, empty drtilm left in its place. Physical access to such waste receptacle and the area

will be restricted to the company's management-level employees, including the Store Manager and Inventory

Manager and select desi~mees, and the local agency or waste hauler. Public access to such receptacle and area

will be prohibited. All waste removed from the c<~mpany's site will be thoroughly documented via a waste

manifest, requiring signatures from both the Store Manager or his~her designee and the third-parry hati~ler's

transport technicians. Such cannabis waste wi11 be tracked and traced from the point of generation to its final

resting place, with the chain of custody issued by the third-parry hauler to the company as proof of disposal.

Finally, such waste will be recorded in Flowhub and pushed through to the CCTT-Metre system daily.

C. Waste Procedures

Quatayatzne Perrod:

(a) 111 cannabis products that the company intends to render into cannabis waste, whether

voluntarily or directed by the Ciry, sha11 be held on the premises in quarantine for a minimum of 72 hours,
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during which time the City may audit the prodLict. Such quarantined products will be stored in a designated

receptacle within the inventory storage room that is separately secured and enclosed to prevent the

contamin~uon of other cannabis products.

(b) The Store Manager or the Inventory Manager shall affix to each batch the regtured documents

with batch information and weight. At no time during; the quarantine period may the cannabis products be

handled, moved, or rendered into cannabis waste.

2. I~enrlerzttg 1'rocerr:

(a) The Store Manager and the Inventory Manager will be responsible for waste rendering process.

The rendering process shall be recorded on video, and maintained in the company's records, in accordance

with its recordkeeping policies and procedures, for inspection by the Ciry.

(b) All cannabis byproducts will be removed from its ori~rinal pacl~aging prior to conducting the

rendering process. Cannabis will be rendered unusable and unrecognizable by mixing, grinding, and

incorporating the cannabis with anon-consLimable material or by incorporating any nonhazard~~us compostable

material so that the resulting mixture is at least f ft~~ percent (5U%) non-cannabis waste by volume. The company

will opt to use paper waste material for the rendering process, in which the cannabis will tie grincled and

incorporated with paper waste material until the mixture is at least fifty percent (50%) non-cannabis waste, and

rendered unusable. Through this process, the cannaUis byproduct will be physically altered -and thorou~;hl~~

blended with the other non-cannabis material to make it unusable and unrecognizable and into cannabis waste.

That waste will then be placed into unmarked ~;arba~;e Ua~s, rip tied shut, placed in a secure, locked waste

receptacle or uin, and picked up by a solid waste company at the specified time.

(c) This disposal process and procedure allows no opport-~iniry for diversion, and activities will be

coordinated with the City. Authorized agents of the Ciry may oversee the disposal to ensure that the recalled

cannabis is properly handled in a manner that does not pose risk to public health and safety.

(d) The company will ensure that it does not comingle different batches into cannabis waste so

that the cannabis waste can Ue tracked by one batch at a time.

Patient Compassionate Care Program (PCCP)

The Ivy's principals have a long track record of supporting the local community through their e~sting state-

licensed cannabis retail dispensaries in Venice Tieach and Westwood Village (Los Angeles), and they intend to

bring that tradition to the Pasadena communit~~.

Patient-wellness and affordability are primary considerations within The Ivy's business model. The Ivy has

developed a Patient Compassionate Care Program (I'CCP) that offers financial assistance to qualifying (i) low-

income patients, (ii) the disabled, (iii) HIV and AIDS patients, and (iv) cancer patients.

Under this program, The Ivy will offer benefits based upon a sliding scale for those lacl~ing the necessary

financial resources to afford their physician-recommended cannabis treatments and ~ patient's medical needs,

with a discount of up to 25 percent on their medical cannabis treatment costs.
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PCCP applicarion review will happen quarterly (1Vlarch, June, September, llecember). Low-income applicants

will provide documentation demonstrating financial hardship. Applicants with a debilitating medical condirion

will provide documentation demonstrating "qualifying conditions" as defined by the California Department of

Public I-Iealth in relation to its medical cannabis program (for issuance of the State Medical Marijuana

Identification Card).

The management team will lead this program and determine application approvals. 1lpproved low-income

patients will receive the compassion benefits for a period of six months, and approved patients with a

debilitaYin~ medical condition will receive the compassion benefits foi a period of one (1) year.

Company Liaison:

William "Bill" Lawrence, a Pasadena resident, will serve as the Ivy's Store Manager and Company liaison for

the Ciry of Pasadena. Bill will be available to the City 24 7 by phone and email.

Delivery Procedures:

The Ivy will implement a robust delivery program to make its cannabis products available to a71 yualifiecl

Pasadena residents. The delivery program will provide for home deliveries to verified customers and patients

through the utilization of auser-friendly online ordering system, trtined delivery drivers, and comprehensive

reporting metrics.

1~. Delivery Platform

The Ivy's website will have auser-friendly ordering platform that includes (1) product name, (2) description,

(3) strain, (4) strength, (5) price, (C) effects, (7) health benefits and (8) consumer reviews. The state-of-the-art

online ordering system will also allow customers apply multiple filters to sort the list of products by type, price,

reviews, effects, and~or strain.

1. Courier Plus LLC d/bra Dutchie will be the software used by The Ivy and integrated on its wel~site.

The company will embed a unique code from Dutchie on its website, which will enable the ordering

platform and allow the company to start taking orders directly from its website.

2. Dutchie has partnered with The Ivy's point-of-sale platform to provide a seamless integration where

the company's delivery menu automatically syncs to its point-of-sale system for real-time updates.

3. Dutchie's software provides compliance safeguards that will track and limit a customer's order if it

exceeds the daily limit allowed by state law.

I3. Delivery Vehicles

1. All vehicles used for delivery service will either be completely electric or hybrid. The company has

selected to purchase two T'o5~ota Prius vehicles, each with customised climate-controlled cargo areas,

to deliver to customers' homes.

1. Each delivery vehicle will be equipped with two global positioning system monitoring devices (Gl'S)

and a standard alarm system. The GPS devices will be monitored by the Secnriry llirector during

transport.
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2. F..ach delivery vehicle will feature secure, climate-controlled storage units for all cannabis products. The

company's vault manufacturer, Custom Vault, wi11 desi~m and manufacture such climate-controlled

vaults for deliveries.

3. No cannabis prc~diicts shall be visible from the outside of the vehicle and neither delivery vehicle may

bear any marl~ings that indicate the company's name or that the vehicle is being used to transport

cannabis products.

C. Delivery Em~~lo~ees

1. The company will directly employ four (4) individuals to perform deliveries of cannabis prodLicts.

2. Each of the company's delivery employees shall be at least 21 years of age.

3. Two-person delivery teams for home deliveries ensure security and service.

4. The Ivy will conduct a Motor Vehicle Report search for each delivery candidate to confirm the status

cif the applicant's driver's license and any violation history. What constitutes an acceptable or

unacceptable driving record is determined by applicable local and State regulations, the Ivy's insurance

carrier, and its owners.

5. All delivery employees will undergo training on the company's delivery procedures in advance.

C>. Delivery employees are responsible for phone communications with customers, patients and caregivers

in preparation for transporting cannabis to said persons at a residence address listed by the customer.

They are responsible for creating and submitting the trip plan, and for confirming delivery (or non-

deliver) to the proper party. They are also charged with reporun~; accidents and losses that occur during

travel immediately upon occurrence of the accident or immecliately upon knowledge of the loss or

theft.

7. llelivery employees will, during deliveries, carry a copy of the company's current license, the

employees' government-issued identificltion card, and Ius/her ID Badge.

D. Delivery Process

1. Process and procedures for placing an order for delivery:

a. Customers will place orders through The Ivy's website, where they can easily view product

information and reviews and pre-select products for delivery.

b. Customers will be prompted to select whether they are placing the order as a medicinal

customer/parient or a recreational/adult-use customer.

c. The check-out process will require the customer to upload a copy of his~her government

issued identification card and, if a medicinal customer, a copy of his/her physician's

recommendation.

2. Process and procedures for accepting; new delivery orders:

a. Deliveries will occur between the hours of

b. Once an cyder is placed online, the store will receive an immediate notification on its computer

located at the front dells. The receptionist will then proceed to: (i) verify that the physical

address of the delivery is a residence end within the State of California, (ii) confirm that the

uploaded form of idenrification is valid in accordance with the company's a~;e verif cation

procedures, and (iii) if a patient, confirm such patient's physician's recommendation is already

in the company's database.
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c. The receptionist will mark the order as "Accepted" and notify a designated member cif the

sales team to compile the order for delivery.

d. A sales employee will ensure that all cannabis products ordered are placed in an opaque exit

package and, be~nnning January 1, 2020, an opaque exit package that is resealable, t~mper-

evident, and child resistant.

3. Procedures for preparing an electronic deliver~~ request receipt, which will lie sent to the deliver

employee's iPad, for each delivery of cannabis products:

a. I'or each order, Flowhub will generate a delivery request receipt, which will contain the

following:

(i) the compan}~'s name and address;

(ii) the first name and employee number of the employee who will be delivering; the

cannabis products;

(iii) the first name and employee number of the employee who prepared the order for

delivery;

(iv) the first name of the customer and aretailer- assigned customer number for the

person who requested the delivery;

(v) the date and time the delivery request was made;

(vi) the delivery address;

(vu) a detailed description (which shall include the weight of each item) of all cannabis

products requested for delivery; and

(~=iii) the total amount paid for the delivery, including taxes, the cost of the cannabis

products, and the delivery fee.

(ix) Upon delivery, the date and time the delivery was made, and electronic si~,mature cif

the customer who received the delivery.

b. The delivery employee shall provide the customer who placed the order with an electronic

copy of the delivery request receipt.

4. Procedures upon arriving at the delivery location:

a. Upon arrival to the delivery location, the delivery employee will send a texC notif cation to the

customer informing him/her of their arrival.

b. Once greeted by the customer or patient, the delivery employee will require such person to

furnish their government issued identification card and physician's recommendation, if

applicable.

c. .Applicant's delivery employee will verify the validity of such identification card through its

mobile age verification device.

d. Once confirmed, the delivery employee will then require the customer or patient who placed

the order electronically review the delivery request receipt nn the delivery iPad and

electronically sign.

e. After obtaining the customer or patient's signature, the delivery employee wi11 exchange the

cannabis products for cash payment. The delivery driver will count the cash in front of the

customer or patient end use a fraud detection pen nn bills larger than X50.

E. Breaks and Stops During Deliveries
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1. While m~l~ing deliveries of cannabis products, delivery employees shall only travel from the dispensary

to the delivery address, from one delivery address to another delivery address, or from a delivery

address bacl~ to the dispensary.

2. Delivery employees will be prohibited from taping breaks or malting stops while conducting deliveries;

provided, however, so long as silch employee has completed his/her scheduled deliveries and no

cannaUis products remain in the vehicle, delivery employees will. be permitted to make certain approved

stops (t. e. for gas) when authorized by the Store Manager.

F. Communication with Em~lo~ees During lleliver~

1. Each delivery vehicle will be equipped with two global positioning system monitoring devices (CPS).

The GPS devices will be monitored by the Security Director during transport. The GPS devices that

will identify the geographic location of the delivery vehicle.

2. Delivery employees will also have a cell phone at all times during; the delivery so that the compiny can

communicate with the delivery employees while engaged in conducting deliveries. Such cell phone will

be connected via Bhietooth to the delivery vehicle.

F. Cannabis Products Carried During Delinery

1. llelivery employees shall not carry cannabis products in the delivery vehicle with a value in excess of

 at any time. The value of cannabis goods carried in the delivery vehicle for which a delivery

order was not received and processed by the dispensary prior to the delivery employee departing from

the licensed premises may not exceed

2. Delivery employees shall not leave the facility with cannabis products without at least one delivery

order that has already been received and processed.

3. Before leaving the dispensary, the delivery employee must have a delivery inventory ledger of all

cannabis products provided to him/her for delivery. Such delivery inventory ledger will be maintained

electronically through the company's iPad desi~mated for delivery. For each cannabis product, the

delivery inventory ledger shall include the type of good, the brand, the retail value, the track-and-trace

identifier, and the weight of the cannabis product. tlll cannabis products prepared for an order that

was received and processed by the dispensary prior to the delivery employee's departure from the

premises must be clearly identified on the inventory ledger. After each customer delivery, the delivery

inventory ledger must be updated to reflect the current inventory in possession of the delivery

employee.

4. The delivery employee shall maintain a lob that includes all stops from the time he~she leaves the

dispensary to the time that the he/she returns to the dispensary, and the reason for each stop. Such

travel log will be maintained electronically through the company's iPad designated for delivery.

5. The delivery employee shall maintain the delivery request receipts for cannabis products he/she carries

in the delivery vehicle, or any deliveries that have already been made to customers.

r. Post-lleliver~ Processes

1. Upon returning to the dispensary, the delivery employees will immediately report to the management

office and remit the payments it received from the deliveries to the Store Manager or the Assistant

Manager for verification of the amount received.

2. All undelivered cannabis products shall be returned to inventory and all necessary inventory and track-

and-trace records shall be updated as appropriate that same day.

G. Auditing Activities of Delivery Employees
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1. Anon-delivery employee will be responsible for assembling all orders placed for delivery. Such
employee will place the cannabis products in an opaque exit package with a seal so that the cusComer
or patient receiving the delivery can tell if the foods have been tampered with by the delivery employee.

2. The delivery employee will have a delivery inventory ledger that includes the type of good, the brand,
the retail value, the track and trace identifier, and the weight of the cannabis product After each
customer delivery, the ledger will be updated by such delivery employee. Further, delivery employees
will be required to maintain a log that includes a]1 stops from the time the driver leaves the retail
premises to the time the driver returns to the premises. Finally, upon the delivery employees reeurn to

the premises, the Store Manager or the Assistant Manager will re-count the monies received by the
delivery employee to verify it matches the amount on the delivery receipt.

L Trans~ortauon Procedures

The company does not intend to transport any cannabis prodtiicts except for delivery services within the Ciry
and surrounding communities. Should the company regture any non-delivery transportation services of

cannabis products, it will contract such services from a cannabis transport and delivery company that is fully

licensed and insured by the California Bureau of Securit~~ and Investigative Services (BSIS).

FINANCIAL PLAN

The Ivy has over  in funcling available from its principals to build-out its facility, male initial hires,

develop a patient and client base, implement employee training; programs, and procure sufficient product for

sale. Because it seeks to utilize existing commercial space that already meets Pasadena's stringent ec~de

requirements for such facilities, The Ivy can devote resources to adhering to environmentally sound LELD-

sryle upgrades to its dispensary that reduce waste and the carbon footprint, develop a patient base and a supplier

network that is within the Attorney General C7tiudelines, provide union-level pay and benefits from the stmt,

and participate with other ot~anizations in the development of cannabis as a medicine and recreational

substance.

Based on estimated costs of start-up, estimated operating costs, and costs of goods sold, 'I`he Ivy anticipaties

breal~ing evEn on its investment within approximately one year of operation, and running a net surplus

thereafter averaging  per year which will allow for additional investment in new technologies,

increasing employee salaries, and increase contributions to the Community Benefits programs outlined below.

Pro Formas:

The following is a summary of The Ivy's pro forma estimated capital expenditures and revenues for the initial

three years of operations.

Initial Capital Expenditures/Start-up costs:
SG&A Initial and General Costs:
Legal Fees and Licensing ..................................
State of California Fees ....................................
Pasadena and other Licensing fees .....................
Insurance, Bond and Professional Service Fees......
SG&A Expenses —Retail (Monthly)
Building Renta12,500 sq feet at  / sq foot.......
Building maintenance including utilities .................
lquipment maintenance ...................................
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lldministrative expenses, including phone/internet.. 
Inventory Control Systems &Software Services...... 

Community Service - 2.5°/v of Gross Sales........... 2.5%
SG&1~ Miscellaneous (monthly estimate) ............... 3.0%

Capital Expenditures

Development of Location ................................... 

Additional space improvements and finishings.....

Security system including cameras and storage.....

furniture, Displays, POS hardware, registers......
CRM for accounting, Payroll and Marketing Soft

Initial Inventory and Samples/Display ..............

"Opening Day" Total 

$ YEAR1 YEAR2 YEAR3 PEAR4 YEAR5

Revenue 

COGS -Cost of Goods Sold 

Gross Profit 

of revenue 

SG&A L:xpenses

G&1~ expenses -Initial &General 

CEO S LS

G&!~ Expenses -Retail 

SG&A .Expenses - 
Marketing; &Sales Expenses

Senior Management Salaries &Benefits 

Customer Service Salaries &Benefits 

SG&A Expenses - Misc. 

Total SG&1~ Expenses 

Operating Income (EBITDA) 

of revenue 

Depreciation and Amortization 
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!'h c I ~ ~ ~c<'Civn ?: ]iu:;inc~t Plain

Earnings Before Interest &Taxes 

(EBIT)

Interest Expense 

Earnings Before Taxes (EBT) 

Income Tax 

Net Income 

of revenue 

Cash Flow:

$ YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5

Net Income 

Cash Flow from O erations

De reciation 

Chan e in Receivables 

Chan e in Invento 

Chan e in Accounts Pa able 

Total Cash Flow from O erations 

Cash Flow from Investin

Ca ital Ex enditures CAP 

Other 

Total Cash Flow from Investin 

Cash Flow from Financin

Revolver Issuance / e a ent 

Lon -Term Debt Issuance / e a ent 

Paid in Ca ital 

Drawin s rofit share 

Total Cash Flow from Financin 

Total Chan e in Cash 
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The Ivy's Accounting; Procedures and Policies are designed to assure the financial resources of the Ivy are

property safeguarded and used only for authorized purposes. The Ivy has engaged Singer Lewal~ as external

accountants to oversee The Ivy's internal accounting procedures. The Ivy's accounting; procedures policies

include: 1) Credit Procedures; 2) Cash Receipts Procedures; 3) Purchasing Procedures; 4) Expense Report

Procedures; 5) Petry Cash Procedures; and 6) Payroll Procedures.

Credit Procedures. If a customer is provided a credit upon return it must be immediately entered into the

Flowhub PUS system and recorded into such customer's profile for tracl~ing purposes. No other credits are

permitted.

Cash Receipts and DisbursemenCs Procedures. All c~lsh receipts will be recorded in the accounting system

within 24 hours. All cash disbursementis, other than petty cash discussed below, regtures a written payment

voucher signed by recipient and either the Store Manager or the Inventory Manager. No disUursements are

allowed without approval b5~ the Store Manager. All inventory deliveries are confirmed by the Store Manager

and at last one owner. 1~ copy of all receipts is also emailed to records(c~.cannacc>r ~.com.

Purchasing Procedures. The Inventory Manager is in charge of preparing orders and determining low stock

inventory. All inventory purchases, of any size, including samples or displays, regture prior approval of an

owner. 1\n owner must be copied on all purchase orders or requests for inventory, including non-cannabis

inventory.

Expense Report Procedures. No expenses will be reimbursed without prior written approval. The Store

Manager can approve expenses less than  Owner approval is required for any expenses in excess of

Petty Cash Procedures. The Store Manager wi11 be the custoclian of petty cash fiends and shall keep all petty

cash in a locked drawer. Only the manager-level employee on duty will have recess to the petty cash box. All

petty cash expenditures must be approved by the manager and entered into the petty cash log with the date,

time, and use of such cash. In addition to an electronic copy, the manager shall also place a written receipt

along with athird-parry receipt for such purchase inside the petty cash box. The Manager is responsible for all

petty cash amounts and confirmation all receipts are accurate. ~1ny pett~~ cash payment in excess of

regLures the prior approval of one of the owners.

Payroll Procedures. Employees are paid every two weeks. The payroll is processed by CTusto using; an online

reporting system. Employees si~,m in and out via online tablet system, including breaks and meal times. CTusto

calculates and confirms all time worked per employee including overtime to avoid human error of transposing

into manual systems. All employees who have access to any payroll information will be regtured to sign 2

"Payroll Confidentiality Form". Gusto provides all required W-2 forms end all forms will be distributed prior

t~ January 31. All payroll tax withholding ate withheld and ptid with every payroll period and amounts are

determined by Uusto.
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FUNDING/PROOF OF CAPITALIZATION

The Ivy is financially stable and its owners plan to fund development and operations fiom personal resources.

A~Uendix 4 shows the capital allocated for The Ivy, including necessary funding during; the first two years.

The owners do not plan to incur an5~ debt in connection with the capital expenditures, inventory or operating

COStS.

The company has modeled five years of operations. The financial projections were developed using actual

historical data derived from Ann and Shauneen's current operations and adopt a conservative bias.

Understanding that the company can ramp-up gtucl~lj~ to meet demand exceeding projections —the focus for

the projections was to ensure adequate financing is available for the operation in the "worst case" scenari~~. 1~s

a result, the company has committed financing to covet construction and capital costs, as well as, a minimum

of two years of gross worl~in~r capital needs, ~isstuning a zero profit scenario.

The Ivy's funding sources derive from its two principals, Ann Athey and Shauneen Militello. The various

holdings and bank balances under tiheir direct control for use in building and operating The Ivy, show liquid

resources in excess of . This demonstrates more tihan sufficient capital to support the estimated start

of costs of appro~mately  and ensures performance of and compliance with the representations

made herein.

RECORDS SOFTWARE

The Ivy understands that sound recordkeeping is essential to maintaining proper regulatory controls for

inventory oversight, as well ensuring filll compliance for functions like finance, security, and audits. The .Ivy

will adopt the mulriplatform recordkeeping plan urilized by its owners at their existing licensed retail locations

to ensure comprehensive documentation and maintenance cif records that is secure, readily accessible, and

compliant with state and local laws, inclucling without limitation Pasadena Municipal Code Section 5.78.170.0.

!~. Records Software

1. The Ivy will utilize Flowhub to record, track, and electronically store the following records: (i) records

of sales, including returns, (ii) records of deliveries, including; delivery/shipping manifests and invoices,

and (iii) inventory reports and records.

2. I'lowhub's platform will enable The Ivy to electronically store and track sales/transaction records,

delivery/shipping manifests, inventory records, and expenses in real time, allowing for seamless

electronic transfer of data. All records and scanned documents can be accessed at any time (real time),

either in-system or through the report creation tool. Though system actions can be adjusted or voided,

the system will maintain a log of every action, including adjustments and voids, so that the entire history

of the system may be reconstructed.

3. Flowhub's tracking and report ability features wi11 allow The Ivy to easily and quickly produce any

information necessary to the Bnreau, the City, and any other authorized government agency dLlring an

inspection or at their request.

B. Record Retention

1. The company sha111ieep and maintain true, complete, legible, and current records related to its activities

as a cannabis retailer for at least seven (7) years: (i) personnel records, including each employee's fill

name, social security number, date of hire, date of termination if applicable, bacl~round checks,
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disciplinary actions, annual performance reviews, and continuing education trainings completed, (ii)

training records including, the content cif the training provided, the employees that received the training

and certificates of completion if applicable, (iu) invoices, shipping manifests, and corresponding

certificates of analysis, (iv) permits, licenses, and other local authorizations required to operate as a

licensed cannabis retailer, (v) security records, provided that surveillance recordings will be kept for a

minimum of 90 days, (vi) records relating to destruction or disposal of cannabis produces, (vu)

documentation for data or information entered into the track-and-trace s}~stem, (viii) all delivery logs,

(ix) employee timesheets and break logs, (x) vendoi/visitor limited-access area logs, (xi) financial

records including, but not limited to, bank statements, sales invoices, receipts, tax records, (xii) sales

transaction records, (xiii) all records required by the California Department of Tax and I'ee

Administration, (xiv) contracts with other licensees regarding commercial cannabis activity, (xv) each

version of employee handbooks, operating procedures and policies d1e company has implemented,

and (xvi) all other documents prepared or executed by one of the company's owners, officers,

employees or agents in connection with its retail operation.

C. Records Storm>e

The company will utilize Flowhubs servers and data tracking system to electronically maintain (i)

records of sales, including returns, (ii) records of deliveries, including delivery/shipping manifests and

invoices, and (iii) inventory reports and records, including disposals and adjustments. Such records and

scanned documents can be accessed at any time (real time), either in-system or through the report

creation tool Flowhub maintains a log of every action, including adjustments and voids, so that the

enure history of the system may be xeconstnicted. I,lowhub's tracl~in~r and report ability features will

allow The Ivy to easily and promptly produce any information necessary to the Bureau, the City

Manager, and any other authorized government agency during an inspection or at their request.

111 financial records shall be maintained electronically through Flowhub, which shall provide for

immediate exportation of financial data in a comma delimited or Excel document format. Such

exported records shall be utilized to report, on at least a monthly Uasis, the required information for

the payment of the Pasadena City Cannabis Tax. Records reflecting cash-purchases shall also be

entered into and recorded in the company's in-house accounting system (Quiclil3ooks), which shall be

integrated and reconciled with its inventory control system. All financial records will be encrypted,

secured and backed-up onto the company's internal file servers with an adclitional local hard drive

storage system.

Certain records shall be preserved electronically on the company's internal file servers. Such electronic

files shall be saved iii category-specific folders designated for the particular record. The Inventory

Manager and Store Manager shall follow the company's procedures for labeling the file names of each

type cif record. All electronically saved files will also be backed up in real-time to the company's secured

cloud device and business Dropbox account to protect against the unlikely event of database

corruption or any mechanical issue that renders the data unrecoverable. These remote backups will

also serve to provide authorized individuals with remote access to the records and allow for such

records to be produced to the Bureau or Ciry immediately upon request. The following records shall

be preserved electronically:

a. personnel records;

b. training rec<~rds;
c. invoices, shipping manifests, and corresponding certificates of analysis;

d. security records, not including surveillance recordings;

e. all delivery logs;
f. employee timesheets and break logs;
g. inventory reports;
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h. vendor/visitor limited-access area logs;

i. all records required by the California Department of Tax and Fee administration;

j. contracts with other licensees regarding commercial cannabis activity; and

k. each version of employee handbooks, operating procedures and policies the company has

implemented.

4. Certain records shill be maintained on-site even if a copy such records is maintained electronically.

Physical copies shall be maintained in designatied fireproof document cabinets located in the Store

Manager's office. Access to such files shall be limited to the Store Manager. The cabinet shall be secured

with a lock to prevent unauthorized access or theft. The Store Manager shall ensure that the records

are protected from debris, moisture, and contamination. Original, physical copies of the following

records shall Ue stored on-site:

a. personnel records;

b. invoices, shipping manifests, and corresponding certificates of analysis;

c. employee timesheets and break logs;

d. inventory reports;
e. vendor/visitor limited-access area logs; and

f. contracts with other licensees regarding commercial cannabis activity.

5. In addition to electronic storage, the company's financial records sh~11 also be recorded via

QuickBooks. This secondary form of financial recording will allow adclitional oversight as well as a

backup source of recovery.

6. Tt is company policy ro retain electronic records in perpetuity unless the management team determines

the electronic record should be deleted or destroyed. Physical records will Ue maintained for no less

than seven (7) years. The management team will determine the need to destroy physical records after

their 7-year anniversary.

7. The company's recordkeeping policies and procedures ensure the maintenance of true, complete, and

current records that will be available for inspection by the Ciry Manager or his~hex designee upon

request upon request.

8. The Store 1Vlanaget and Controller are responsible for recotdkeeping.

'TRACIs-AND-TRACE

The Ivy wi11 create and maintain an active and functional account within the CCTT-Metre system prior to

engaging in any commercial cannabis activity to provide real-time tracl~ing of inventory quantities, production

activity, laboratory testing results, product returns and recalls, transportation activity, and sales.

11. CCTT-Metre System 1lccount Manager

1. The Ivy will designate one of its owners, Shauneen, as the track-and-trace system account man~get

("CC"I"T l~ccount Manager"). The CC'I"I' l~ccount Manager will promptly will then authorize the

company's other owner, l~nn, along; with the Store Manager and Inventory Manager as CCTT-Metre

system users. The CCTT 1~ccount Manager will maintain a complete, accurate, and up-to-date list of

all CCTT-Metre system users, consisting of their full names and usernames.

2. The CCTT Account Manager and Store Manager will actively monitor all compliance notificarions

from the CCTT'-Metre system, and timely resolve the issues detailed in the compliance notification.

The Store Manager and the Inventory Manager will keep a record, independent of the CCT`T-Metre
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system, of all compliance notif cations received from t1~e CCT`T-Metre system, and how and when

compliance was achieved. These records will be filed electronically on the company's internal network.

If a compliance notification cannot be resolved within three (3) bLisiness days of receiving the

notification, The Ivy will notify the Bureau immediately, by submitdn~; the required Notification and

Request Form (BCC-LIC-027 10/18).

B. CCTT-Nletrc System Training

1. The CCTT Account Manager attend and complete all track and trace system training regtured by the

State promptly upon receiving a provisional license to operate as a licensed retailer from the City and

State.
2. The Inventory Manager and Store Manager will Ue authorized users of the CCTT-Metre system and

will be required to attend and complete all CCTT-Metre system trainings required b5~ the State and

supplemental trainings provided by the company. Tn addition to state-mandated training, T'he Ivy will

require the CCTT 1lccount Manager and each other authorized user cif the CCTT-Metre system to

attend webinars and introductory tracl~-and-trace workshops hosted b5~ Metre's service provider,

Franwell Inc.

C. Track-and-Trace Reporting

1. The Ivy will maintain reel-time tracking of its inventory and will submit the repoit through the CCT`T-

Metrc system each night after closing. The report pushed through to the State will identify: (i) sale and

transfer of cannabis goods, (u) receipt of cannabis goods, (iu) return of cannaUis goods, (iv) destruction

and disposal of cannabis goods, (v) laboratory testing and results, and (vi) any other activity as required

by the State or the Ciry of Pasadena.

2. 11 record will be maintained in the system of each cannaUis product the company has in its possession,

inclucling (i) re~ristered name of the strain and product type, (ii) unique identifier, (iii) the form and

quantit~~ of cannabis, (iv) total wholesale cost, (v) batch number, (vi) name, address, and license number

of the distributor that provided the product, (vu) testing lab information and testing results, including

the percentage of TI-IC and CBD per independent lab testing results, (viii) sell-by or expiration date, if

any, (ix) harvest date and packaging; date, (x) proper storage information if applicaUle, (xi) the employee

identification number of the employee accepting the delivery cif product and the employee that

transfers the product, (~i) the name of the customer who the product has been dispensed to, and (xiii)

the time of the acdviry or transaction.

3. 1~ record will be maintained in the system of each cannabis product the company that is being disposed

(i) the name of the employee rendering the product to waste, (u) the reason for disposal, and (iii) the

name of the waste-hauler being used to collect or process the waste.

4. A record will be maintained in the system cif an5~ adjustments, including (i) the reason for adjustment

(i.e., spoilage, damage, or any other exposure that would compromise the product). The CCI"I'

Account Manager, Inventory Manager or Store Manager will correct any known errors entered into the

CCTT-Metre system immediately upon discovery.

D. Loss of Access

If at any point the company loses connectivity access to the CCTT-1YIetrc system for any reason, the

CCTT l~ccount Manager, Inventory Manager or Store Manager, will prepare and maintain

comprehensive records detailing; all commercial cannabis activities that were conducted during the loss

of connectivity access.
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1. The Ivy will notify the Bureau immediately by submitting the State's form "Notification and Request

Form, BCC-LIC-027 10 18" for any lass of connectivity. The company will not receive or deliver any

cannabis products until connectivity is restored.

2. Once connectivity has been restored, The Ivy will, within three (3) calendar day, enter in the CCTT-

Metrc system all commercial cannabis acrivity that occurred during; the loss of connectivit~~ and further

document the cause for loss of connectivity, and the date and time for when connectivity to the CCTT-

Metrc system was lost and when it was restored.

E. Flowhub & Metrc Integration

1. The company will use its point-of-sale system, Flowhub, to push daily sales reports to the State's

CCT"I"-Metre system.

2. I'lowhub features 1~PI integration to ensure more accurate reporting; to the CCTT-Metre system by

allowing the company to manually submit its daily sales reports to the State. This feature and piactice

of submitting; once a day will prevent recordkeeping errors that may occur throughout the day, by

provicling the company with a chance to identify and reconcile errors before sending the closing report

to the State.

STATE TESTING RL:QUIR~MENTS

The Ivy understands that proper lab testing of cannabis is required to protect the intc~rity of the product and

the consumer. The Ivy will implement the following; procedures to ensure all cannaUis products on its premises

have met the State's standards for testing.

1~. Verif~in~7 Certificates of 11nal~sis COAs)

The Ivy's management personnel responsible for accepting shipments of cannaUis products will, as a condition

of accepting any cannabis goods, confirm that the shipment is accompanied with a valid Certificate of Analysis

(COA) by verifying the following:

1. The labeled batch number on the packaged cannabis goods match the batch member on the

corresponding COA.
2. The labeled batch number on the pacl~aged cannabis goods match the batch number on the

corresponcling COA.

3. The reporting results on the COA indicates an overall "pass" for the entire batch.

4. The reporting results for each test method indicates a "pass".

5. The COf1 contains, at a minimum, the following information:

a. The term "Regulatory Compliance Testing" in the upper-right corner of each page of the COA

in a font size no smaller than 14-point. No text or images shall appear above the term

"Regulatory Compliance Testing" on any page of the COA;

b. The testing laboratory's name, licensed premises address, and license number;

c. Licensed distributor or licensed microbusiness' authorized' to engage in distribution name,

licensed premises address, and license number;

d. Licensed cultivator's, marnifacturer's, or licensed microbusiness' name, licensed premises

address, and license number;

e. Batch number of the baCch from which the sample was obtained, which shall match the labeled

batch number on the packaged cannabis goods;

£ Sample identifying information, inclucling matrix type and unique sample identifiers;
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g. Sample history, including the date collected, the date received by the laboratory, and the dates)

of sample analyses and corresponding testing results;

h. A picture of the sample of cannabis goods, which shall include an unobstructed image of the

packa~ring;

i. For dried flower samples, the total weight of the batch, in grams or pounds, and the total

weight, of both the representative sample in grams;

j. Foi cannabis product or pre-rolls samples, the total unit count of Uoth t1~e representative

sample and the total batch size;

k. Measured density of the cannabis foods;

1. The analytical methods, analytical instrumentation used, and corresponding ]~imits of

Detection (I,OD) and Limits of Quantitation (LOQ);

m. An attestation on the COA £rom the laboratory supervisory of management employee that all

LQC samples required were performed and met the State's acceptance criteria; and

n. l~nalytes detected during; the analyses of the sample that are unknown, unidentified, or

injurious to human health if consumed, if piny.

If a COf1 reveals that a cannabis goods batch fails regulatory compliance testing or the COA does not contain

the minimum reporting requirements iclentifieci above, The Ivy will reject the portion of the shipment that is

non-compliant.

Attached as AUbendix 5 are letters from licensed vendors emphasizing our "procedures for accepting

deliveries, verifying COAs and quality of product prior to delivery is beyond reproach."

B. Proactive Dili~;cnce in Product Safen~

The Ivy personnel will include a person, who will have the following responsibilities:

Developing; knowledge of the required analyses to performed bj~ testing laboratories and reported in

the Certificates of Analysis (COA) to confirm that the COAs accompan5rin~; each shipment of cannabis

products indicates an overall "pass" for the entire batch and also contains the results of all required

analyses performed for the representative sample.

2. 11s to testinn laboratories to which The Ivy's suppliers submit their products for testing:

a. Developing knowledge of, and performing due diligence in determining compliance with,

laboratory standards of practice, standard operating procedures, chain of custody protocols,

quality control and quality assurance and proficiency standards and results;

b. Determining, from a published list of licensed cannabis testing laboratories made available by

the Bureau whether the testing laboratory that issued the 0011 is licensed or been suUjected

to discipline or revocation; and

c. A general Lmderstanding of the testing laboratory's procedures and methods for testing of

cannabis.

.3. The Ivy will also conduct its own random testing where it sees fit to validate results provided by its

supplier.

EMPLOYEE TRAININCT

The Ivy understands that employee education is a vital part of its success and commitment to its customers and

promoting the well-being; of the Pasadena community. Staff at The Ivy, or "Wellness Associates," will be
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egtupped with the knowledge to cliscuss and answer questions regarding tierpene profiles, onset time, potency,

Uiological symbiosis, safety precautions, Vest practices, and supplemental instructions regarding cannaUis use.

The Ivy will invest in the professional development and education of its personnel to uphold a standard of

excellence, and provide customers comprehensive product knowledne when sclectin~ their cannabis products.

Our goal is to serve and connect with anyone ranging from a novice consumer, who has never tried cannabis,

to medical patients and experienced cannabis connoisseurs.

Mandatory facilities Training:

All employees will go through a comprehensive training. The company will require all employees to participate

in the assi~,med education and training; programs. 11ny employees that fail to pass the education and testing;

requirements may experience disciplinary action and/car termination. The program covers facility safety training

and standard opezating procedures and incorporates State of California requirementis and regulations.

1\. Mandatory Facilities Training

1. Prior to commencing employment, employees must undergo basic safety training on the overview of

the facility's operation and all standard operating procedures, all quality control procedures, and all

hazard analysis and control procedures. This training will cover the proper and safe usage of equipment

and safe work practices. This shall include appropriate usage of necessar}~ safety and sanitary

equipment, cleaning and maintenance requirements, and emergency operations, including shutdown

procedures.

2. 111 employees must complete the mandatory facilities training prior to commencing employment.

3. Employees shall receive annual refresher training on these topics within 12 months of the previous

training completion date.

B. Mandatory Safety Hazard Traiiun~

The Ivy will require its staff and all new hires to undergo mandatory trainings as follows:

1. All employees within 30 calendar days of the start of employment shall be trained in all health and

safety hazards present at the facility. All employees are required to review the company's standard

operating; procedures and security procedures, which together shall cover emergency procedures,

security procedures, recordkeeping requirements and training requirements.

2. 1111 employees must complete the mandatory facilities training prior to commencing emplo5~rnent.

3. Employees shall receive annual refresher training on these topics within 12 months of the previous

training; completion date.

Educational Training:
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A. 

Prior to engaging with customers in the retail area or in any management position, each Wellness Associate and

manager shall undergo a preliminary educational training;
 The  course covers in detail the types of cannabis,

specific strains and the endocannabinoid system, along with the operational, medicinal and customer relations

knowledge built on industry best practices, importance of professionalism and community relations, and

relevant state and local laws governing the ordering, dispensing, and possessing of cannabis products.

B. 
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D. t~dvanced Products Trainin~s

E. Training Records &Certificates

"The Store Manager shall maintain a record which contains (i) confirmation by the management team

or the Security Director thaC the employee has received and understood all information and traiiung

provided in the training program, (ii) a list of all employees at the premises, including at minimum,

name and job duties of each, (iii) documentation of training topics and dates of training completion

for all employees, (iv) training tropics and dates of refresher training; completion for all employees, (v)

the si~matitre of the employee and the management team or Security Director verifying receipt and

understanding of each training or refresher trtining completed by the employee, and (vi any official

docLimentarion attesting to the successful completion of regtured training by the employee.

Any employees that fail to pass the education and testing requirements may experience disciplinary

action and/or termination. The progc~m covers facility safety training and standard operating

procedures and incorporates Stare of California requirements and regulations.
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Attached as A~vendix G are letters from licensed vendors praising our dedication to employee training and

highlighting that we have "some of the most knowledgeable staff, trained on both the science and effects of

cannabis."

CUSTOMER EDUCATION

At its core, The Ivy is dedicated to enhancing the quality of life of individuals who suffer chronic pain, who are

terminally ill, or who, due to disease, injury or other illness, can benefit from the use of cannabis.

Committed to customer-wellness and education, The Ivy will provide customers with access to a variety of

unique and high-end cannabis products, cannabis education and wellness workshops, and one-on-one

consultations to discuss potency, terpene profiles, best practices and supplemental instructions regarding

cannabis use. Customer education is a key component for The Ivy, and includes athree-part approach: staff

interaction, educational materials, and innovative educational workshops and patient education program.

A. Staff Interactions

The Ivy's mission is to create and maintain acustomer-focused operation, produce high-quality products

through proven best practices, and empower both medicinal and recreational users to appropriately use these

products and engage in informed conversations around their experiences with cannabis products.

1. The Ivy will offer patrons a curated service complemented by Wellness Associates that will bring
extensive knowledge of cannabinoids and terpenes and their effects.
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2. Patrons will not only hive access to high-quality cannabis products, but also one-on-one consultations

to discuss potency, terpene profiles, best practices and supplemental instructions regarding cannabis

USe.

3. The Ivy will offer private consultation room for- consumers seeping personalized, private experience.

4. 1~ Patient Edification Specialist wi11 be on-site once a week to meet with first-time users and patients

and assess their needs. The Patient Education Specialist will compile and distribute all applicable

informational and educational materials and clisclosures.

B. Educational Materials

The company will employ a variety of educational techniques to raise awareness, ensure understanding, and

support patients, recreational customers, and the community at-large.

1. The Ivy's user-frienclly website wi11 feature product infos-mation designed to help raise awareness and

understanding of safe and ethical use.

2. The company will provide written and electronic patient resources that can be transmitted or provided

do patients, as well as a patient library providing access to information on medical cannabis, healehy

lifestyles, and other relevant health-related issues.

3. 1111 patients will have the opportunity to opt-in to receive perioclic emails, texts, or phone calls with

various updates about the medical cannabis program, scheduled events and seminars, and other

information concerning the use of cannabis products. Patients will provide written authorization fot

staff to contact them and provide this information.

4. The Ivy will create a cannabis resource and community center within the adult-use reCail store that

offers cannabis education material ~tnd informational materials on upcoming events.

C. Educational Workshops

The Ivy will routinely host educational sessions and seminars on important health-related topics moderated and

led Uy established experts wi11 Ue offered at the clispensary. The Ivy is fully committed to using patient education

as a means of disease management and providing access to the latest information regarding targeted diseases

and treatment options.

1. Educational programs will be offered for important topics such as treatment for individual conditions,

diet, and stress relief. This will provide patients with a more complete understanding of whole health

and the individual triggers that can affect a person's condition and symptoms.

2. I~ducational workshops exploring the properties of cannabis or self-titration (adjusting; dosage in

response to parient experience) and to learn about the formula on select products and active

ingredients, cannabinoid profiles, and health data.

3. Lectures and counseling sessions with experienced members of the l~merican Cannabis Nurses

Association, oz peer patient wellness groups.

4. Weekly sessions hosted by third-party wellness consultants that are equipped to provide

recommendations, explain prodnets' physiological effects, and advise regimens tailored to customer's

health aims.

5. In partnership with Mary Jane University, the company will host events tailored for medical patients

and newcomers to the cannabis space, focusing on the science foundation, from targeted cannabinoid

therapy and terpene education to methods of administration and ancillary product selection.

D. Patient Education Pro~7ram
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The Ivy will provide accurate and accessible patient and physician education programs, as well as other

supporting services. By covering safety standards, understanding the effects of cannabis products, and

discussing the potential benefits and adverse effects of each dosing method, the company will assist patients

and customers in making decisions about what products will meet their specific needs.

1. The patient services and patient education program, will be designed to offer services and aid in

supporting patrons and patients in their cannabis health and wellness goals.

2. Individual consultations, suggested supplement regimens and fitness plans for customers.

3. Disease-specific educational offerings and one-on-one sessions with the company's Patient Education

Specialist will offer customized, patient-specific education.

MARKETING

The Ivy is focused on education and outreach rather than traditional marketing. By virtue of the limited number

of cannabis retailers in the City of Pasadena, the company will not advertise in the traditional manner of placing

advertisements and commercials. The company will create a detailed and educational website in addition to the

appropriate and responsible use of social media to promote specials. Education and educational services for

patients and physicians and community outreach will comprise the primary marketing activities of the company.

As part of its education-focused efforts, The Ivy will 

 entice patients and customers to explore and

purchase new products. 
 This will

serve to increase brand awareness and help educate consumers about a brand's product, testing, and design.

The company will not utilize coupons as part of any business promotion.

The Ivy will apply a soft approach to marketing and promotions. Walk-ins will likely be a substantial source of

business. The Ivy will work largely from word-of-mouth referrals from walk-ins and through discrete

advertisements placed in trade publications. The Ivy's tasteful signage will be compliance with Pasadena's

requirements and, for any signs or logos that the company may elect to use, it will first seek approval of

appropriate Pasadena agency.

The Ivy will provide an extensive Community Benefit Plan, which will positively impact the Pasadena

community in a variety of ways and further advance the City CouncIl's goal to support and promote the quality

of life and local economy. As a resident of Pasadena for the last 17 years, Ann has experienced the unique

culture and values of Pasadena and looks forward to the opportunity to create a cannabis dispensary that aligns

with the City's heritage and goals and benefits residents and visitors alike. Ann has been the beneficiary of the

inclusive community since moving into Pasadena in 2002. Ann and Shauneen believe it is essential to build

The Ivy in compliance with the City's values. The Ivy is committed to providing responsiveness, honesty,

integrity and accountability to the City and its customers. Ann and Shauneen are committed to the highest

standards of excellence and require all vendors to provide written proof of compliance with all regulatory

requirements regarding packaging, testing and disclosure. Ann and Shauneen are devoted to innovation at

every level of the business, working with the medical community, local organizations and responding to
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customer feedback to provide the Vest experience. 1~s two women business owners, Ann and Shauneen

understand the importance of diversity and inclusiveness across the entire business, from vendors to employees

to customers and everyone who is impacted by The Ivy.

The Ivy believes that it can and shoti~ld have a critical role in the quality of life to the Pasadena community. Its

owners believe that we have an important fiduciary obligation to be a "good neighbor" and provide benefits to

our community as part of our mission to promote the well-being of tihe Pasadena community.

The Ivy will support the Cc~mmuniry Benefits Ilan with the following services:

1. Pasadena and Social Equit~~ Hiring Preference

2. Fair Pay

3. I~,vent &Charity Sponsorship: Tournament of Roses

4. Annual Food Drive

5. Fri-annual Toy Drive

C. Breast Cancer Awareness

SOCIAL EQUITY

A. I Iirin~ Preference

The Ivy is committed to support the Ciry CouncIl's intention and goal to help holistically redress and serve

individuals that were disproportionately affected by cannabis criminalization and poverty. The Ivy will partner

with local community-based organizations, including Union Station, Pasadena Community Job Center, the

Foothill Workforce Development Board, Pasadena City College Career Center and other such similar

organizations to facilitate job outreach, development, and placement services to help promote employment

opportunities in the legal commercial cannabis industry to individuals who have low income and were arrested

for acannabis-related crimes as well as those that have low income and live in communities that were subject

to disproportionate cannabis-related arrests. The Ivy will make agood-faith efforC to have no less than 30% of

its workforce consist of stilch individuals that were dispropordonally harmed by cannabis prohibition and

poverty.

The Ivy will work with organizations such as Sources Career Development Center of Union Station and Door

of Hope to provide joU opportunities to formerly homeless adults and other disadvantaged inclividuals in the

community.

B. F~'rPav

The employmenti provided by The Ivy —paid at and above living-wage standards —will help provide economic

stability to the neighborhood in which it is located and help promote employment opportunities in the legal

commercial cannabis industry to such disadvantaged individuals and those disproportionately affected by past

cannabis enforcement activities.
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All employees will be paid above the Ciry's minimum wage which is X10.50 per hour. Our average hourly rate

will be  pes-. The Security Director will be paid a minimum of per hour. In addition to above-living

wages, The Ivy will offer its employees paid competitive benefits, volunteer days, and educational incentives.

C. Employee Non-Discrimination Policies &Diversity Plan

The Ivy is an "equal opportlmity employer." The Ivy will not discriminate and will take measures to ensure that

its policies continue to protect against discrimination in employment, recr~utmcnt, and advertisements for

employment, compensation, termination, upgrading, promotions, and other conditions of employment against

any employee or job applicant on the basis of race, creed, color, national origin, or sex.

l~dditionally, The Ivy will exhibit evidence of diversit}~ and inclusion by including minorit~~ persons and veterans

in its workforce. ]'inall5~, The Ivy will make significant efforts to employ individuals who fall into the category

of protected classes. These are individuals who are older than 40. The loge Discriminarion in Employment l~ct

(ADFA) forbids age discrimination against people. The Ivy reco~mizes the value that these individuals could

add to our organization. The Ivy will seek out diverse talent and hire on the merit an individual will bring to its

organirat~on.

COMMUNITY INVOI.,VEVIENT

The Ivy's principals have a long track record of supporting the local community through their e~sting state-

licensed cannabis retail dispensaries in Venice Beach and Westwood Village (Los Angeles), and they are

committed to bring that tradition to the Pasadena community.

!~. Youth llevelo~ment &Education Programs

The Ivy will take a leadership role in the Ciry of Pasadena to work with local non-profits and other community

groups to provide free educational seminars to those interested in learning more about cannabis related topics.

The Ivy's education and customer services programs will offer the latest information on the proper and effective

uses of medicinal and adult-use cannabis and the best ways to avoid misuse or overconsumption of the product.

The Tvy will also work with local youth development programs to educate teens of the potential health impacts

of cannabis-use and how it affects their lives and futures. The Ivy is committed to assuring; its educational

classes provide accurate information, are professionally presented, and are welcoming to all age-appropriate

1CILlItS.

A. ~onsoring Community Events

The Ivy will donate 1% of profits or  (whichever is greater) to the Tournament of Roses do promote

the City of Pasadena. The Ivy recognizes that sponsoring events will drive locals and tourists to the Pasadena

community. This will ultimately create economic value for all members of the Pasadena community. Not only

will The Ivy donate funds to the Tournament of Roses, but it will pay full wages to all employees to perform

40 hours of community work in support of the Tournament of Roses each year. The Ivy also loops forward to

sponsoring the twice yearly - 1~rtNi~;ht Pasadena (www.artni~;htpasadena.org) and the annual Pasadena

International Film Festival (www.pasaden~tfilmfestival.org).

B. 1lnnual Food Drives
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In addition to event sponsorship, The Ivy will host an annul food drive that will be specifically desib ed to

benefit the local community. The Ivy will obtain sponsorships from its vendor partners as well as collect food

and monetary donations on behalf of the community. All items collected will be distributed locally in

partnership with local charities.

L. Bi-1~nnual To~~ Drives

The Ivy will host a toy drive twice a year that will be specifically desi~med to benefit children in the local

community. The Ivy will obtlin sponsorships from its vendor partners as well as collect toys and monetary

donations on behalf of the community. All items collected will be distributed locally in partnership with local

charities.

D. Research Foundations

The Ivy will obtain pledged and sponsorships from its vendor partners as well as collect monetary donations

on behalf of 1~merican Breast Cancer Research. All items collected will be distributed to the Breast Cancer

Research ftmd. The Ivy also hopes to partner with organizations such as Cancer Support Center Pasadena, Casa

Treatment Center and The Foundation for Living Beauty to develop bespoke programs for their organizations.

PARTNERSI-IIPS WITH PASADENA BUSINESSES

The Ivy's operations will drive a diverse and resilient economy by supporting other local small Pasadena

businesses. The Ivy has identified the following services it will seek from small Pasadena businesses: tax

preparation, bookkeeping; &payroll, insurance broker, marketing materials and apparel and si~nage printing

services, background checks, building maintenance including window washing; and janitorial services, Uuilding

contractors, landscaping, pest control, and security camera, alarm, and fire alarm installations.

The Ivy is also committed to empowering and supporting licensed Pasadena cultivators and testing laboratories.

The Ivy will curate a selection of products from Pasadena cultivators and will feature a preferred vendor system

which will alerC customers to products sourced from local cultivators in the Cite. The Ivy will also support local

testing labs buy utilizing their services for its routine quality-control checks and purchasing from licensed

vendors who utilize the local testing laboratories to test their products. Finally, its principals support its

neighboring testing; laboratories by utilizing their services in connection with their licensed cannabis

manufacturing and cultivation operations in I.os Angeles.

I finally, The Ivy will endeavor, to the greatest extent practicaUle, to reinvest in the communit~~ by purchasing;

products used in its operations from local businesses and using the services of local vendors. It is the polic}~ of

The Ivy to rely on local vendors whenever possible, unless a demonstrably more suitable vendor is based

elsewhere. Accordingly, The Ivy will seek to obtain all lighting, stock, lauels, packas~nng materials, decor, storage

egtupment, product handling equipment, display cases and the like from suppliers located within the Cite of

Pasadena, where possible.
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Most retail stores offer a limited menu of cannabis products from a small number of vendors, with little thought

to THC percentages, harvest date, and caliber and depth of testing. While this approach may save effort and

money, it does not benefit consumers who want a wide selection of safe, tested products able to address

different needs. By contrast, The Ivy's product menu will offer one of the broadest varieties of cannabis

products avaIlable in Southern California. These products will be hand-picked by Ann and Shauneen, and

locally-sourced products that meet The Ivy's standards will be given preference. Ann and Shauneen have spent

years developing relationships with vendors across California. Their industry knowledge and contacts mean

that their other retaIl stores receive priority pricing and selection on many products. As a result, The Ivy will

offer consumers an extensive menu of products that will be a driving force to develop the store's reputation as

a desrination for both novice consumers and connoisseurs looking for the highest quality products and

knowledgeable staff available to answer questions. Stringent due diligence and exacting quality control of

operators, farms, farming techniques, extracrion, and processing techniques will ensure that customers

consistently receive high-grade products at the lowest possible price. The Ivy will combine a range of product

offerings and educational resources that will cater to all levels of consumers. The Ivy will source the highest

quality cannabis and will emphasize organic options for patrons, in addition to carrying cannabis and derivative

products sourced from small cannabis producers.

PRODUCT PROCUREMENT

A. Product Procurement Plan

The Ivy's goal is to create the ultimate cannabis shopping experience for new and experienced cannabis users.

This means consistently sourcing and retailing only the safest and highest quality cannabis products available

on the market.

The Ivy will offer a full line of carefully selected cannabis products that are sourced from throughout California

to provide customers with the greatest variety ofhigh-quality, licensed and tested products. Each of the licensed

retail stores controlled by The Ivy's owners have more than 100 strains of cannabis and more than 1,000 SKUs.

Unlike other stores that have followed the "MedMen" model of extremely limited selection and few product

lines to effect "uniformity" amongst their stores, The Ivy believes that success for a retail store —and for the

cannabis industry as awhole — is to focus on the consumer and allow them to explore products in a supportive

setting with experienced budtender guides and the knowledge that every product is tested and compliant with

State and local regulations.

With more than 40 employees and advisors, Ann and Shauneen have created un-biased customer surveys to

develop independent analyses of products rather than relying on biased testimonials from the vendors. Every

product is not only tested by a California licensed laboratory, but every brand is physically tested by oux team

to confirm it meets the owners' stringent quality standards.

Ann and Shauneen have developed long-term relationships with more than 100 vendors and have established

distribution channels to ensure consistent delivery of high-quality product and due to the owners' e~sting

relationships The Ivy will be able to purchase products at the best pricing available due to the volume already

purchased at Ann and Shauneen's respective retail stores.
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In addition to benefiting the customers, a broad assortment of brands and vendors also decreases the risk of a

shortage in the event new regulations are enacted in the future that require new tesun~; or disqualify certain

vendors. Retail dispensaries that had limited distribution and vendor channels in 2018 had empty shelves in

July due to the large number of vendors that were not able to pass testing. These limited relationships also

allowed the distributors and vendors to raise wholesale prices significantly —which in turn raised prices to

customers. The Ivy's procurement plan si~mificantly decreases this risk due to overall volume and number of

vendors.

I3. ~ualit~ and Variety of Products

Developing a menu and inventory for a Pasadena retail dispensary requires an understanding cif the Pasadena

consumer. Residentis and visitors to Pasadena alike love Pasadena because of its unique culture. Pasadena is

in close pro~mity to the city of Los Angeles, but has never been a suburb or satellite of I.A. Understanding

the Pasadena customer requires an understanding that the City itself houses broad diversity in an inclusive

setting with myriad jobs ran~ring from emerging growth tech, en~;ineerin~;, education, pharmaceutical, medical

and legal professionals, to name just a few. Pasadena has comUined historic preservation with leading;

innovation can sustainabiliry. Focusing development efforts on maintaining the walliability of the shopping

districts and the cohesive feel of the Ciry streets that encourages exploration.

With a dedicated culinary culture and more restaurants per capita than Manhattan, the cite invites gracious

living. The restoration efforts in Old Pasadena, a now thriving, central component of the Ciry, revives

Pasadena's past while encouraging the growth of local s-etail and restaurant businesses, along with the influx of

high-end retail in a beautiful setting. Pasadenians take pride in their City and the reputation which has made

Pasadena a destinarion for tourists around the world. Whether a visitor arrives in late DecemUer for the Rose

Bowl Parade and celebrations or any other time of the year, they will be greeted by frienclly faces and local store

owners who appreciate their patronage and reflect the best of Pasadena. People return year after year because

of this experience.

Unlike other "famous" tourist destinations that have become overrun with corporate brands and franchises,

Pasadena has taken sis~mificant efforts to prevent this homogenization and maintain the unique experience that

is Pasadena. Local businesses and owners that care about the commurury drive this experience and support the

values of the City, provicling integrity, accoGuitabiliry, diversity and inclusion.

C. ~ualit~ Control of Incoming Products

The company's quality control procedures above derail The Ivy's comprehensive system for purchasing

cannabis products and verifying that the purchased goods are compliant with state and local laws and meet the

company's internal standards for high-quality cannaUis products.

Attached as Appendix 7 are letters from licensed vendors emphasizing our "procedures for accepting

deliveries, verifying COAs and quality of product prior to delivery is beyond reproach."

D. Retail Products Offered

The Ivy will provide a wide variety of tihe highest quality medicinal cannabis products available. Different

varieties of medical cannabis can provide different palliative effects, from pain relief to appetite stimLihis to

stress relief and even to metabolic controls of things stitch as diabetes. Medical cannabis also comes in different
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strengths (a range of concentrations of the active ingredients). The Ivy will offer a sufficient variety of medical

cannabis to provide relief from many known ailments, and will keep abreast of the ongoing research by industry

professionals to further refine the product line it dispenses from a medical standpoint and to obtain further

varietals to address medical conditions for which its use is authorized under California law. The Ivy will offer

topical and edible cannabis products that are non-psychoactive and high in CBD content, plus educational

materials and patient support programs about the different types of medical cannabis available and the different

means for ingesting cannabis. The Ivy will also offer products for the consumption of cannabis, including

vaporizing devices and grinders for reducing leaf to a finer form suitable for cooking. The Ivy will feature

topicals, tinctures, balms and creams, as well as products developed specifically to treat seizure disorders and

metabolic disorders such as diabetes and obesity.

The Ivy will offer a full line of medicinal and recreational cannabis products from day one:

Product Type Description

Dried Cannabis (Flower): Raw cannabis flower will be sold in a mix of indicas, sativas and hybrids,

Indica, Sativa &Hybrids depending on customer demand. Indica is known to reduce nausea, increase

appetite and fight depression while sativa is known for its uplifting effects that

energize patients with strong cerebral effects.

Finished, dried, manicured, cured cannabis will be sold in 1.Og, 3.5g and 1.Ooz.

increments. Pre-rolls will be sold in 0.5g, 0.75g and 1.Og increments.

The Ivy plans to begin with 50-75 varieties of cannabis flower products

(including pre-rolls).

Concentrates Available in 300mg, 0.5g, 1.Og and 2.2g sizes, vaporizer pens a11ow for

convenient and discreet access to cannabis consumption. Vaporizer pens are

designed to allow for easy dosage control by customers.

Edibles THC and CBD infused edibles will be available in a wide variety of forms. This

includes gummy candies, hard candies, cookies, chocolate bars, mints, lollipops,

cooking products such as oils and baked goods.

The Ivy plans to offer several different edible product lines to cater to the

various medical, nutritional, financial and taste needs of customers, including a

selection of vegan, paleo, gluten-free and sugar-free options.

Pursuant to Title 8 of the Health and Safety Code, Section 8.11.040, The Ivy

will not sell or give away cannabis-infused beverages in ready-to-drink form.

Tinctures Tinctures are designed to make dose control easy for patients, with rapid

absorption and effect. The Ivy plans to offer a variety of all types of tinctures

for medical patients that prefer specific types of consumption to best provide

relief from serious medical conditions.

The Ivy also plans to offer tincture products specially formulated to treat pets.
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Topicals Topicals are ideal for assisting patients who are arthritic or have aching pain.

Topicals have an analgesic and anu-inflammatory effect to reduce or eliminate

pain. The Ivy plans to offer several clifferent topical product lines in the form

of lotions, sprays, ser~ims, patches, and balms.

llispensin~; llevices Patrons will be able to purchase the dispensing device associated with the

cannabis product that is purchased. This will include Uongs, vape pens, bowls,

pipes, and papers.

Accessories & Ancillary The Ivy will also have available a variety of accessories to provide a convenient

Items shopping experience for customers and to further brand awareness. The IvS~

plans to sell apparel (hats, t-shirts, sweaters, Uags) and other The Ivy branded

items.

CT3D The Ivy will also carry a wide variety of licensed and tested CBD products,

including; ratio (CBll and THC) and pure CBD products, for consumers who

do not want to experience any psychoactive effects of TI-IC. The federal

legalization of hemp has seen the rise of CBD products across the State of

California and the country, however many of these products are not tested and

the companies producing the products are not regulated. The Ivy only

purchases products from licensed companies that provide testing; results from

State certified testing facilities thlt are equivalent to that required for THC

cannabis products.

The Ivy will maintain a reliable and consistent inventory of certain l ey cannabis products that have been

featured in numerous publications including New York Times, I,os Angeles Times, Vo~nze, Forbes, Fast

Company, Harper's Bazaar and more. These products include a selection of SIiUs from presti~,rious and trust

brands, including Dosist, Canndescent, Select, Bloom, TI-IC Design, Iv~UG, Phis Dummies, Papa & Barl~ley,

Iiorova, I-IeavyHitters, and Mary's Medicinals.
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SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & 'ENHANCEMENT

The Ivy's vision and its operarion in the City of Pasadena have been thought through in enormous detail.

Through a carefully curated design concept and in-depth understanding of the Pasadena community, The Ivy

will fit into the desired area of Old Town Pasadena and enhance the neighborhood.

EXTERIOR DESIGN CONCEPT

Ann and Shauneen anticipate a location within Old Town Pasadena. Whether they purchase or lease, they

expect to renovate or alter an e~sting building such that the updated exterior design pays homage to Old

Town's architectural traditions while maintaining the integrity of its neighboring retail stores, restaurants, and

cafes. The level of investment anticipated for such exterior design modifications, including architecture,

landscaping, signage, entry-experience, and parking, are set forth in The Ivy's Financial Plan (Section 2).

The Ivy's exterior design will respect and preserve Old Town's existing scale and character, traditional urban

form, and historic identity so that its renovation enhances and blends with Pasadena's e~sting qualities and in

particular the historic feel and energy of the

Central District. The Ivy will utilize the

City's General Plan that was adopted in

2015 and recently updated Specific Plans,

including Old Pasadena Design Guidelines,

the Central District Specific Plan, Public

Realm Design Guidelines, District-Wide

Guidelines, recently adopted Guiding

Principles, and other urban planning tools

from the City's Planning and Building

Department, to ensure a design that's

consistent with the community's vision for

the future. Consistent with these guidelines,

The Ivy will incorporate ahigh-quality design and construction while maintaining harmony with its "urban

core" commercial streetscape. Through utilizing facade restoration programs and the City's design review

standards, The Ivy will preserve the district's heritage with an exterior design that incorporates the architectural,

historic, and site planning features that are traditional to the Old Town Pasadena community. The Ivy's exterior

design will incorporate the following traditional

features: (i) display windows at the sidewalk edge,

(ii) high-quality construcrion and materials, (ui)

awnings and shading features at the storefront

level, and (iv) pedestrian-oriented signage and

lighting.

The Ivy's exterior design will relate to existing and

adjacent buildings and employ the desired effects

of traditional architectural elements from older

commercial buildings including cornices,
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brackets, awnings, varied cornice lines and multiple entries. The boutique will feature a transparent storefront

and other elements, as detailed below, that provide human scale and visual interest:

A. Building forms and Roof Lines

Simple rectangular building form with horizontal roof planes. Parapet walls used for screening flat roofs at the

street front will be in pediments and might be detailed with elements such as cornice molding or clay tile.

B. Building Entrance

The entrance to the building will be clearly identified and oriented to the street and sidewalk. The entrance will

convey a sense of sole and identity through the tiise of an awning, a change in roofline, or other another

architectural feature to define the entry. 11 recessed entry will be retained or constructed. Solid doors will not

be used; instead the entrance will be sheltered to provide a transition to the interior, and will have a large area

cif glazing.

L. l~wnin~>s a~~m~~e

To the extent awnings exist on neighboring

buildings, The Ivy will place awnings that

complement the building palate at the top of its

first-floor windows. The awnings will be simple

in desib color and detail. They will be

designed to cover each individual window band

separately and will project no more than 6 feet

from the btulding facade. The awnings will Ue

made of canvas or matte finish vinyl and will

not be internally illuminated.l~s encouraged by

the Central District Specific Plans and to the

extent permitted by the Zoning Code, The Ivy's

business name and address will be stenciled

onto its awning flaps in lieu of adding adclitional

signa~re.

~'s~~

Interior and exterior signage will be tasteful and avoid the use of cannabis-culture jargon or imagery. No

banners, flags, or other signs prohibited by PMC 5.78.170 wi11 be placed on the exterior of the premises and no

exterior signage, will contain any logos or information that identifies, advertises, or lists the services or products

offered at The Ivy. No signage will be directly illuminated, internally or externally, and will be carefully placed

on the building in areas that will not obstruct any entrance, exit or window. In addition to the business's name

and address, The Ivy will feature additional exterior si~mage as required under Subsections F and G of PMC

5.78.170, which will Ue posted at the entrance to the boutique and states:

1. "Nn person under the age of twenty-one (21) years of age is permitted to enter upon the premises of the

commercial cannabis business unless the person is at least eighteen (18) years <~f age and has a valid

physician's recommendation for medicinal cannaUis."

2. "Smol~ing, ingesting, or otherwise consuming cannabis on the premises or in the areas adjacent to the

commercial cannabis business is prohibited."
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D. Doors and Windows

While no cannabis products or graphics describing cannabis will be visible from the exterior of the storefront,

the exterior will be designed to bring the interior space into the pedestrian experience and encourage shopping

in the building. Doors and windows will relate to existing and adjacent btuldings. cornices, watertables, and

bandings will align and be similar in size and scale. Window and door hardware will be complementary to the

style of the building and will be made of anon-corrosive material such as solid bass or bronze. Window sills

and head heights will align and be proportioned to the building facade and be of high-quality materials and

design so as to provide interest and be inviting. There will be no security gates on any windows or doors. Lntry

L. Building Materials and Color

doors will be made of high-quality wood, and will be

recessed and have a large area of glass. Storefront

windows will be maximized along the commercial

street front. Vertically oriented widows will be double-

hung and twice as high as they are wide. Depending on

surrounding neighbors, its windows will be wood,

steel, or anodized or enameled aluminum that

complements wood windows. Window glazing will be

clear and not tinted or reflective.

The materials used and its architectural elements will complement the desi~,m and add visual interest to the

facade and streetscape. Materials, which shall have a matte finish, will be limited to brick, stucco, stone, terra-

cotta, wood, file and metal. Materials used will Ue complimentary to the main building material and colors will

complement adjacent buildings and buIldings nearby. The exterior will feature a minimum of three colors on

the building facade, with a third color used on accent items such as awnings, or doors and windows.

F. Parlcin~>

Parl~ing will be designed to successfiilly support the business while being in harmony with the sma]1-town

commerci~~1 streetscape. The builcling will feature, or will be renovated to feature, on-site parking behind the

ground level or completely above or below the first floor of the building. Access to the parlting will be from

the rear or side of the property where access is available via alleys or secondary streets, not froth the primary

shopping street. The parl~ing lot will incorporate paved and raised pedestrian ways to channel foot traffic to

businesses. To the extent The Ivy features a surface parl~ing lot along a public right-of-way, it will have a 10-

foot setbacl~ with landscaping that includes large canopy trees.

G. I..andsca~in~

As encouraged by the City, The Ivy's exterior design will feature landscaping, which will be carefully designed

to match the natural flora of surrounding businesses and soften the effect of any large areas of wall or asphalt

parl~ing areas. The Ivy's landscaping efforts will preserve any already established trees and will feature planters

or a planted landscape strip between the sidewalk and the building.

H. Lim Ming

Customers will enter a comfortable, well-lit, and highly secure facility. "The boutique will be designed to make

customers feel safe and comfortable.
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DESIGN CONCEPT INTEGRATION

The Ivy's tranquil, yet sophisticated design concept will seamlessly integrate into the Central District's urban

core. The Ivy's operations support several overlapping and overarching policies serving the City of Pasadena.

Addirionally, The Ivy's business approach and operations will serve numerous goals stated in The Central

District's Specific Plan and the City's General Plan goals. Designed with the goal of making the Central District

the primary business, financial, retailing, and government center of the Ciry, The Ivy will provide Pasadena's

"urban core" with tested, high-quality, safe-to-consume cannabis products authorized under state law.

The Ivy's business fits precisely in the Central District, truly adding to its diverse mix of land uses as the first

licensed cannabis retailer in the community. Providing legally grown, lab-tested, and properly labeled cannabis

products to age-appropriate consumers will bring hundreds of patrons each week into Pasadena's urban core.

The Ivy's customers will frequent other businesses in the Central District, including Old Pasadena, adding to

the mix, health and economic livelihood of Pasadena's urban core and Pasadena as a whole.

Finally, The Ivy, as a new venture, will create additional jobs in Pasadena and the Central District area. As The

Ivy grows, additional jobs will be created, as more staff members will be required to meet demand and business

needs. The Ivy's focus on supporting local businesses in accordance with its Community Benefits Plan will

therefor also contribute to the City's goal of retaining e~usting businesses while creating a diverse mix.

'The Ivy anticipates to purchase or lease a building in the Central District area, namely within Old Pasadena, for

its retail operations. The Ivy will feature an apothecary themed design and focus on providing a tranquil and

therapeutic experience from the moment the customer enters the boutique. The boutique's design concept will

incorporate a high level of security in a discrete manner, while maintaining and preserving Old Pasadena's

historic urban character, scale and "small town urban atmosphere. Using design principles adopted from the

healthcare industry, the patient-focused features of the boutique will minimize noise, maximize lighting and

by stepping into an open

obby/reception area with a

reception desk and

:omfortable seating that

overlooks and opens to the

retail area. The retaIl area

will be chic and

contemporary, evoking a

>ense of confident

professionalism. The retail

area will also feature a

private consultation room

end multiple point-of-sale

~tauons for enhanced

:ustomer experience. The

open showroom will display

cannabis products grouped by health goal with sealed, pre-packaged products displayed in open shelving and

high-end samples displayed under glass.
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The Ivy has engaged Robert Cooper, Ph.D., a neuroscientist who specializes in retail strategy and customer

experience and motivation to help design the customer experience. Dr. Cooper will study Old Pasadena's

existing urban fabric and architectural landscape and will utilize neuro-aesthetics including lighting, visual

displays and signage to enhance the customer experience while maintaining decorative features that are

important to the overall character of the building and retain the historic relarionship between the neighboring

buildings and the landscape. The Ivy's interior will be designed to create a tranquil and sophisticated setting

while retaining the building's facade and any essential disrinctive features and design. To the extent such

renovations do not diminish the character or alter features which are important in defining the overall historic

character of the retail space it buys or leases, The Ivy will have contemporary interior design showcasing high

ceilings, soft white walls accented by earth toned wood, decorative beams and lights, natural wood floors, and

decorative plants.

INTEGRATION OF SECURITY MEASURES

The boutique will be designed to provide a high level of safety in a discrete manner. The Ivy wIll utilize design

principles adopted from the healthcare industry, which are patient-focused to minimize noise, maximize lighting

and ventilation and provide safety and security throughout the customer experience.

A. Onen Design Concetit

The Iv~s design —like its owners' Los Angeles (Venice and Westwood) locations —will be an "open design,"

rather than the "closed design" of most dispensaries. The Ivy will feature an apothecary themed design, which

means that there is a secure area in which only qualified persons and store personnel are allowed. Similar to a

usual pharmacy, there is a merchandise and reception area; merchandise in this area only includes non-cannabis

creams, salves, and beauty products, books, periodicals, accessories and like items.

Through past and current 

practice, Ann and 

Shauneen are certain that 

such an open design will 

assist with security.

Particularly, in the twelve 

(12) years of operation in 

Los Angeles, neither Rose 

Collecrive nor The 

Westwood Farmacy have 

ever been a subject of an

attempted robbery, 

assault or battery during 

operating hours, while 

other "closed design"

dispensaries in the

immediate area have been robbed four to five times a year. Ann and Shauneen, through experience and opinion

of their Security Director, ascribe this lack of criminal activity to their e~sting stores' openness and usualness

(designed like other bourique retailers), rather than fostering criminal activity in the closed backroom

circumstances of the "closed designs."
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B. Security Personnel

The Ivy will engage uniformed licensed security personnel to patrol the premises 24/7 to prevent unauthoi7red

entry, monitor its site's activity, control loitering and site access, and to serve as a visual deterrent to unlawful

activities. Security personnel will be stationed so as to provide a highly visible presence and deterrent to potenrial

criminal activit~~ by ensuring only those visiting the facility are allowed entry for le~ritimate business.

C. 1Zestricted Entry

The boutique is fiilly enclosed and includes a lobby area separated from the main sales floor, where age and

medical card verification will be conducted prior to gaining entrance into the retail area. Entrance into the retail

area will be strictly controlled. Security personnel will be stationed in the reception/loUby area and will be the

first to greet any person attempting; to enter the boutique. A "buzz-in" electronic/mechanical entry system will

be utilized by security personnel to limit access and entry from the reception lobby area to the retail area.

Access to the retail area will only be gianted after (i) for medicinal cannabis patients, the receptionist or security

personnel verifies the a~;e and all necessary documentation of the potenrial customer to ensure the he/she is

not under the age of eighteen (18) years and that the potential customer has a valid physician's recommendation,

and (ii) for adult-use cannabis customers, the receptionist or security personnel verifies the age of each customer

to ensure the customer is not under the ale of twenty-one (21) years. Only after the age and recommendation

verifying protocols set forth in The Ivy's standard operating procedures have been met, will security personnel

allow the customer to enter the s-etail area. Security personnel will allow one customer to enter at a time with a

ma~mum of four (4) customers at once to prevent crowding, preserve patient privacy, and prevent excessive

noise in the retail area.

D. Electronic Security System

The Security llirector, together with The Ivy's third-parry armed guard security provider and consultant

(ArmaPlex), will engage Pasadena-based construction companies and engineering firms to complete a build-

out that aligns with The Ivy's stringent security controls and procedures. Such design measures will include

state-of-the-art security system in accordance with and as described in the Security Plan, which features discreet

high-security measures including, a central alarm system, motion detectors, low-power alerts, access-control

systems requiring key PINs or access control card readers for access, audible panic buttons, silent panic buttons,

and an audio and video surveillance camera system with cameras discreetly mounted throughout the facility,

inclucling the exterior.

F. Limited-Access Areas

The Tvy's security plan is further integrated with the design featilres to provide a secure back-office which is

restricted access. Inventory areas are only accessible by manager-level employees and certain desi~mated

employees. All vendors, consultants, contractors and other third-parries are regtured to sign in and out via log

and provide identification. Any non-employees must have an employee or security personnel escort at all times

while on premises. Key PINS and/or access control card readers will be used to control access to sensitive

locations, including inventory storage areas, cash storage area, the back office, and the Security Room.
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AIR QL'~ALITY/011OR CONTKOL

The Ivy's desire to be a good neighbor includes avoiding nuisances of odor that maybe generated from its sale

of cannabis, including the odor of cannabis terpenes from storage of cannabis products and the opening of

flower samples for viewing and smelling by patrons upon request. In addition to installing and maintaining an

exhaust air filtration system with odor control and an air system that creates negative air pressure between the

boutique's interior and exterior as required under PMC ~ 5.78.170 (H), The Ivy's Odor Control Plan

contemplates the use of additional odor control devices and techniques, including sufficient odor absorbing

ventilation, an exhaust filtration system, and a negative air-pressure system. These odor control devices and

techniques have been implemented by its management team in other state-licensed cannabis retail dispensaries

and have been proven to ensure that cannabis odors generated inside the building are not detected outside of

the premises, anywhere on adjacent property or public rights-of waj~, on or about the exterior or interior of any

common area wall~vays, hallways, breezeways, foyers, lobby areas, or any other areas available for use by

common tenants or the visiting public, or. within any other unit located inside the same building:

A. Storage of Products &Sealed Premises

The Ivy will only buy and store pre-packaged and sealed cannabis products. The bulls inventory of cannabis

products will be kept in locl~ed storage room designed in a manner to achieve as complete an air-Might seal as

possible at the edges, corners, and entry-way. The botiitique will also be desi~med in a manner to achieve as

complete an air-tight seas as possible at the edges, corners, and entry-ways.

B. Internal Filtration Systems

'The boutique wIll be equipped with internal exhaust air filtration systems with odor control that prevents

internal odors from being emitted externally. These carbon filtration systems will be set to activate on a rimed

schedule in order to ma~mize internal air purification as well as energy efficiency. The boutique will also Uc

equipped with hearing; and air conditioning systems featuring; recirculation ports fitted with carbon filters and

high efficiency particulate air filters in order to prevent odors from Ueing released from the HVAC system as

air re-circulates.

C. Ventilation filters

The Ivy will retrofit the existing HV11C system to incorporate glow-wattage air scrubber that will create

negative air pressure between the bourique's interior and exterior so that the odors generated inside the premises

are not detectable on the outside of the premises. Utilizing charcoal filters or other high efficiency paraculatc

air filters, the scrubber will filter air that is then e~austed, at a rate of approximately 25 pascals of air, as it

passes through the HVAC system in order to eliminate odors from ventilated air.

ll. LLD Lamns

The Ivy wi11 urili~e germicidal LLD lamps in the retail and storage areas, which will emit UV-C energy to destroy

microUes such as viruses, bacteria, yeasts, and molds. The UV-L energy will reduce the growth and proliferation

of mold, pathogens, other l~ioaerosols on illuminated surfaces, such as the sales counters where cannabis

products are sold to customers. This system has been proven to effectively eliminate or filter odors and bacteria

from a wide variety of facilities, including hospitals, smol~ing environments, garbage rooms, and its owners'

existing cannabis retail dispensaries.
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The Ivy's Security ("Security Plan") is anall-encompassing security program that details The Ivy's safety

measures and protective protocols to continuously maintain swell-trained responsive staff, effective security,

surveillance and accounting control measures to prevent diversion, abuse and other illegal conduct regarding

cannabis products. Security Plan provisions and strategies are based on best practices and internationally known

and recognized Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (OPTED) principles and comply with or

exceed e~sting local laws and ordinances, including the Pasadena Municipal Code, the Medicinal and Adult

Use Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act (MAUCRSA), and best practices from other regulated states. The

Ivy's facility will be operated with the safety and security of its staff, customers, visitors, inventory, and the

Pasadena community as the primary concern. Combined, The Ivy's owners (management team), Security

Director, and ex-law enforcement security consultants have decades of experience and a sophisticated

understanding of the cannabis retail sector and general security. They have experienced myriad operational

threats and the Security Plan utilizes those experiences and their collective expertise to anticipate internal and

external threats from every arena to prevent loss through diversion and effective risk management so that

security contributes to the overall sense of cooperation within Pasadena and enhance the community's feeling

of security and well-being.

The Ivy will adhere to or exceed the highest levels of safety and security within the industry with cutting-edge

security techniques. The Ivy integrates various security technologies (including cameras, physical access control

systems, motion detectors, silent alarms, alarm systems, and inventory tracking systems), physical devices

(security fencing, motion sensor lighting, two-way radio communication devices, safes/vaults, etc.), personnel,

operating procedures and training to ensure its facility stands at the security benchmark for all others to follow.

SECURITY EXPERIENCE

Security Firm:

The Ivy engaged highly-experienced security advisors, Armaplex Security ("AXS"), a private security firm that

specializes in cannabis compliance and deploying a program of state-of-the-art security protocols, to design the

Security Plan and assist with its implementation. AXS will also provide ongoing staff-training and on-site

security services. The AXS team has decades of security, law enforcement and military experience and has

secured billions of dollars' worth of cash and assets around the globe. AXS has become a leading provider of

security and risk services to the cannabis industry, not only developing security plans, but implementing those

plans and providing 24/7/365 coverage to cannabis retail stores.

AXS is led by Terry Blevins, who is a former local and Federal law enforcement officer. Following Mr. Blevins'

work in the public law enforcement sector, Blevins served a senior justice and security professional, specializing

in physical security, executive protection, investigations, rule of law and public security leadership. He has

provided security services for several corporations, including as the Chief Security Officer of a large gold mining

conglomerate and head of security for Apple-Beats by Dre. In addition to his private industry work, Blevins

worked and served abroad for the U.S. Dept. of State advising and teaching police and army officials in many

countries. Blevins actively speaks and advocates for Law Enforcement Action Partnership (LEAP) in support

of the notion that well-regulated cannabis businesses reduce crime, decrease the black-market trade, and

increase tax revenue for those jurisdictions allowing cannabis businesses to be licensed. AXS's team of

consultants are comprised of veterans and ex-special forces members who have firsthand field experience to
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effectively anticipate and address potential security threats, adhere to local, state and federal security regulations,

including; internationally known and recognized Crime Prevention Through Environmental Desi~,m (C;PTZ.D)

principles, and most importantly protect The Ivy's staff, customers, neighbors, and its premises and propert}~.

Together, The Tvy's management team, the Security Director, and AXS (collectively, the "Security Team"),will

closely work together in developing creative strategies leveraging technolo~ry solutions and physical security

concepts that will ensure the protection of The Ivy's premises, products, customers, staff, and the Pasadena

community.

Security Director:

The Ivy's has engaged Robert Cooper, Ph.D. to serve as its security director (the "Security Director"). The

Security Director is a Veteran of the U.S. Marines, a neuroscientist, New York Times bestselling author (with

over 4 million books sold), a behavioral analyst, and a leading high-performance business strategist. He has all

required law enforcement and military training, experience and skills necessary to provide the highest level of

professionalism and regulatc~>ry awareness. Through the Security Diiector's military training and service as a

U.S. Marine, together with his background and degree in psychology, he has a thorough understanding of

human behavior, risk management and assessment.

The Security Director also brings a long history of leadership and experience worl~ing with elite performers and

top leaders using; neuroscience. Called "a national treasure" by Professor Z.meritus Michael Ray, Ph.D., of the

Stanford University Graduate School of Business, the Security Director's practice and teachings emphasize

scientifically based insights, ultra-practical tools, counterintuitive wisdom, and clisciplined metrics. The Securit~~

Director is also a member of the Cognitive Neuroscience Society, Association for Psychological Sciences,

Society for Psychophysiological Research, Cognitive Science Society, American College of Sports Medicine,

NeuroLeadership Institute, Society for the Study of Motivation, Societiy for Jtiidgment and Decision Making,

and the Society for the Teaching of Psychology. From industry nominations, experts, and an independent panel

of judges interviewing; CFOs, the Security llirector has been named one of the "Most Influential Thinkers" for

his impact on leadership and people strategy—"a definitive list of the top influencers who challenge

conventional thinking, are visionary and transformational, bring credibility both inside and outside the business,

command the respect of peers and key stakeholders, and add real value to the business."

The Security Director's unique Uackground in understanding human behavior, leaderslvp and strategic business

thinking along with his professional trainings as a U.S. Marine will assist The Ivy's management team and AXS

in developing and implementing a security plan that features solid, relevant, well-developed and thorough

policies and procedures, including training programs, that enhance prevention, awareness, woriz with The Ivy's

management team to build relationships with local and state regulatory agencies to offer complete transparency

into its operations and ensLire its security protocols and procedures incorporate indtiistry best practices and

comply with all local, state and federal laws.

llelivery Security &Safety:

The Ivy considers the home-delivery of cannabis to be a critical security risk. The Security Team will develop

a delivery "Prevention & Incident~Emergency Response Plan" (P&IRl') tc~ provide additional tools and training

to delivery employees, which will cover comprehensive protocols and procedures that are focused on the

security and safety of its delivery drivers, protection of the neighborhood and surrounding areas, and integrity

of the products being delivered. The Ivy's management team will oversee and implement T'he Ivy's security
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procedures as they relate to delivery. The Security Director will also educate and train The Ivy's delivery drivers,

making them experts in driver safety and responding to potential hazards, best operational delivery practices,

and state and local laws and regulations with respect to delivery. The Ivy's Delivery Driver Securit}~ and Safety

Procedures and related trainings will provide comprehensive protocols and techniques that focus on the

following policies and procedures desib ed for safe and secure deliveries:

1111 employees will receive re€.nilar security, anu-diversion, and transportation training including a focus on cargo

theft risk awareness. In addition to the extensive training each delivery driver will receive, the Security Director

will also conduct regular employee briefings focused on awareness. Delivery drivers will be trained to

immediately report to the Security Director any existing or potential security or safety risks relating to deliveries.

llelivery drivers will be required to carry their company-issued ID Badge along with their government-issued

ID and a copy of The Ivy's state license and local permit to engage in commercial cannabis activities and will

provide any of these documents to authorities upon request. Further, delivery drivers will comply with

established limits capping the retail value of cannabis products in the delivery vehicle to  at any time.

Two employees will be regtured for deliveries to deter diversion or theft by the other delivery employee and

also as a safeguard to deter diversion or theft from third parties. In providing these multiple layers of security,

The Ivy Uelieves that diversion of its products will be si~,mificantly discouraged.

Delivery drivers will be trained to ensure that each delivery of cannabis products follows all track-and-trace

protocols detailed in The Ivy's standard operating procedures. Delivery vehicles will always carry travel

manifests generated by The Ivy's point-of-sale software, Flowhub, showing the product being transported and

the final destination of the product.

f111 orders of cannabis products for delivery will be packaged by non-delivery employees in an opaque exit

package that is closed with atamper-evident security seal. 11ll delivery vehicles will be equipped with a secured,

temperature-controlled transport vault to provide safe delivery of the products being delivered.

The :Ivy will conduct rigorous screening for its delivery drivers. First, The Ivy will screen delivery driver

candidates for criminal records to promote a safe, secure workplace by reducing driving-related risks linked to

a criminal history, traffic violations, and drug Lase. It will perform a Motor. Vehicle Report search tc~ confirm

the status of his/her driver's license and any violation history. This search will be conducted on all canclidates

who will have driving responsibility for The Ivy. What constitutes an acceptable or unacceptable driving; record

is determined by The Ivy's insurance carrier, and the management team. The Ivy will also screen delivery driver

applicants by regLuring a basic DOT Five Panel Drug Test (urine conventional), in which the following drubs

will be tested from the applicant's urine sample: amphetamines (f~mphetamine, and Methamphetamine),

bcnzoylec~;onine (Cocaine Metabolite), cannaUinoids (Marijuana Metabolite, and THC-COOH), and opiates

(Codeine, and Morphine). Finally, The Ivy will utilize random drug tests following deliveries to discourage

consumption of cannabis products during deliveries.

All delivery vehicles will be equipped with abuilt-in navigation UPS tracl~ing system for remote monitoring

and as route ~>uidance for delivery drivers conducting deliveries. This will reduce the risk of delivery employees

getting lost or stranded or deviating; from the delivery route. All routes and times of transportation will be

monitored and tracked. All security and transport vehicles will be in contact wit~1 the store and with the on-

dury manager and the manager will monitor the delivery vehicle GPS while en route. No unplanned stops will

be permitted when transporting cannabis products unless authorized the Security Director or on-duty manager.
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Body cameras will be utilized to ensure the delivery driver is monitored at all times, even when out of the

vehicle. This layer of protection provides The Ivy assurance that it can identify and investigate any

transportatian incident.

lleliver drivers shall undergo training to comply with The Iv}~'s prevention and incident emergency response

plan developed by the Security llirector to ensure preparedness for a variety of potential emergency situations.

If any suspicious activity occurs during transport, the delivery employees shall maintain verbal communication

during; the event to report all details to the on-duty manager. The on-duty manager receiving; such emergency

transmission must notify authorities immediately of the delivery vehicle's location, occupants, and contents.

Each delivery employee will be required to perform a verbal check-in every hour on hour (K:00). The on-duty

manager shall copy. Delivery employees will be informed of their unique verbal code that will be used to alert

the on-duty manager of any carjacking or high-risk situation.

The Security Director in coordination with law enforcement and third-party secuiiry advisors will identify

"security risk geographies" with respect to local crime rate, socioeconomic environment, political and legal

conditions hindering, or supporting cargo theft. Deliveries to any area that has been identified by the

management team as a "security risk geographies" will be restricted. Each delivery vehicle wIll be equipped with

Bluetooth equipment to ensure safe, hands-free phone usage while conducting a delivery.

BACKGROUND CHECKS

It is critical for the security of the company that only the most qualified, credible, and talented people are hired

to help avoid workplace theft, fraud, or violence. Background checks serve as an important part of the selection

process at The Ivy. Background information is collected as a means of promoting a safe work environment for

current and future employees, protecun~; customers and the public, avoiding economic losses, safeguarding;

company information, and protecting The Ivy's reputarion.

The Ivy will perform background checlis on all job candidates prior to employment using ClearChecks by Clear

Screening Technologies, LLC. C1earChecks is a comprehensive firm that provides background checks that are

compliant with the Fair Credit Reporting Act. C1earChecks also provides monitoring services for current

employees to provide The Ivy with notification i£ any employee is arrested, cited for a driving while intoxicated

and other actions that could impact the safety of The Ivy's customers and staff.

It is equally important for The Ivy to conduct background screenings or require proof of such screenings for

conringent workers, including cleaning crews, maintenance workers, auditors, and other contractors who have

access to the company's property or represent the company. Knowing the background of these workers is

required to protect the integrity of the company, as well as the safety of patients and customers. Therefore, this

workforce needs to be screened with the same due diligence as any other employee.

Prior to employment, all applicants will also be subject to reference checks with former employers, academic

instit~itions, etc. Individuals, who claim to have certain experience or education, either in writing or in an

interview, are subject to verification. All employees, whether full time, part time, salary, temporary, or voluntary,

must be at least 21 years old and have a valid government-issued ID. It is the employee's responsibility to obtain

and maintain this card through the course of emplo5anent.
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EMPLOYEE SAFETY EDUCATION

The Security Team will carefully design and implement an Employee Safety education flan (the "ESE Plan"),

which comprehensively covers safety measures and procedures regarding; product-handling, burglary protocols,

robbery protocols, and other potential hazards of the cannabis business. I~.mployee-tirainings focused on how

to respond to various emergency situations will supplement the T~SE Plan.

EmploS~ee Safety Education Plan:

The ESE Plan, which places heavy emphasis on prevention strategies and drills, requires training upon

emplo}~ment as well as on-doing training to reinforce existing protocols. Any change made to the ESE Plan will

be documented and distributed to all employees and any contractors or service providers that may be impacted.

Trainings will be scheduled immediately if any procedural change is deemed to require re-training or education

of staff and any contractors.

Ttainings required under the ESE Plan will prepare employees to confidently and properly respond to key
incidents, including; but not limited to:

o Product-handling

o Burglary /theft or attempted Uurglary after hours

o Robbery ~ theft or attempted robbery or theft during store hours

o Intruders in the retail area

o Threats of violence in the retail area

o Dealing with customers who threaten assault or become severely agitated

o Weapons possession

o F_,nvironmental emergencies such as flood, fire, earthquake —natural or manmade

o Proper use of panic alarms

o Cyber-security

0 Proper response when law enforcement or first responders arrive at facility

o Incident reporting

o Proper response when regulators, Ciry officials ~r other authorized persons arrive for unannounced

inspections

Product I-Iandling:

1111 product-handling, including transfer and discrepancy adjustments in the point-of-sale system, will take place

in view of a surveillance camera and with twc> (2) employees present.

Access to the rooms storing cannabis inventory will be secured Uy commercial-grade lochs and an access control

system in the form of an access control card or key PINS to gain entry. Only specific employees will be granted

access to stored cannabis products, including defective products and products stored for waste disposal.

Two emplo~~ees, one being either the Inventory Manager or Store Manager, are required to receive any cannabis

products into inventory. Each employee will c<,>nfirm by signature the accuracy of the delivery invoice,

identification numbers, number of containers, the total inventory count received, and the accuracy cif the entry

of the inventory into Flowhub in accordance with T'he Ivy's inventory management policies and procedures.

Similarly, two employees, one being either the Inventory Manager or Store Manager, are required to be present

when transferring inventory from the inventiory storage room to the sales floor.
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Only the following employees will be provided with the regLusite key PINS and access control card to access

cannabis inventory: the management team, the Store Manager, the Inventory Manager, the Assistant Manager,

and the Security Director.

Burglary Protocols:

The interior of the premises, including all limited-access areas, will be equipped with motion detectors and

sensors that zecord and lob; motion and store activity 24 7. The facility wIll be armed with acentrally-monitored

fire and burglar alarm system, monitored Uy Alarm Relay, Inc., a licensed alarm company operator licensed by

the State of California Department of Consumer Affairs Bureau of Security and Investigative Services.

The central alarm system features motion detection, and sensor activities of exteiior and interior doors,

windows, and tampering of the alarm panel to summon law enforcement in the event of a breach. The system

will be able to immediately detect and notify authorities upon (i) any unauthorized entrance tc~ the premises

when the panel is armed, (u) an exterior window is tampered with or broken, or (iu) any motion detected in the

interior of the premises when the panel is armed.

Alarm Relay will provide 24 7 alarm and dispatch services Tong with monitoring of non-alarm sensor activities

to immediately notify authorities in the event of a burglary or fire. The central alarm station will provide email

and text notificarions to the management team, the Company Liaison and any other designated individuals

upon the occurrence of any cif the following events: (i) system is unable to arm, (ii) a panel is not

communicating, (ui) the property loses power, (iv) sensor on the alarm system was bypassed, (v) one of the

devices malfunctions, (vi) someone tries to tamper with one of the devices, or (vu) low battery in one of the

panels.

In addition to monitoring alarm sensor activity and services, the central alarm system will also keep track of all

activity on all eligible door, window, cabinet and motion sensors at all times, even when the system is disarmed

so as to detect any unauthorized entry in any limited-access area. The central alarm station will provide email

and text notificaTions to the management team and the Store Manager about select non-alarm sensor activity

such as when the door to alimited-access area is left open for more than two minutes, a window is opened,

and if the securit~~ system is not armed by 11:00 p.rn.

Robbery Protocols:

Panic buttons will be located throughout the facility to enable staff to trigger an alarm in the event of an

emergency, inchiding a robbery. Once pressed, the panic buttons will immediately send text and email alerts

to the management team, the Company Liaison, and die Store Manager, and alert the central alarm station.

Triggering a panic button will also sound an auclible alarm. Once tri~ered, the central alarm station wi11 then

call specified parties on file to confirm whether the alarm was faulty by regturing a verbal passcode. If the party

cannot verify the verbal passcode or does not answer the call, the central alarm station will immediately dispatch

authorities.

All employees will be assigned a  "duress" code. In the event of an emergency, such as an employee is

being forced to "disarm" a system by an intruder or disarm an audible alarm, by entering the duress code, the

alarm system will trigger a "silent" alarm that will send a si~,mal to The Ivy's central alarm system operators,

who will immediately notify and dispatch local law enforcement.
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The facilities will also be equipped with both silent and audible panic alarm buttons. Silent panic buttons will

activate a "silent alarm," tri er the sequence of events similar to when ~ duress code is utilized to signal a

robbery in progress. 1ludible panic alarm buttons will trigger a loud sound in the secured management office

to si~mal a robber} in progress to any manager-level employee that may be present.

Panic buttons will be placed strategically throughout the facilit

Misc. Security Protocols and Practices:

✓ entrance into the facility will be locked at all times with entry strictly controlled with a "buzz-in"

electronic mechanical entry system controlled by security personnel and the receptionist in the lobby

area.

✓ All limited-access areas will be clearly identified with signs and accessible only to authorized employees.

✓ Continuously monitored with 24 7 uniformed licensed security personnel that will. monitor site

activity, control loitering and site access, and serve as a visual deterrent to unlawful activities.

✓ Motion detectors and door sensors will be installed to detect entry and exit from all secure areas and

provide and alert if such doors are left open for a specified time.

✓ Admittance of product deliveries by scheduled appointment only.

✓ All deliveries of cannabis product will require two employees present.

✓ Employees will he trained on proper procedures for opening and closing facilities.

✓ employees will be trained on proper handling of access control devices.

✓ Delivery vehicles will be monitored by GPS.

✓ lleliveries will require two employees present.

✓ Delivery employees will be equipped with body cameras.

✓ Employees will be trtined in proper handling of cash if needed.

✓ The facilit~~ will be effectively lit, both internally and externally.

✓ Utilization of the CPTED principles for our environmental design.

✓ EmploS~ees will be trained on anti-diversion techniques.

✓ Backup generator that allows the facility to remain sectiire duffing a power outage and battery-operated

electronic access panels to ensure locks are not released dozing a power outage and access is not

blocked.

✓ Employees will be trained on how to identify suspicious persons or activity.

✓ Employees will be trained on how to respond to a variety of emergency situations from active shooter

to general medical emergencies.

EMPLOYEE THEFT REDUCTION M~LASURES

1~. Theft Reduction Measures:

Supply chain security is a top priority of the company. 'I"he Ivy will implement a sexier of carefully-curated and

established security measures and controls that incorporate best practice to continuously maintain effective

security, surveillance and accounting control measures to prevent cliveision, abuse and other illegal conduct

regarding cannabis products ("Theft Reduction Measures").
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1. Em~lo~ee back~roun~ checks. ~s detailed above, the company will not employ anyone with a history

of theft or diversion based on a bacl~gt<>und checl~ report. A]1 employees will receive a Level 2

background check prior to employment If an employee is identified who postemployment has been

convicted of a felony involving theft or diversion, he or she will be terminated.

2. Leading Point-of-Sale Software. The inventory management and point-of-sale system provides

additional opportunities to increase control over cannabis products. The Ivy will utilize Flowhtiib, a

leading compliance and point-of-sale software currently used by dispensaries in track-and-trace states,

including two licensed dispensaries operated by The Tvy's owners. This POS software includes several

btult-in features to stop employee theft, including areal-time activity feed to see all movements of

inventory, customer check-ins, inventory and sales adjustments, reports and special activities, as well

as drawer and cash activities at all Yimes. This tool will provide a comprehensive xecotd to refer back

to if a question of theft arises.

3. Surveillance System. High Definition (HD) and Megapixel Network Cameras will be tiztilized at each

point-of-sale location, each point-of-entry, each cash-hanclling location, the inventory storage, and

other areas as necessary to produce forensic quality images and allow for the recording of the facial

features with sufficient clarity to determine identity of any person and activities.

4. Surveillance I'c>otage and POS 1~crivity Records. Since every action and update made in The Ivy's POS

software is rEcorded and reportable, it will always have complete visibility into who, what, where, and

when movements are happening. Because every activity is time-stamped, The Ivy can sync these

movements with its security system to doubly verify its surveillance camera footage.

5. Inventory fludits. The Inventory Manager conduct a physical count of all inventory weekly, and at a

minimum, will perform a reconciliation of its inventory once every 14 days. 1~s part of The Ivy's

inventory reconciliation process, The Ivy will verify that its physical inventory matches its records

pertaining to inventory. To the extent it discovers a diffezence between its physical inventory and its

inventory records of at least , The Ivy's Inventory Manager will conduct biweekly audits.

6. Limited-Access..Another measure The Ivy will tale to prevent internal shrinkage is limiting access to

its back-of-house operations. Rooms storing inventory and cash will be secured with commercial-grade

locks that will require a unique key PIN or access control card for entry. This safe~,nzard limits access

to inventory to only authorized personnel and tracks the in-and-out movement tied to the PTN or

access control card used to gain access.

Audits:

The Ivy will perform audits and inventory counts in accordance with the company's policies and procedures

for inventory management, waste disposal, compliance, and audits ensures a quick resolution of discrepancies

and errors. The Inventory Manager will perform a periodic review of system administrators and responsible

personnel to prevent diversion opportunities. ALidit procedures will ensure a full inventory of cannabis in each

locarion bi-weekly, as a minimum requirement. The Metrc "track-and-trace" system required by the State of

California will also provide daily updates and cross-checks to all inventory in stock at The Ivy.

The Inventory Manager will develop and employ statistical measures utilizing historical data to evaluate the

activities of all system users and purchases. Any inventory discrepancies discovered by any employee must be

reported to the Inventory Manager upon discovery. Any discrepancies discovered during a shift must be

resolved before the end of the shift.

The Inventory IVlanager will report all unresolved inventory discrepancies to the Store Manager and the Security

Director, who will report the discrepancies to law enforcement authorities as necessary. The Ivy's team of
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external lccountin~; and legal professionals will cross-check discrepancies and investigate suspected losses that

cannot be accounted for through normal operations.

The Inventory Manager will monitor unresolved inventory discrepancies on a daily basis and will approve the

reconciliation entry of any inventory discrepancy.

The Inventory Manger will ensure that the inventory management and point of sale system provides reports

that detail:

1. A "total inventory in storage" by location and batch report that records user, date, time, item, quantity,

and storage access in chronological order.

2. An "all events" report that provides det~ul on all user activity and transaction types within a time frame,

and tailored to specific data regturements, such as individual items or users.

3. A "products vault compare" report that allows administrators to cross-reference the inventory that

leaves the storage area and arrives at the shelf, clispensing facility, or any other location to the inventory

at that location. Transactions that do not match show up on this report by location, item, quantitiy,

date, time, and user.

4. A "review send" report that provides det~uled information regarding the removal of Derivative

Products from the storage area, specifying the user, time, date, item, quantit~~, and intended desdnadon.

5. A "transfer" report that provides detailed information regarding the transfer of cannabis products,

from storage to the retail floor, indicating the user, time, date, item, quantity, and inventory movement

to the sales floor.

6. A "purchase history" report that helps trend the receipt of cannabis products into inventory and

monitor purchase patterns.

7. A "proactive products diversion" report that isolates above-average consumption of controlled

substances, as determined by standard deviation.

Check-in/out:

Tv protect the property end safeey of employees, customers, and the business, The Ivy may find it necessary to

conduct internal invesrig~rions. Employees are required to cooperate fully with and assist in these investigations

as a condition of continued employment Investigations may be conducted by management or state or local

authorities having jurisdictions.

Work areas including offices, desks, files, computer files, e-mails, text messages, and telephone voice mails may

be searched at the company's discretion, without notice, at any time. All offices, desks, files, computer files,

company-owned telephones and PDI~'s are company property and are issued to employees for business use

and for the duration of employment only. A search of an employee's work area is not an accusation of

wrongdoing.

The Tvy will search an employee's work area for missing items, contraband, etc. only if it has a reasonable belief

that the items in question are in the employee's work area. The Ivy will strive to conduct these searches

discreetly. I~mployees should avoid bringing non-work related items to work that if discovered in the course

of an investigation could be a source of embarrassment. I~,mployees who are found in possession of

misappropriated or stolen property or other contraband will be subject tc> appropriate disciplinary action and

possible prosecution.
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The facility will be constructed with 100% video surveillance with the exception of the resttooms and

employees dressing rooms. If an employee is suspected of theft or diversion has been viewed on The Ivy's

surveillance cameras, The Ivy's security personnel inay regture a search of the employee's belon~rings prior to

leaving the facility.

Ct1SH ~IANAGEMFNT PLAN

The Ivy will ensure a system of internal controls is maintained for cash handling and accounting fiznctions.

Tight controls will remove opportunities for unauthorized access to cash. The Store Manager will be responsible

for the implementation of The Ivy's cash management policies and procedures.

Gash Counting/1Zeconciliation Procedures:

tlll cash will be stored in such a manner as to prevent diversion. The company will ha~re an effective, cash-

storage, cash-handlins~~counting, and cash-reconciliation plan in addition to a robust security system as detailed

herein that prevents and detects diversion and Cheft of cash.

A. Surveillance System

All cash and product handling will take place in view of a High DeFinition (I-ID) and Megapixel Network

Camera. Such cameras) will be mounted in a location that allows for the clear recording of all cash-handling

activities with sufficient clarity to produce forensic quality images and allow for the recording cif the facial

features with sufficient clarity to determine identity of any person and activities.

B. Dynamic llrawers

The Ivy will utilize dynamic drawers to monitor the physical cash flowing through the dispensary and how it is

being handled at all times. The Ivy's dynamic drawers will tie designed to give staff the visibility and

accc~untabiliry needed to make sure internal theft does not go undetected. Under this model, each register

drawer will be assumed to single employee in order to complete a transaction. Additionally, each transaction

will be tied to an employee pin number, so there will never be a doubt of who was hanclling what cash—and

when. A]1 employees are required to make a transfer to the automated cash vault maintaining their starting bank

when their cash drawer reaches a balance of or more.

C. Drawers 11cti~Tit~ Report

If there is ever a question of why the final balance in a register drawer may be off, The Ivy's POS software

provides the option of running a "Drawers Activity Report" which will generate data points to be used to

investigate suspicious activity that might otherwise go unnoticed, inclLlding: when a drawer was opened and

closed, when cash drops or payouts were made, who was assi~,med to what drawer, beginning cash balances, the

current amount of cash in a drawer. This tool will a11ow us to prove misconductwhere, for example, a budtender

is taping small cash payotrts on a regular basis and then pocketing the money.

D. Employee Bachround Checks
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As detailed above, the company will not employ anyone wide a history of theft or diversion based on a

background checlz report. 1111 employees will receive a Level 2 background check prior to employment. If an

employee is identified who postemployment has been convicted of a felony involving theft or diversion, he or

she will be terminated.

E. Limited-Access

Rooms storing cash will be secured with commercial-grade lochs that will require a unique  pin (key

PIN) or digital card reader for entry. This safeguard limits access to cash to only authorized personnel and

tracks the in-and-out movement tied to the employee pin numuer used. The Ivy's will utilize its POS software

to limit permissions that allow an employee to apply a discount during a transaction. Without such permission,

a budtender will lie unaUle to drive discounts without verification and permission from a manager. This prevents

them from giving out unwarranted discounts to friends without approval.

Imo'. Daily Cash Reports

In addition to the regular reconciliations, The Ivy's SOPS provide for regularly scheduled daily, weel~ly and

monthly procedures to track inventory and cash-flow, as follows: The Ivy's Tnventoiy Manager will prepare

daily reports identifying the amotmt of cash paid out to any third-party and the recipient of such payment

(including payments to licensed distributors who provide The Ivy with cannabis products). These daily reports

will identify the corresponding invoice numbers and will be emailed to the management team daily with a

backup copy emailed to The Ivy's email address specifically designated for records. Similarly, The Ivy's

Inventory Manager will prepare daily closing reports to verify that the physical closing cash count matches the

closing cash amount in The Ivy's POS software system. This process will also serve to reconcile daily

transactions to ensure all inventory has been entered into The Ivy's POS software system. These closing reports

will also identify any returns and total cash remaining on the premises. The closing reports will be emailed tc>

the management team nightly shortly after closing, wiCh a backup copy emailed to The Ivy's email address

specifically designated for record.

G. Pett~~ Cash Controls

Petry cash must be controlled by the Store Manager and reconciled by the Controller. The petty cash account

will be limited to  f1ll receipts and vouchers must be accounted for and the drawer must always be in

balance.

Cash Storage:

Cash will be stored in the company's industrial, fire-proof vault that will be located in a secure and locked area

protected from entry at all times and with appropriate surveillance cameras pointed directly at the cash storage

areas with an unobstructed field of view.

Cash Transport:

Dual custody is required any time cash is transferred from the cash drawer to the automated cash vault and

from the facility to the bank. Two employees are required to open any cash safe car vault. Combinations will

not be issued in totality to any one employee. To access stored cash, other than petty cash, two (2) employees

are regtured to combine segments of the combination.
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The Store Manager will ensure proper separation of duties, including the separation of the following activities:

(i) making deposits and recording accounting entries, (ii) approving petty cash transaction and replenishing the

petty cash account, and (iii) approving expenses.

Banking:

The Ivy has established a banl~in~; relationship for its operations. The account will featilre the ability to offer

some forms cif electronic transactions reducing the cash handling required for the operation. These transactions

also improve customer and patient security by reducing; their need to carry cash.

Dama I~inancial's mission is to brim; well-established, proven payment processing, banking services and

regulatory compliance to cash intensive businesses, making it safer and e~lsier to do business. Dama Financial

is a customer driven banl~ing solution specifically designed for cannabis-related businesses. Dama Financial

serves state licensed manufacturers, wholesalers, clistributors and retailers. Dama financial provides cannabis-

related businesses access to secure online banl~ing services that minimize the financial and safety risks of having

large amounts of cash on hand. Dama Financial's banking services will allow the company to: operate more

efficiently without the need to carry a large amount of cash with its armored courier service, which will pickup

and deposit the company's funds; pay vendors, service providers, and tax authorities electronicallj; antl receive

payments electronically and transfer funds between accounts.

Employee Training:

Extensive training of all employees will ensure that all staff is both knowledgeable of security and diversion

issues and properly trained to comply with all required security measures. Each employee handling; cash will be

trained in the types of related incidents related to cash and is required to handle cash in accordance with these

cash management and accounting procedures.

PRC~llUCT ACCESS PROTOCOLS

The Ivy has established multiple layers of security to prevent any and all breaches, including closed circuit

television, access control readers, alarm systems, vaults, etc. All means of access control (keys, alarm codes,

access control cards, etc.) to any sensitive area within The Ivy's limited-access areas, including areas storing

inventory, cannabis waste, cash, confidential employee records, and the surveillance system. F'mployees will be

issued access control credentials, limiting their admission to only the areas of the facIliry their job description

requires. 1lccess to each separate area is granted to an employee based on his or her experience, tenure, and

level of responsibility. Only manager-level employees, as discussed herein, have access to cash and inventory

storage areas.

Each sensitive area be strictly controlled and monitored to ensure that no unauthorized persons can access the

facility. The control reader panel records every transaction with an employee key PIN or access control card

embedcling in the company-issued employee ID badges. Furthermore, the system allows for employee-specif c

customizable permissions allowing for several layers of added security. This ensures that only specific

employees are granted access to permissions such as gaining access to stored products.

Access to the rooms storing cannabis inventory will be secured by a commercial-grade lock and a control reader

panel requiring require a unique key PIN or access control card for entry. t~ccess to such areas where cannabis

products are stored is restricted to selected employees and based can their granted level of security access. Only
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the following employees will be provided with the requisite key 1'INs and access control cards to access

cannabis inventory: the management team, the Store Manager, the inventory Manager, the 1lssistant Manager,

and the Security Director.

Employee IDBadge & Controlled Access:

A. Em~lo~ee ID Badges &Access

All employees are required to wear their issued ID badge at all times while on the premises. The ID badge will

also serve as tihat employee's access control card, which will be programed with custom permissions for each

employee to control access to sensitive locations within the facility's limited-access areas (i.e., cash storage areas,

inventory storage areas, and the Security Room). The access control cards feature enhanced 64-bit security,

encryption options, superior weather resistance and anti-vandalism protection.

All employees will adhere to the following with respect to their ID badges, access control card, and ley PIN s:

1. Upon arrival at the facility, each employee will secure from the employee break room, their issued facilitiy

ID badge.

2. Only authorized employees will be allowed access to designated limited-access areas in the facility, using

a unique key PIN or their issued control access control card for entry.

3. When entering any limited-access area, employees must not allow entry of another person (employee or

otherwise) unless the that individual has separate clearance.

4. Employees must never depart the facility with their ID badges to maintain an accurate account of

employees that are on the facility for accountability in an emergenc}~ situation.

5. I~,mployees must never loan their TD badge or access control card or share their key PIN to anyone, even

an authorized employee.

6. L:mployees must never leave their Ill badge or access control card unattended, unless secured.

7. Any employee who resi~ms or is terminated will immediately return his or her ID badge and any other

access control devices.

8. All ID badges belonging to any employee who resi~ms or is terminated will be immediately deactivated

and properly disposed of by the Store Manager of separation from service.

9. Non-compliance with these policies or any breach of security procedures must be reported immediately

to the Store Manager, the management team, or the Security llirector or their designee.

10. Violation of this policy will lead to stringent clisciplinary action, including; termination.

PRODUCT DELIVGRIFS

Deliveries of cannabis products will be restricted to vendors who hold a valid distriburion license from the

State. All shipments of cannabis products must Ue through the designated delivery area. vendors delivering

product to the facility will be notified in advance, once the order for such goods is placed, of the following

protocols and procedures with respect to product deliveries:

1. Pre-approval is required for all vendors delivering cannabis products. Pre-approval requires the vendor

to checl~-in with the receptionist or security personnel in the lobby area and present to such person: (i) their

Government ID (e.g., driver's license, agency ID card, etc.), (u) a valid copy of their distribution license, end

(iii) a copy of the shipping manifest for the delivery.
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2. Once valid identification is confirmed, the receptionist or security personnel will confirm the delivery

with the authorized manager on-duty, using atwo-way radio communication device.

3. Once the delivery has been confirmed, the vendor will be required to return to their vehicle to get the

product being delivered. No vendor shall enter the premises with the product they arc delivering until they have

received such pre-approval that their delivery has Ueen cleared.

4. Once the pre-approved vendor returns to the premises, he~she will be required to sign The Ivy's

limited-access vendor log. He~she will then be issued a visitor ID badge and promptly escorted by security

personnel or an authorized employee to the delivery area.

5. Vendors must wear their issued visitor ID badge around their neck at all times during the delivery. All

vendor ID badges will be for identity purposes only and will not be programmed for access to any area in the

facility. No visitor ID badge will be valid for more than one day. All visitor badges must be returned to The Ivy

before exiting the facility.

C. All vendors shall be escorted by the appropriate employee or security personnel may never be left

unattended at any time. .Any vendor who requires access to alimited-access area that is separate from the

delivery area must have specific permission from the management team or the Store Manager and sha11 be

escorted at all times.

7. Two employees, one being the Store Manager or the Inventory Manager, must be present to receive

any cannabis products into inventory. The enure transaction will take place in view of a surveillance camera.

Each employee will confirm by signature the accuracy of the shipping manifest, identification numbers, number

of containers, the total inventory count received, and the accuracy of the entry of the inventory into Flowhub

in accordance with the inventory management policies and procedures.

SECURITY GUARDS

The Ivy will engage AXS for security personnel to provide on-site security services 24-hours a day.

All security personnel and employees hired by The Ivy will be at least 21-year-old and will go through specific

training prior to assignment within its facility. All security personnel will be licensed in acec>rdance with

California law with respect to their specific desis~mation and duties; at a minimum, all securit~~ personnel

contracted from AXS will be licensed Uy the Bureau of Security and Investigative Services and will comply with

Chapters 11.4 and 11.5 of Division 3 of the Business and Professions Code. The Ivy, will develop specific

standard operating procedures (SOP's) for all security personnel, as it relates to the following:

✓ Hiring and Proficiency Standards Training

✓ Identification St~indards

✓ Employee Management &Oversight

✓ Background Screening

✓ llrug Testing

✓ Random llrug Testing
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Minimum Security Personnel and Hours:

The Ivy will require a minimum of  security personnel on-site during; the hours of operation, including

at least  securit~~ personnel on-site 24-hours a day. The company will require that at least  security

personnel be present 30 minutes prior to the store's opening and 30 minutes of closing and for so long as any

employee, authorized visitor, or patron remain on the premises. Each security personnel will be armed and

scheduled to woriz no more than an eight-hour shift Security personnel will wear uniforms that clearly identify

their security role. Uniforms will be clistinct from City and Count~~ law enforcement personnel to ensure clear

identification of security personnel and law enforcement.

Protocols &Daily Procedures:

During business hours, security personnel will be stationed on the exterior cif the premises and in the lobby

area and retail area. Security personnel stationed on the exterior of the premises will continuously patrol and

actively monitor the outside of the premises for lt>itiering and unlawful use of cannabis outside the premises.

Such exterior security personnel wIll also manage the sidewalk to monitor cleanliness as well as greet customers

entering the dispensary. Security personnel will be stationed so as to provide a highly visible presence and

deterrent to potential criminal activity by ensuring only those visiting the facility are allowed entry for legitimate

business. Security personnel will be vigilant to suspicious activity on the exterioz of the premises.

Security personnel will also be sCationed in the lobby area, overlool~ing and controlling access to the sales floor

to ensure that only authorized individuals are granted access and that the number of customers permitted in

the reCail area at any given time do not exceed the number of employees assi~,med to the retail area. Security

personnel will also actively observe the sales floor to monitor customer and employee interactions.

Security personnel will control access into the facility in accordlnce with the access protocols detailed in The

Ivy's SOPs. In accordance with such protocols, security personnel shall control access of customers and

patients entering the facility and separately the retail area. Securit~~ personnel shall also control access of all

contractors, vendors, or other third-parties entering; the premises. Security personnel will be trained by AMX

to follow The Ivy's strict protocols in verifying the identity and credentials of Ill authorized persons entering

the facility.

Prior to leaving the dispensary sales are, customers will be reminded by security personnel that use of cannabis

within facility or the surrounding area is strictly forbidden.

VIDEO CAMERA SURVEILLANCE

A Video Management System (VMS) will be deployed throughout The Ivy's facility. The actual configuration

of VMS will be solely dependent on the planned layout for the facility. 1111 VMS control equipment will be

located in a secured, limited-access room at the facility (the "Security Room") and include a server, recording

servers, workstation, and system software, as required to meet the video system requirements. This provides

for around the clock redundant recording.

The Ivy will use the latest camera technology in surveillance systems and components currently available. 11t a

minimum, the head end eglupment will meet the following performance specifications:

All cameras at all locations will be recording 24 hours per day, 3C5 days per year.
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2. All recorded camera images will be retained for a minimum cif ninety (90) days. The Security Room will

also have storage available to segregate and store any recording that is pert of an investigation for an

indefinite time period. flll recording that is part of an investigation will be able to be permanently archived

both on the server and on recording media.

3. All cameras will be recorded at 30 frames per second (fps) using the latest technology in video

compression.

4. All cameras will, at a minimum, he Internet Protocol (IP) High Definition with at least 1280 x 720 pixels

and will have the ability to shoot in low light. The Ivy will install lighting where necessary to increase

picture clarity and Urightness.

5. High Definition (HD) and Megapixel Network Cameras will be utilized at each point-of-sale location,

each point-of-entry, each cash-handling location, the inventory storage, and other areas as necessary to

produce forensic quality images and allow for the recording cif the facial features with sufficient clarity

to determine identity of any person and activities.

6. Cameras will be positioned in stratez~ric locations throughout the facility to monitor activity in all areas.

At a minimum, The Ivy will have at least  square feet of its facility. Cameras

will be placed in rooms with exterior windows, exterior walls, roof hatches, or skylights and storage

rooms, including those that contiain inventory, cash, and safes. Coverage will also include the Security

Room, where the server and network infrastructure are located. Surveillance cameras will be mounted to

capture all individuals entering and exiting the facilities from multiple angles to prevent shielding cif

identity with hats, hoods or other articles of clothing.

7. 111 securit~~ video recordings will have an embedded date and time stamp. The date and time will Ue

synchronized and set correctly and will not substantially obscure the picture.

8. All VMS Systems deployed will have the aUility to remain operational during a power outage. F_,mer~;ency

power generation provisions will be made to effect this requirement. Nevertheless, the system will be

designed with a failure notification system that provides an audible, text or visual notification of any

system failure. The failure notification system will provide an alert to select manager-level employees

wiChin five (5) minutes of the fulure, either by telephone, email or text message.

9. 1 11 video recordings produced by the VMS System will be capable of exporting; still images in an industry

standard image format (including .jpe~, .bmp, and .gi~. Exported video will have the abilit~~ to be

archived in a proprietary format and be di~ntally watermarked. A digital watermark is a digital signal c>r

pattern inserted into ~ di~rital image's unaltered copy of the original image and ensures authenticarion of

the video and guarantees that no alteration of the recorded image has taken place. Exported video shall

also hive the ability to be saved in an industry standard file format that can be played on a standard

computer opexaring system.

Video l~rchive and Retrieval:

The video surveillance equipment and recordings will be stored in the Security Room, which shall remain a

locked secure area that is accessible only to select manager-level employees and the Security Director. The

surveillance system will be equipped to retain a minimum of 90 days of continuous recording data from every

camera installed at the premises. llata will be easily accessible in the event that footage is requested.

If The Ivy has been notified in writing by the City or its authorized agents, law enforcement or other fedecai,

state or local government officials of a pending criminal or administrative investigation for which a recording

may contain relevant information, the SecuriCy Director shall retain an unaltered copy of the recording until the
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investigation or proceeding is closed or the entity conducting the investigation or proceeding notifies the

Security Director that it is not necessary to retain the recording.

Surveillance system will be equipped with redundancy and/or offsite backup to mitigate any risk of tampering

with video footage. Video surveillance records and recordings will be made available to the City Manager or

his/her designee immediately upon request.

ARMORZ,D VEHICLE

Armored courier arrangements will eliminate the dangers of accumulating large amounts of cash on site. The

Ivy will utilize armored car services to pick up cash daily. Such pickups will be scheduled to occur irregularly

throughout the day to deter attempted theft. Confirmation of cash pick-up will occur through the armored

courier company and the Store Manager. Only the Store Manager and the management team will have

knowledge on the pick-up schedule to ensure safe and uninterrupted pickups.
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APPENDIX 1: E.~cperience from Legally Pe~nitted Activities

~ BUREAU ov
CANNABIS Brea" of Car"'abis ~°ntrd

c o N T R o~ (833 768-5880

Adult-Use and Medicinal - Microbusiness Temporary

License

LICENSE NO:

Al2-18-X000035-TEMP

LEGAL BUSINESS NAME:

VFARM1509 INC.

PREMISE:

411 Rose AVE

Venice, CA 90291

Non-TransfieraWe

~ BUREau of
CANNABIS Bureau of Cannabis Control

CONTROL (833) 768-5880

CALIFORNIA

Adult-Use and Medicinal -Retailer Temporary License

LICENSE NO:

M10-18-0000239-TEMP

VALID:

1124!2018

EXPIRES:

2/18/2019

Prominently display this license
as required by Title 76 CCR §5039

LEGAL BUSINESS NAME:

WFARM1045 INC

PREMISE:

1035 GAYLEY AVE

LOS ANGELES, CA 90024

Non-Transferable

VALID:

1/30/2018

EXPIRES:

2/24/2019

Prominently display this license
as required by True 16 CCR §5039
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APPENDIX 2

January 28, 2019

~~
CANNABIS SOLUTIONS

Everything is possible.

Pasadena Planning &Community Development Department

175 N. Garfield Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91101

Re: Shauneen Militello and Ann Athey (Cannabis Retailer Applicant)

Dear City of Pasadena,

Shauneen Militello and Ann Athey operate and own two model dispensaries in West Los Angeles

that I believe set the golden standard for all of California. Shauneen and Ann set a precedent for

compliance standards, rigorous on boarding processes, a tightly ran safe environment, and an

unparalleled commitment to their community.

My name is Taylor Stafford, I am the Senior Director for Cura Cannabis Solutions, the highest

selling cannabis company in the world. The Farmacy Westwood and the Rose Collective are

staples of their community and the industry as a whole. We are honored and boastful of our place

on the shelves in these two destination dispensaries. Shauneen and Ann excel in their medicinal

approach to cannabis, while catering to the recreational customer through offering only the most

strictly vetted products made by the best brands. To earn a place on the shelf is a badge to wear

on one's sleeve.

As this emerging market and all the retailers within, mature, this duo provides zip tight operational

experience and business savvy that brings proven success to Pasadena. I fully believe that these

two partners working in synchronicity will far exceed any other applicant in their contribution to

the Pasadena community and the California Cannabis Community as a whole. Though I directly

work with over 500 dispensaries in CA many of which are applying for this license, this is the

only letter of support I will write. Pasadena will not only make the right decision for the community,

patients, and consumers, but for the legacy of California in the years to come.

Please reach out with any questions or thoughts, I am available to elaborate on my experience

in working with these two exceptional business owners and operators.

Thank you,

Taylor Stafford
Senior Director, California
Cura Cannabis Solutions/Select Oil

E: Tstafford@curacan.com
P: 424-302-2161

www.Curacan.com
www.SelectOil.com
www.SelectCBD.com
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THE

HACIENDA
COMPANY

J_A N__ 2 9.z_ _2_ 0 7 9

To Whom it may concern,

Hello my name is Dominic Grecn, i am currently the head of sales for Sowell Herb Go

and one of the founders. i have worked wifih Shauneen & Ann at both The Rose

Collective in Venice &The Farmacy Westwood for the past two years and will say

that it has been an absolute pleasure! As someone who has visited 1p0's of shops and

sees multiple daily, I can tel! you with confidence that Rose and The Farmacy are twa

of the best ran operations in the state. it is no coincidence that vendors line up to

get a chance to get carried on their shelves. They are by the book, fully compliant,

extremely knowledgeable, and a great example of how dispensaries are/should be

evolving in the right direction breaking from the past negative stereotypes.

If you need any additional information, 1 can be reached at 734-812-3166

Move a fantastic day!

~.~._ __~~

~ ,_

Dominic Grech
Regional Sales Manager The Hacienda Co.
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January 29, 2019

To wham it may concern,

This letter confiirms that Ann Afihey and Shauneen Militello have been an outstanding dosis#

retail partner of ours via the Rose (Venice} and the Farmacy (Westwood). They are a best in

class operator and we will continue to fully support any future locations) they operate in,

especially the great community and City of Pasadena.

Please do not hesitate to reach ou# with any questions,

Josh Campbell

President, dosist

josh a~dosist.corn

.~~~~~!~
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APPENDIX 3

CANNDESCENT~~
CALIFORNIA

Wednesday, January 30 h̀ 2019

Pasadena Planning &Community Development Department

175 N. Garfield Avenue

Pasadena, CA 91101

Re: Ann Athey and Shauneen Militello (Cannabis Retailer Applicant)

Dear Planning &Community Development Department,

It is with great honor to write a letter on behalf of Ann and Shauneen as they represent a proper

compliant dispensary with amazing leadership. My name is Spencer Thomson, and I proudly work for

CANNDESCENT as a Territory Manager for the West Los Angeles region. Our distribution company is

called LMG which currently cultivates, manufactures and distributes phase 3 compliant pre-packaged

products. Canndescent is currently the best-selling premium indoor flower brand in California with our

sister brand Goodflower recently topping the charts as abest-selling light depth brand, both produced

by us locally in the state of California.

We have partnered with Rose Collective since August 2018 and Westwood Farmacy since November

2018. Throughout the entire duration of both partnerships they have been excellent partners with

consistency and accuracy on all focuses of the business relationship. Each location has very strict

guidelines which follow the specific best practices to remain 100% compliant 24/7. When it comes to

facilitating deliveries, each location accepts deliveries 7 days a week with the verification of each COA

and product quality prior to acceptance of each delivery. Compared to some of the other LA

dispensaries, both of there locations stand out as amazing clients who remain transparent and

compliant throughout the entire business relationship, especially there educated staff.

My experience with Ann and Shauneen has been amazing since the start. They have always paid on

time, remained compliant, and have always been available to us. As a Venice local I can certainly vouch

for the quality medicine they allow the community to safely, and confidently consume. I can speak

confidently entirely on the behalf of Canndescent that they are the most ideal not to mention beyond

qualified as a candidate to successfully open and run a retail store in Pasadena, and importantly serve

the Pasadena community.

am excited to see Ann & Shauneen expand into Pasadena, as they have paved the way for regulated

compliant store fronts which safely assist their communities with alternative medicine.

Spencer McKay Thomson

3905 State Street, Suite 7-358, Santa Barbara, CA 93105 ~ www.canndescent.com
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~ou~pf~~cK
1/25/2019

Pasadena Planning &Community Development Department

175 N. Garfield Avenue

Pasadena, CA 91101

Re: Ann Athey and Shauneen Militello (Cannabis Retailer Applicant)

Dear Planning &Community Development Department,

My name is Dillon Segale, and I am the Account Manager at LoudPack who works

directly with Shauneen and Ann. LoudPack is afull-service distribution, manufacturing,

and cultivation company. We currently have astate-of-the art facility in Greenfield, CA

where we can see our products all the way through from cultivation to final packaging.

We aim for quality here at LoudPack, and we are constantly striving to provide the best

products to our customers and build long lasting relationships.

We have been working with both Rose Collective and The Westwood Farmacy since the

beginning of 2018. Since the beginning of our relationship, both locations have always

made sure that all the products coming to their stores is of the highest quality and is

compliant for current regulations. They are diligent in reviewing COAs and packaging to

make sure we are all operating within regulations.

have personally dealt with Ann and Shauneen since around September of 2018, and

they have been nothing but a pleasure to work with. They have never had an open

balance with us, and they are always keeping up with staff education. Shauneen is

always flexible with working with our current inventory and will reach out to me

personally if there are any issues with the order.

look forward to looking forward to working with Ann and Shauneen in all their future

endeavors. I hope that we can continue to have a healthy, long-standing working relationship.

We at LoudPack back them 100% in all their future endeavors. Please feel free to reach out to

me if you have any comments, questions, or concerns.

Dillon Segale

Text/Ca II: (480) 299 - 3806

Headquarters: (323) 639 - 8407

Email: dsegale@loudpack.com

~ou~p~~cK
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Ci~l Summary

Checking

Interest Gheckinq: A018 

SdVtC1t~S

Savings Pius Account: 2260 

Savings Pius Account: 5799 

Future Payments

Yau currently have no payments scheduled.

Recent Payments

pate Payee Fram Account Ref# Amount Date Cleared

01-212019 NORT~t MUTUAL. Interest Checking: 4D18 1gQ53 Cleared On O1-24~2019

12-29-2018 NORTH MUTUAL. Interest Checking: Ag18 10052 Cleared On O1-03-20Z9

11-25-2U18 NORTN MUTUAL Interest Checking: 40.18 1At751 Cleared On 11-28-2018

ip-27-2018 NORTH MUTUAL Interest Checking: AOlB 10050 Cleared On 10-31-2016
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CHASE. PRIVATE CLIENT
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.
P O Bax 182Q51
Caiumbus, OH 43218-2051

JOEL M ATHEY
OR ANN l..AWRENGE ATHEY
50Q 5 8AN RA~A~L AVE
PASADENA CA 91 7 05-1 529

December 01, 2078through December 31, 2018

Primary Account:

CUSTOMER SERVICE INF4RfVIATIOIV

Web site: Cha~,a.com
Service Center: 1-888-9945626
Deaf and Hard of Hearing: 1-80Q-242-7383
Internatianai Calis: 7-713-262-167

~a

~;

lR~~ ~r~ clarifying the fey 9or incamMg wires

On March 17, 2019, we're updating the document explaining our Additional Banking Services and Fees to clarify that the feo
(ar an incoming wire Is $0 if it is sent from another Chase account with the help of a Chase banker or through chase.cam ar

the Chase Mobile app.

As a reminder, our standard fee to receive a wire is $15, however, some of our products do not charge this fee.

Please call the number on this statement if you have any questions.

We're updating our Wire i'ransfer Agreement

On March 17, 2019, we're updating our Wire Transfer Agreement, which applies tp wire transfers requested through your

Chase Private Client Service team. This update explains that we will notify you in advance of any changes to this agreement
if they adversely affect you, ar if the change is necessary io comply with a legal requirement.

To get a copy of this agreement, you can visit a branch ar contact your Private Client Banker.

Please call us at the number at the top of this statement if you have any questions.

.ASSETS

Ch~~Cing ~ Savings ACCbUN7 BEQINNINC3 BALANCE ENDING BAI.ANC6
THl9 pER~~O 7Hi$ PERIOD

Chase Private Client Checking 

Chase Private Client Savings 

Total 

TOTAL AS3~'f'S

Page 1 of Q
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APPENDIX 5

1/29/2019

Pasadena Planning ~ Community Development Department
175 N. Garfield Avenue
Pasadena, CA 91101

Re: Ann Athey and Shauneen Militello (Cannabis Retailer Applicant)

Dear Planning ~. Community Development Department,

My name is Ron Gray, I am the VP of Sales for Papa~tBarkley. Our brand is
currently the top selling brand in the California Wellness Space. We currently
have 4 licensed manufacturing facilities in Eureka. We have licensed
distribution hubs in Sacramento and Berkeley and Los Angeles. Finally, we
have10,000 square feet of office space in Glendale. Our products are in almost
500 of the -530 licensed shops in the state. We currently have 145 employees
and hold multiple BCC and CDPH licenses for distribution and manufacturing
(all types).
We have been partnered with Rose Collective since 10/2016 and Westwood
Pharmacy since 12/2017. Both dispensaries have been outstanding partners
with P&tB. During this time of ever changing regulation, both WW Pharmacy
and Rose collective have maintained best in class performance around
compliance and regulating the products that are entering their shops. They are
in the top 10% of shops in the state at working with us to ensure that we are
BOTH compliant.
Although I lack personal interaction with the management team of either shop
(this is often a food thing as i often need to get involved when there is friction
with a shop around labeling/compliance/regs..) I can speak to the model
behavior both shops exemplify when it comes to remaining current with
payments, allowing for proper education of their staff, maintaining inventory
of outstanding products and bettering the communities they operate in.

look forward to organizations like these, doing things right, expanding to other
cities. I can be reached if needed for more comments.

Ron Gra

PAPABdRKLEY"
VP of Sales
Better. For You.
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APPENDIX 6 ISLAI ID

~~

January 29, 2019

Pasadena Planning &Community Development Department

175 N. Garfield Avenue

Pasadena, CA 91101

Re: Ann Athey and Shauneen Militello (Cannabis Retailer Applicant)

Dear Planning &Community Development Department,

My name is David Ruderman and I am the Manager of Retail Operations with Island Cannabis Company.

Founded in Los Angeles in 2014, Island is a cannabis lifestyle brand with a statewide retail distribution to

140+ stores. While some cannabis brands aim to have their products on the shelves of every store, Island

takes a unique approach in that we aim to work solely with partners who share our vision for high

standards and industry best practices.

Our company began our partnership with the Rose Collective and The Westwood Farmacy in Spring

2018. Upon becoming a brand partner with both retail locations, it quickly became clear that both stores

operated as important staples in their respective communities, rather than just "another cannabis

dispensary". Based off of my interactions with personnel in both dispensary organizations, both stores

have shown that compliance and professional demeanor towards customers/vendors was always top of

mind. Both stores have implemented a consultative approach to helping customers and patients, where

their store associates serve the role as trusted advisor rather than "budtender". This is extremely

important as the vast majority of "budtenders" lack the knowledge and education necessary to provide

appropriate recommendation to customers. When you add in the fact that both stores have high-end

showrooms with great aesthetic, The Westwood Farmacy and The Rose Collective are a breath of fresh

air in a sea of homogeneity.

My experience with both Ann Athey and Shauneen Militello was always extremely positive and

professional. They truly view each of their vendors as partners of their business and treat them as such.

We never had any issues with payment and cash payment was always done in a safe, secure manner.

Without a doubt, I recommend Ann Athey and Shauneen Militello as the ideal and most qualified

candidates for a cannabis retail license, I am confident that their proposed business will be a valuable

addition to the Pasadena Community.

Best Regards,

David Ruderman

504 North Broadway, 2"d Floor, Redondo Beach, CA 90277 ~ island.co
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1/31/19

Pasadena Planning &amp; Community Development Department

175 N. Garfield Avenue

Pasadena, CA 91101

Re: Ann Athey and Shauneen Militello (Cannabis Retailer Applicant)

Dear Planning &Community Development Department,

TM

I'm a growth representative with PLUS Products, one of California's leading cannabis edible

brands. For over a year, I've had the pleasure of working with Ann and Shauneen at both the

Rose Collective and Westwood Farmacy and have always been impressed with their stores. As

one of the top edible brands, PLUS is sold in most major dispensaries around Los Angeles and

can honestly say Rose Collective and Westwood Farmacy consistently have some of the most

Knowledgeable staff, trained on both the science and effects of cannabis -which is especially

important considering that many of their customers are first time patients who lack any

cannabis knowledge. From a business standpoint, they have always been some of the best

accounts to work with -Ann and Shauneen are always reachable by phone and appointment -

and they are at the forefront of managing regulatory and compliance changes, which is very

rare in the Southern California market.

work with many dispensaries in this area and would be thrilled to see their style of

management in Pasadena, where I know Ann and Shauneen would run atop-notch retail store

to the benefit of the local community.

Thank you --

Ben Koppel
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mammoth'
~ DISTRIBUTION

January 29, 2019

Pasadena Planning &Community Development Department

175 N. Garfield Avenue

Pasadena, CA 91101

Re: Ann Athey and Shauneen Militello (Cannabis Retailer Applicant)

Dear Planning &Community Development Department,

My name is Victoria Rudd and I am Regional Manager for Mammoth Distribution.

Mammoth Distribution is one of the largest and most professional cannabis distribution

company in California. We specialize in cannabis concentrates and vape products that are of the

utmost safety, quality, and potency and distribute them throughout California.

Mammoth has been working with Rose Collective and The Westwood Pharmacy for over a year.

Throughout this time, I have witnessed the pride Ann Athey and Shauneen Militello take in

training their staff and taking care of their customers. In my opinion they are leading the

industry with their professionalism and the way they operate their stores. The staff's

knowledge on products, strains, the science of cannabis, and regulations at both locations is

exceptional. Their procedures for accepting deliveries, verifying COAs and quality of product

prior to delivery is beyond reproach. Their business practices transcend other licensed shops

we work with and they are trustworthy business partners. I am confident Ann Athey and

Shauneen Militello are the most qualified candidates to open a retail store in Pasadena and

feel they would serve the Pasadena community better than anyone else could.

Please contact me should you have any questions.

Best Regards,

Victoria Rudd

Regional Manager

Mammoth Distribution
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FLOW KANA

January 29,2018

Planning &Community Development Department

175 N. Garfield Avenue

Pasadena, CA 91101

Dear Planning &Community Development Department,

am the Director of Sales at Flow Kana, a distribution company dedicated to supporting the

small, heritage, sungrown farmer in the Emerald Triangle. Serving dispensaries with the first

prepacked sungrown product, we believe in a cannabis industry that supports the small grower

and have modeled our business to support decentralized growing and centralized processing

and distribution. As you've seen in other industries, people are demanding transparency in the

brands they purchase and are demanding conscious, healthy products. Flow Kana provides just

that.

Shauneen and Ann have been serving their local communities in Venice and Westwood by

providing responsibly sourced, clean and compliant cannabis to patients, athletes, tourists,

grandmas, the list goes on. We began working with Rose Collective (their location in Venice) in

2016 and have seen the passion and dedication Shauneen and Ann dedicate to educating their

staff. In turn, this creates a positive experience for anyone who walks through the door. The

staff always adheres to the regulations, verifies proper documentation and overall, goes above

and beyond ensuring they are running their business to the highest standards.

Thank you for considering Shauneen Militello and Ann Athey for a cannabis license in

Pasadena, a city rooted in community through its history, world-class events and business

diversity. As aworld-renown city, iYs imperative to have business owners that believe in serving

the community and providing a safe, compliant and welcoming place for all. They are the ideal

and most qualified candidate to provide the cannabis experience that the community and

visitors of Pasadena merit.

Best Regards,

Mallory McCarron, Director of Sales

E: mallory_(a)flowkana.com

M: 510-506-2462

Flowkana.com
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dos i st'M D~

January 29, 2019

To whom it may concern,

This letter confirms that Ann Athey and Shauneen Militello have been an outstanding dasist

retail partner of ours via the Rose (Venice) and the Farmacy (Westwood}. They are a best in

class operator and we will continue to fully support any future locations) they operate in,

especially the great community and City of Pasadena.

Please do not hesitate to reach ouf wi#h any questions,

Josh Campbell

President, dosist

josh@dosist.com

r
""..---''.
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